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Chapter 1 

Anxiety disorders: prevalence, impact and treatment 
Anxiety and fear are normal responses to threatening situations. An anxiety 
disorder is different from developmental normal fear and anxiety by being 
excessive and persisting (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). In both adults 
and children, anxiety disorders are the most prevalent of all mental disorders 
(Wittchen et al., 2011) and they bring along high societal costs when they occur in 
adults (Konnopka, Leichsenring, Leibing, & König, 2009) and in children (Bodden, 
Dirksen, & Bögels, 2008). A meta-analysis that summarized 39 epidemiological 
studies on child anxiety (Costello, Egger, Copeland, Erkanli, & Angold, 2011) found 
that 12.3 % (range 7.1% to 28.2%) of the children aged 6 to 12 years and 11 % (range 
10.3 % to 12.4 %) of the children aged 13 to 18 years suffer from an anxiety disorder 
at a given moment within childhood – or adolescence. Thus childhood anxiety 
disorders is a common problem. 

Anxiety disorders are typically child-onset disorders (Kessler et al., 2005). In 
addition, they tend to have both a homotypical and heterotypical course, meaning 
that children who suffer from anxiety disorders, often develop anxiety disorders or 
other mental disorders into adulthood (Beesdo, Knappe, & Pine, 2009). Untreated 
childhood anxiety disorders are predictive for subsequent anxiety disorders, 
depressive disorders (Copelan, Shanahan, Costello, & Angold, 2009; Lewinsohn, 
Holm-Denoma, Small, Seeley, & Joiner Jr, 2008), and substance abuse in late 
adolescence and adulthood (Woodward & Fergusson, 2001; Zimmerman et al., 
2003). In addition, anxiety disorders are associated with premature withdrawal 
from school (Van Ameringen, Mancini, & Farvolden, 2003), academic 
underachievement (Woodward & Fergusson, 2001) and lower social economic 
outcomes (Turnbull, George, Landerman, Swartz, & Blazer, 1990). Given the high 
prevalence, societal cost, comorbidity, and the negative influence on adult life, the 
development of successful therapies in order to cure or prevent childhood anxiety 
disorders are highly important.  

The last two decades, multiple randomized clinical trials (RCT) demonstrated 
the efficacy of cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) for childhood anxiety disorders 
(e.g. Bodden et al., 2008; Kendall, 1994). Since then, several meta-analytic reviews 
were published (e.g. Davis, May, & Whiting, 2011; InAlbon & Schneider, 2007; 
Reynolds, Wilson, Austin, & Hooper, 2012; Silverman, Pina, & Viswesvaran, 2008) 
showing that 46 % to 79 % of the anxiety-disordered children are free from their 
primary anxiety disorder after being treated with a CBT. Treatment gains seem to 
last on the long term (six years follow-up) (Barrett, Duffy, Dadds, & Rapee, 2001; 
Manassis, Avery, Butalia, & Mendlowitz, 2004). Thus, the majority of anxiety-
disordered children benefit from CBT on the short and long term, regardless of 
comorbid disorders. 

The CBT’s that were studied were delivered according to detailed descriptions 
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in a manual. The manualized CBT’s for childhood anxiety disorders typically 
contain the following components: psycho-education, coping skills (somatic 
education and affective differentiation, somatic management, and cognitive 
restructuring), problem solving, exposure tasks, and contingency management 
(Gosch, Flannery-Schroeder, Mauro, & Compton, 2006). The CBT’s can be 
delivered as individual child therapy (e.g. Bodden et al., 2008) with or without 
parental involvement (e.g. Nauta, Scholing, Emmelkamp, & Minderaa, 2003), as 
child group therapy (e.g. Liber et al., 2008), parent training (e.g. Van der Sluis, Van 
der Bruggen, Brechman-Toussaint, Thissen, & Bögels, 2012) and family therapy 
(e.g. Bögels & Siqueland, 2006). The various CBT formats for childhood anxiety 
have all proven their efficacy (for meta-analytic reviews see InAlbon & Schneider, 
2007; Reynolds et al., 2012). 
 
Anxiety disorders: research versus everyday clinical practice 
Research so far enhanced our knowledge on the prevalence, comorbidity, impact 
and treatment of childhood anxiety disorders. Obviously this knowledge should 
serve the purpose of improving the mental health care for anxiety-disordered 
children. However, there seem to be a gap between research and everyday clinical 
practice, at least with regard to some issues, which will be addressed in the 
following sections. 
 
Where are all the anxiety-disordered children? The discrepancy between 
prevalence rates and service utilization  
As prevalence rates for mental diseases are the highest for anxiety disorders (e.g. 
Heiervanger et al., 2007), we would expect children with anxiety disorders to be 
well represented in mental health care. On the contrary, the opposite is true. Service 
utilization is in particular low among children with anxiety disorders (Angold et al., 
2002; Chavira, Stein, Baily, & Stein, 2004; Merikangas et al., 2011). Chavira and 
colleagues (2004) found a life-time service utilization rate of 31 % among children 
aged 8 to 18 years with a current anxiety disorder versus 79 % among children with 
attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). In general, children with 
internalizing disorders (i.e. anxiety and mood disorders) use less services than 
children with externalizing disorders (i.e. oppositional defiant - and conduct 
disorders, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder), which might be due to the more 
disruptive nature of externalizing disorders, causing caregivers to refer to mental 
health care sooner (Chavira et al., 2004; Heiervanger et al., 2007).  

So far, it is not yet clear why within the group of anxiety-disordered children 
some get referred, while others do not get referred. As children rarely take the 
initiative for referral to mental health care, processes within the child’s family, or 
parental factors might be of influence on the referral of anxiety-disordered children 
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(please see chapter 3 for a more elaborate introduction). In order to enhance our 
understanding of the referral of anxious children, research should try to identify 
factors that are associated with their referral. 
 
Part of the problem, part of the solution? Parental involvement in CBT for child 
anxiety disorders 
Anxiety seems to run in families. For example, Hughes and colleagues (2009) found 
lifetime prevalence rates for anxiety disorders to be 56 % in mothers and 30 % in 
fathers of children with an anxiety disorder. This was two to three times higher 
relative to children that had no psychiatric disorder. In addition, the heritability of 
anxiety is to a large extent explained by genetic influences (Gregory & Eley, 2011). 
Research also focussed on environmental influences on child anxiety. Family 
dysfunction is associated with child anxiety (Bögels & Brechman-Toussaint, 2006). 
Multiple studies also demonstrated associations between parenting behaviours and 
child anxiety and (i.e. higher levels of overprotective and rejective parenting and 
less autonomy granting and parental warmth is associated with higher child anxiety 
levels, for meta-analyses see McLeod, Wood, & Weisz, 2007; Van der Bruggen, 
Stams, & Bögels, 2008). There is some evidence that anxious parents display more 
anxiety-enhancing parenting, but those findings are not consistently replicated (for 
reviews see Bögels & Brechman-Toussaint, 2006; Drake & Ginsburg, 2012). In fact, 
child anxiety might elicit anxiety-enhancing parenting (Eley, Napolitano, Lau, & 
Gregory, 2010; Hudson, Dodd, Lyneham, & Bovopoulous, 2011). Thus, there are 
associations between family functioning, parenting, parental anxiety and child 
anxiety, but the direction of the effect is not yet clear. Nevertheless, parents are 
believed to play a role in the aetiology and maintenance of childhood anxiety (for 
reviews see Bögels & Brechman-Toussaint, 2006; Drake & Ginsburg, 2012). And for 
that reason, researchers added parent -and family components to child CBT 
(henceforth FCBT) for child anxiety disorders.  

The theoretical rational is that targeting parental factors is a way to eliminate 
the maintaining factors of the child’s anxiety disorder(s) and that involving parents 
might also facilitate the generalization of treatment gains (Barmish & Kendall, 
2005). Instinctive, this rational seems very plausible. Also, the clinical impression is 
that it is only natural to involve parents in the treatment of their child, especially, 
when keeping in mind that usually parents take the initiative to go to mental health 
care, not the children. In addition, clinicians are confronted with parents that seem 
to overprotect their anxious child (see chapter 2 for a clinical case illustration), 
which instinctively might cause them to involve parents. However, meta-analytic 
research on RCT’s evaluating child-only CBT (henceforth CCBT) versus FCBT 
contradicts the assumption that it is necessary to involve parents in child anxiety 
treatments: parental involvement does not seem to enhance treatment efficacy (In-
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Albon & Schneider, 2007; Reynolds et al., 2012; Thulin, Svirsky, Serlachius, 
Andersson, & Öst, 2014, please see chapter 4 for a more elaborate introduction). 
Thus, although the aetiology of child anxiety and clinical impressions seem to 
suggest that involving parents and focussing on anxiety-enhancing parenting and 
family functioning is necessary in order to improve child anxiety, this is not 
supported by scientific evidence.  

In addition, it is rarely evaluated whether anxiety-enhancing parenting 
behaviours and/or family functioning actually improve after treatment (Breinholst 
et al., 2012; Drake & Ginsburg, 2012; Ginsburg et al., 2004), despite the fact that 
this is the rational for adding the parenting/family component. The most recent 
meta-analysis on the effect of parental involvement in CBT for child anxiety 
disorders (Thulin et al., 2014) included 16 RCT’s. Only three (Schneider et al., 2013; 
Silverman et al., 2009; Wood, McLeod, Piacentini, and Sigman, 2009) of them 
evaluated improvement on a parenting variable as an outcome measurement beside 
the child’s anxiety. All studies measured different parental constructs (e.g. parental 
intrusiveness, parental dysfunctional beliefs), but not family functioning. Schneider 
et al. (2013) and Silverman et al. (2009) found CCBT and FCBT to be equally 
successful for improving the parenting construct they measured. Wood et al. (2009) 
found FCBT to be more successful. Only Wood et al. (2009) found a small 
association between improved parenting and improved child anxiety (see chapter 4 
for a more elaborate introduction). 

Thus studies that evaluate parenting and family functioning as an outcome 
measurement are scarce and inconclusive. It is yet unclear whether parenting and 
family functioning improve after treatment and whether this is associated with the 
child’s improvement on anxiety.  
 
Can real clinical practice be imitated in an ivory tower? The efficacy-effectiveness 
gap in CBT for child anxiety disorders 
Two decades ago, researchers started to question whether results from controlled 
treatment outcome studies could be generalized to real clinical practice (Shadish, 
Matt, Navarro, & Philips, 2000; Kendall & Southam-Gerow, 1995; Weiss, Guidi, & 
Fava, 2009; Weisz, Donenberg, Weiss, & Han, 1995; Weisz, Jensen-Doss, & Hawley, 
2005). Meta-analytic research on the effects of psychotherapy for children showed 
positive outcomes approaching a large effect size (Cohen’s d = 0.77) (e.g. Weisz, 
Weiss, Han, Granger, & Morton, 1995). However, as Weisz and colleagues (1995) 
outlined, the studies that were included involved children and treatment conditions 
that were not representative of real clinical practice (Weisz and colleagues referred 
to them as ‘research therapy studies’). In their search in 23 journals including 20 
years of publications, they found only nine studies to be representative for clinical 
practice (Weisz and colleagues referred to them as ‘clinic therapy studies’) and their 
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effect sizes (Cohen’s d) ranged from -0.40 to 0.29. This led to the alarming 
conclusion that treatments delivered in real clinical practice were not that effective 
at all. This substantial difference between results obtained in research therapy 
studies and clinic therapy studies is referred to as the ‘efficacy-effectiveness gap’.  

Efficacy refers to “the results achieved by a therapeutic method within a 
research study”, while effectiveness refers to the “outcome of therapy in routine 
clinical care” (Öst, 2012). Efficacy studies typically strive for high internal validity. 
In effectiveness studies, the external validity is highly important. Studies can be 
situated on an efficacy-effectiveness continuum, doing more or less right to either 
the internal (efficacy) or external (effectiveness) validity of the study. Thus, they can 
also be more or less representative for common clinical practice. Table 1 displays 
characteristics of efficacy versus effectiveness studies on the opposite ends of the 
efficacy-effectiveness continuum. There are considerable differences between 
efficacy studies and effectiveness studies, which might cause the effectiveness of 
efficacious treatments for childhood anxiety not to be self-evident.  
 
Table 1 Characteristics of efficacy versus effectiveness studies  

 Note. Characteristics obtained from Shadish et al., 2000; Stewart & Chambless, 
2009; Weisz et al., 2005. 

 

Efficacy study Effectiveness study 
Performed in a research/university clinic Performed in community mental health 

clinic 
Recruited patients Referred patients through a common 

route 
Patients are randomized to a treatment 
condition 

Patients are not randomized or part of a 
research trial 

Homogeneous problem behaviour (use of 
exclusion criteria) 

Heterogeneous problem behaviour  

Patients are not allowed to use 
medication 

Patients can use medication 

Therapists are specifically pre-trained 
researchers/students 

Therapists are clinicians that treat 
multiple psychopathology 

Therapist receive treatment-specific 
supervision 

No or general supervision 

Therapist are obligated to use and follow 
a treatment manual 

Therapist can use a treatment manual 
flexibly or use no manual 

Treatment adherence is checked by 
audio/videotaping therapy sessions 

No formal treatment adherence checks 
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With regard to CBT for anxiety-disordered children, several efficacy studies 
had some characteristics of an effectiveness study: children were referred through a 
common clinical route to a community mental health clinic and treatments were 
delivered by ‘real’ clinicians (e.g. Bodden, Bögels, et al., 2008; Öst, 2012; Southam-
Gerow et al., 2010). A meta-analysis on nine child anxiety effectiveness studies 
suggests that the effectiveness of CBT for childhood anxiety disorders is comparable 
to benchmarks obtained from an efficacy review on child anxiety treatments 
(Hunsley & Lee, 2007). However, a more elaborate meta-analysis on 56 
effectiveness studies on CBT for adult anxiety disorders (Stewart & Chambless, 
2009) showed that higher clinical representativeness of the studies was associated 
with less positive outcomes. Thus, there are indications that higher clinical 
representativeness seems to decrease treatment effectiveness, which might indicate 
that there is also a continuum from effectiveness study to clinical practice. 

Effectiveness studies still do not resemble clinical practice. For the interests of 
research and its internal validity, effectiveness studies often select therapists of a 
certain educational level, provide treatment-specific pre-training and supervisions, 
monitor treatment adherence, randomize patients to a treatment condition and use 
multiple measurements (e.g. Barrington, Prior, Richardson, & Allen, 2005; 
Southam-Gerow et al., 2010). Those research characteristics might not be present 
and practicable in clinical practice and may influence treatment outcome (Kendall 
& Southam-Gerow, 1995). This leads to research questions about the 
generalizability of manualized CBT, but might also cause clinicians to distrust and 
not use manualized CBT in their daily practice (Addis & Krasnow, 2000; Becker, 
Smith, Jensen-Doss, 2013; Stewart, Chambless, Baron, 2012).  
 Therefore, it is of importance to further enhance knowledge on the 
effectiveness of manualized CBT for childhood anxiety disorders in the rougher, less 
controllable circumstances of clinical practice. In clinical practice, therapists might 
adhere less to the manual, have various educational backgrounds and experience, 
might not take specific treatment training or supervision, experience high 
caseloads, face productivity requirements, and obligations towards insurance 
companies, and typically see children with a broad range of psychopathology (Weisz 
& Gray, 2008). In addition, not only the question “does manualized CBT work?” 
should be addressed, but also if typical ‘real-world circumstances’ (e.g. no treatment 
adherence checks or pre-treatment training) influence treatment effectiveness  
(please see chapter five and six for a more elaborate introduction). Addressing those 
questions would bring us closer to closing the gap between research and clinical 
practice. 
 
Outline of this dissertation  
The aim of this dissertation was to address some of the issues discussed in the 
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above sections. The main theme is ‘children with anxiety disorders in real clinical 
practice’. The context is often the borderline of research and practice. 
 Chapter 2 serves as a ‘clinical introduction’ to this ‘clinical dissertation’. It 
describes a clinical case according to the new criteria of the recently published DSM 
5. It aims to illustrate the various factors that are involved with a child (Logan) that 
has severe anxiety problems. The multiple causal and maintaining factors in the 
case, stress the need for guidelines about the most right and effective focus of 
attention in therapy.  
 Chapter 3 addresses the first gap: ‘the discrepancy between prevalence rates 
and service utilization of anxiety-disordered children’. It contributes to our 
understanding of why some anxiety-disordered children get referred to mental 
health care, while many others do not get referred. The chapter aims to identify 
factors that are associated with the referral of anxious children to mental health 
care. Participants were 73 children with anxiety disorders, referred to mental health 
care and 176 non-referred, but anxious children, recruited in primary school. 
 Chapter 4 addresses the second gap: ‘parental involvement in child anxiety 
therapy’. It examines 1) whether families of anxiety-disordered children are 
characterized by anxiety-enhancing parenting and family functioning, compared to 
control families; (2) whether FCBT for childhood anxiety disorders decreases 
anxiety-enhancing parenting and family functioning more so than CCBT; (3) 
whether anxiety-disordered children benefit more from therapy in the long-term 
when parents display less anxiety enhancing parenting and family functioning. 
Participants were 104 anxiety-disordered children and their families, randomized to 
FCBT or CCBT, and 44 control families.  

Chapter 6 and 7 aim to enhance knowledge on the third gap: the efficacy versus 
effectiveness of CBT for childhood anxiety. This section on the described third gap 
starts with an introduction (chapter 5) that describes the dissemination and 
implementation of Discussing + Doing = Daring (DDD), a manualized CBT for child 
anxiety disorders, in Dutch clinical practice. Data obtained from the 
implementation study of DDD was used to answer the research questions that are 
addresses in chapter 6 and 7.  

Chapter 6 examines whether the effectiveness of an in the real world of clinical 
practice disseminated manualized CBT on child anxiety disorders compare to the 
same CBT gathered under controlled research conditions. Participants were 100 
children who participated in the implementation study of DDD and 92 children that 
were part of an efficacy trial in which DDD was used under controlled research 
circumstances.  

Chapter 7 contributes to our understanding of factors that influence the 
treatment effectiveness of CBT for child anxiety disorders. It aims to identify 
therapy and therapist factors that influence treatment effectiveness. Participants 
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were 150 children and their parents who participated in the implementation study 
of DDD. 

In the discussion section of this dissertation, all results are integrated and 
reviewed. Limitations, clinical implications and recommendations for future 
research are given.  
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Chapter 2 
 
 

DSM-5 clinical case illustration:  
The fears and worries of Logan 

 
 
 

Loes Jongerden & Susan Bögels 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Jongerden, L., Bögels, S. M: Case 5.1. Fears and Worries, in DSM-5 Clinical Cases, 
edited by Barnhill J. Arlington, VA, American Psychiatric Publishing, 2014, pp. 115-
117. 
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Logan was a 12-year-old boy who was referred to mental health care for 
longstanding anxiety about losing his parents and relatively recent fears about 
getting a severe disease. Although his parents described a long history of anxiety, 
Logan’s acute problem began 5 weeks prior to the consultation, when Logan 
watched a television show about rare and fatal diseases. Afterward, he became 
scared that he might have a hidden disease. His parents reported three “panic 
attacks” in the prior month, marked by anxiety, dizziness, sweats, and shortness of 
breath. About that same time, Logan began to complain of frequent headaches and 
stomachaches. Logan’s own theory was that his bodily aches were caused by his 
fears about being ill and about his parents going away, but the pain was still 
uncomfortable. He insisted he was not scared about having more panic attacks but 
was petrified about being left sick and alone. These illness fears developed several 
times a week, usually when Logan was in bed, when he “felt something” in his body, 
or when he heard about diseases.  

Logan had begun to suffer from anxieties as a young child. Kindergarten was 
notable for intense separation difficulties. He was briefly bullied in third grade, 
which led to his first panic attacks and worsening anxiety. According to his parents, 
“there always seemed to be a new anxiety.” These included fear of the toilet, the 
dark, sleeping alone, being alone, and being pestered. Logan’s most persistent fear 
revolved around his parents’ safety. He was generally fine when both were at work 
or at home, but when they were in transit, or anywhere else, he was generally afraid 
that they would die in an accident. When the parents were late from work or when 
they tried to go out together or on an errand without him, Logan became frantic, 
calling and texting incessantly. Logan was predominantly concerned about his 
mother’s safety, and she had gradually reduced her solo activities to a minimum. As 
she said, it felt like “he would like to follow me into the toilet.” Logan was less 
demanding toward his father, who said, “When we comfort him all the time or stay 
at home, he’ll never become independent.” He indicated that he believed his wife 
had been too soft and overprotective.  

Logan and his family underwent several months of psychotherapy when Logan 
was age 10. The father said therapy helped his wife become less overprotective, and 
Logan’s anxiety seemed to improve. She agreed with this assessment, although she 
said she was not sure what she was supposed to do when her son was panicking 
whenever she tried to leave the house or whenever he worried about getting a 
disease.  

Logan’s developmental history was otherwise unremarkable. His grades were 
generally good. His teachers agreed that he was quiet but had several friends and 
collaborated well with other children. He was quick, however, to negatively 
interpret the intentions of other children. For example, he tended to be very 
sensitive to any indication that he was being picked on. Logan’s family history was 
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pertinent for panic disorder, agoraphobia, and social anxiety disorder (social 
phobia) in the mother. The maternal grandmother was described as at “least as” 
anxious as Logan’s mother. The father denied psychiatric illness in his family.  

On examination, Logan was a friendly, articulate boy who was cooperative and 
goal directed. He was generally in a “good mood” but cried when talking about his 
fears of dying and getting sick. He denied suicidality and hopelessness but indicated 
he was desperate to get over his problems before starting high school. His cognition 
was good. His insight and judgment appeared intact except as relates to his anxiety 
issues. 
 
DSM 5 Diagnosis 
Separation anxiety disorder with panic attacks. 
 
Discussion 
Logan has had separation fears since he was a young child. To qualify for separation 
anxiety disorder, DSM-5 requires three of eight symptoms. Logan has at least five, 
including long-standing, excessive, and disturbing fears of anticipated separations; 
harm to his parents; events that could lead to separations; and being left alone. He 
also had physical complaints that could be traced to fears of dying and separation. 
Logan also has panic attacks. He does not meet criteria for a panic disorder, 
however, because he is not afraid of having an attack. Instead, his panic seems 
related to fears of separation or getting a disease. Panic attacks would, therefore, be 
listed as a specifier of separation anxiety disorder. Although Logan is anxious about 
having an illness, his symptoms do not appear to meet criteria for illness anxiety 
disorder: the duration of his fear of diseases is not 6 months, he does not visit 
doctors, and he seeks reassurance not about his health but about being left alone by 
his attachment figures. His symptoms do not meet criteria for generalized anxiety 
disorder because his predominant concern is specifically about separation from his 
parents. He may have met criteria for social anxiety disorder (social phobia) in the 
past (fear of being pestered), but social fears do not appear to dominate the clinical 
picture at this point in time.  

Anxiety disorders have been present in the mother and grandmother, which 
may indicate a genetic predisposition. Multigenerational anxiety may also be 
transmitted via learning, modeling, and overprotective parenting. In Logan’s case, 
the mother is noted to have panic disorder, agoraphobia, and social anxiety 
disorder, and both parents agree that her own anxieties have influenced her 
parenting style. In particular, Logan’s fears appear to be rewarded: the parents stay 
home, rarely leave Logan alone, and respond quickly to all his calls and text 
messages. They appear to have frequent conversations about his fears but may not 
spend enough time discussing compensatory strategies. The father does seem to try 
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to encourage Logan’s autonomy, but the parents appear to not agree on the correct 
overall strategy. Unsupportive coparenting may have contributed to the 
maintenance of Logan’s problems.  

One potentially important change in DSM-5 has been the relocation of 
separation anxiety disorder into the anxiety disorder chapter. In DSM-III and 
DSMIV, it had been located in the chapter aimed at disorders that begin in infancy, 
childhood, and adolescence. Separation anxiety disorder can extend into adulthood, 
however, and Logan’s mother may herself have suffered from adult separation 
anxiety disorder (as well as from her other anxiety disorders). Her own fears of 
separation may well be affecting how she is raising her son and be contributing to 
his ongoing anxiety. 
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Abstract 
This study aims to identify factors that predict the mental health care referral of 
anxious children. In total, 249 children and families, aged 8-13 years, participated: 
73 children were referred with anxiety disorders to mental health care (M 
age=10.28, SD=1.35), 176 non-referred anxious children recruited in primary 
schools (M age=9.94, SD=1.22). Child anxiety and other disorders were assessed 
with semi-structured interviews. Child anxiety symptoms, behavioural problems, 
parental anxiety, the parenting styles overprotection, autonomy encouragement, 
rejection, and the family functioning dimensions control and relational functioning, 
were assessed with child-, father-, and mother-report on questionnaires. The 
summed interference rating of children’s anxiety disorders was a predictor of 
referral, consistent over child- and parent reports, but not comorbidity. Most family 
and parenting variables did not predict referral, nor differed between the referred 
and non-referred sample. Contrary to our hypothesis, maternal self-reported 
anxiety decreased the odds of referral and child-reported parental autonomy 
granting increased, while child-reported overprotection decreased the odds of 
referral. The impairment for the child due to the number and severity of their 
anxiety disorder(s) is, based on child, mother and father report associated with 
referral. This indicates that those who need it most, receive clinical treatment. 
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Introduction 
Of all children diagnosed with a psychiatric disorder, 40 to 65 % do not enter 
mental health care (Angold et al., 2002; Briggs-Gowan et al., 2000; Canino et al., 
2004). As children rarely take the initiative to ask for mental health care (Logan et 
al., 2001), it implies that their symptoms are not identified or they are not referred 
to services by parents, school, or health professionals. 
 Service utilization is even lower among children with internalizing problems 
(i.e. anxiety and mood disorders), especially in anxiety-disordered children (Angold 
et al., 2002; Chavira et al., 2004; Merikangkas et al., 2011). For example Chavira et 
al. (2004) found a lifetime service utilization rate in children 8-17 years old of 31% 
with a current anxiety disorder versus 40% with depression and 79% with ADHD.  

Children withinternalizing behaviours might use less services than children 
with externalizing behaviours because their behaviours are less disruptive to the 
environment and therefore less noticed and/or cause less discomfort to adults 
(Chavira et al., 2004; Heiervanger et al., 2007). This is supported by several studies 
showing that referral is not only influenced by the severity of the psychopathology 
of the child, but also related to the economic, social and/or psychological effects of 
the child’s symptoms on the family and caregivers (Angold et al, 2002; Brannan et 
al., 2003; Chavira, 2009; Sayal, 2004; Zwaanswijk et al., 2003). Differences in 
referral rates of children with externalizing versus internalizing problems can thus 
be explained by the burden of the child’s symptoms on the environment. However, 
it remains unclear why some children with anxiety problems are referred while 
others with anxiety problems are not. As children are generally not the ones who 
ask for mental health care, the referral among anxious children might also be 
related to factors within the family. 

Other than general epidemiological studies (e.g. Farmer et al., 2003; Verhulst 
et al., 1997), studies on factors that predict the referral to mental health care of 
anxious children are scarce. The available studies mainly focus on predicting 
referral by clinical characteristics (e.g. severity of anxiety disorder, comorbidity) 
and demographic variables (e.g. gender, family composition) (Chavira et al., 2004; 
Chavira et al., 2009; Essau, 2005). Only Chavira et al. (2009) included one family 
characteristic, caregiver strain (i.e., parents’ perception of the burden of caring for 
their anxious child), which was a significant predictor of service utilization. 
Processes within the family as possible referral factors are hardly studied. 

The following family processes might be of particular interest in the referral of 
anxious children. First, parental anxiety might be a unique factor in explaining why 
some anxiety-disordered children get referred to mental health care. Essau (2005) 
found that parental anxiety was a predictor of service utilization in adolescents with 
anxiety disorders, but not for adolescents with depressive disorders. Parental 
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anxiety is also associated with within-family processes like parental rearing 
behaviours and family functioning (Bögels & Brechman-Toussaint, 2006).  

Second, family functioning (i.e. “the way several personalities in a family 
cohere in an ongoing structure that is both sustained and altered through 
interaction”, Handel in Bloom, 1985, p. 225) may be a factor that explains referral. 
Brannan et al. (2003) found that poorer family functioning was related to 
outpatient service utilization of children, while the internalizing and externalizing 
problem behaviours of the children were not predictors. Also, anxious children were 
found to report higher levels of conflict and enmeshment (i.e., controlling, 
constraining interaction) and lower levels of cohesion (i.e., supportive interaction) 
(Barber et al., 1996), sociability and democratic family style (Stark et al., 1990).  

Third, parenting problems may be associated with referral. Parenting 
behaviours, particularly overprotection, lack of age-adequate autonomy 
encouragement, and rejection, have been found to be associated with increased 
anxiety in children (McLeod et al., 2007; Van der Bruggen et al., 2008). This seems 
to be a reciprocal influence: parenting behaviours can increase the anxiety levels of 
children, but the anxiety of the child can also evoke more anxiety-enhancing 
parenting (Barrett et al., 2005; Silverman et al., 2009). Tentatively, when parents 
notice they express more negative or anxiety-enhancing parenting, and are, despite 
their parenting efforts, unsuccessful in reducing their child’s anxiety, it might cause 
them to seek professional help. Parenting behaviours are more strongly related to 
anxiety in children aged 8-12 compared to adolescents aged 13-18 (Verhoeven et al., 
2012). Parenting might therefore be of particular influence on the referral of the 
current primary school-aged children.  

Given that service utilization among children with disruptive behaviours is 
higher than among anxiety-disordered children, a comorbid disruptive disorder 
next to a primary anxiety disorder might predict service use. So far, studies on 
comorbidity next to an anxiety disorder yield inconsistent findings and are difficult 
to compare given the different comorbid disorders included and the different 
samples used. In some studies comorbid ADHD, ODD, CD, mood disorders or other 
anxiety disorders in children aged 6 to 18 years did not predict service utilization 
(Chavira et al., 2009; Chavira et al., 2004). While Essau (2005) found that 
comorbidanxiety or depressive disorders, a somatoform or substance use disorder 
were predictors of service utilization in anxious adolescents. Also, it has been 
proposed that the additive effect of multiple comorbid disorders (regardless of type) 
predict inpatient mental health care (Chavira et al., 2009; Essau, 2005).  

Other variables that have been related to service utilization in earlier studies 
about anxiety in children were child age, gender, comorbidity, ethnicity, family SES, 
family composition and stressful life events. The findings on these variables can be 
summarized as follows. Anxious adolescents above 15 years of age are more likely to 
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use services than anxious children aged 8 to 14 (Chavira et al., 2004; Essau, 2005), 
but Chavira (2009) did not find this age difference in a sample in public care. 
Gender appears not to affect the service utilization of anxiety disordered children 
and/or adolescents (Chavira et al., 2004; Chavira et al., 2009; Essau, 2005). Lower 
SES is associated with lower service utilization in children with anxiety disorders in 
several studies (Angold et al., 2002; Chavira et al., 2004; Giannakopoulos et al., 
2010). In the Netherlands, as in many European countries, however, mental health 
care services are freely accessible and SES appears not to be of influence (Sourander 
et al., 2001; Zwaanswijk et al., 2003). Living in a single parent family and change in 
family composition is found to be associated with service utilization (Sourander et 
al., 2001; Zwaanswijk et al., 2003), but living in a single parent family was not a 
significant referral predictor in anxiety-disordered children in accessing public care 
(Chavira, 2009). In conclusion, results are mixed with respect to SES and family 
composition, and SES mixed outcomes may be related to differences in health care 
systems.  

In sum, this study aims to identify family and parenting factors that are 
associated with the referral of anxious children, over and above the severity of the 
child’s psychopathology. To that end, a sample of highly anxious children who were 
referred to mental health care and a sample of children who were not referred, but 
recruited from schools with the 15% highest self-reported anxiety levels on the 
SCARED, were studied. We measured child anxiety symptoms, anxiety disorders, 
comorbid disorders, health related quality of life (QoL), parental anxiety, family 
functioning (i.e. relational functioning and control), and parenting behaviours (i.e. 
autonomy granting, overprotection, rejection). We expected that families in the 
referred sample could be distinguished from families in the non-referred sample by 
more impairment of the child’s daily life due to the anxiety disorder(s), more 
comorbid disorders, poorer QoL, higher levels of parental anxiety, more anxiety-
enhancing parenting, that is, more overprotection and rejection and less autonomy 
granting parenting, and finally family functioning characterized by more 
dysfunctional control and less positive relational functioning. 

 
Methods 
Participants 

Referred sample. The referred sample was part of a randomized controlled 
trial (RCT) on the efficacy of child versus family cognitive behavioural therapy 
(Bodden et al., 2008). The 147 children, aged 8 to 18, were referred by their general 
practitioner (GP) to one of eight mental health care centers, with a primary anxiety 
disorder other than obsessive compulsive disorder or post-traumatic stress 
disorder. In the Netherlands, children and their parents can access mental health 
care after the referral of a GP. Children and their parents were approached for 
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participating in the RCT after the regular registration procedure of the center had 
taken place. After assessing 147 children for eligibility, 19 children were excluded 
because they did not meet inclusion criteria, they declined participation or the 
inclusion date expired.    

Non-referred sample. The non-referred sample was part of a child anxiety 
prevention study (Simon et al., 2011). In total, 4796 children, aged 8 to 13 of 50 
primary schools were asked to complete an anxiety-screening questionnaire. Of 
them, 2494 children wanted to complete the anxiety-screening questionnaire. 
Children scoring in the top 15 %, with different cut-offs for girls and boys (n= 412), 
were asked to participate in the study, 184 highly anxious children agreed to 
participate. For the current study, eight children were removed from the sample 
because they already used mental health services. 

The Medical Ethical Committee of Maastricht University approved both 
studies. All families signed informed consents.  

 
Table 1 Demographic features and comparisons of the non-referred and referred anxious 
children 
 Non-referred  

N = 176 
Referred 
N = 73 

Girls (n, %) 100 (57 %) 37 (51 %) 
Child age (M, SD) 9.94 (1.22) 10.30 (1.35)* 
Parents separated (n, %) 35 (20 %) 12 (17 %) 
Father did not participate 23 (13 %) 9 (12 %) 
Parental age   
Father (M, SD)  41.75 (4.48) 42.77 (4.58) 
Mother (M, SD) 39.63 (4.23) 40.19 (4.88) 
Ethnicity Dutch   
Father (n, %) 174 (98 %) 59 (92 %) 
Mother (n, %) 171 (97 %) 69 (95 %) 
Biological parent   
Father (n, %) 162 (92 %) 61 (95 %) 
Mother (n, %) 175 (99 %) 70 (96 %) 
Parental educational levela   
Father (M, SD)  4.98 (1.82) 4.31 (2.02)** 
Mother (M, SD) 4.66 (1.78) 3.97 (1.99)** 
Current unemployment   
Father (n, %) 12 (7 %) 4 (6 %) 
Mother (n, %) 8 (5 %) 2 (3 %) 
a On a scale from 0 (no education) to 8 (university degree). 
*p < .05 (two-tailed), but non-significant after Bonferroni correction; **p < .01 (two-tailed). 
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Current sample. We used the pretest data from both samples of the children, 
aged 8 to 13 years who attended primary school. In the referred sample, 73 from the 
128 children belonged to this age group and were still attending primary school. In 
total, participants were 249 children, 73 referred and 176 non-referred. Table 1 
displays demographic features of the two subsamples. The demographic features in 
both groups were comparable except for child age and father and mother 
educational level. This was taken into account in the analyses.  

Data from Statistics Netherlands (CBS, 2012) indicate that the two samples 
seem to be representative for the Dutch general population with regard to 
educational level and the percentage of unemployment.  The majority (40.3 %, CBS, 
2012) of the Dutch labour force finished intermediate vocational education. 
Unemployability was 6.6 % among men and 6.3 among women (CBS, 2012). 
However, in both samples the inclusion of non-Dutch participants was low 
compared to the percentage of non-Dutch inhabitants in the Netherlands (20.8%, 
CBS, 2012), which might partially be explained by the areas in which both studies 
took place. Moreover, both samples containa relatively lower number of the families 
with divorced parents compared to the general population (26,3 %, CBS, 2012). 
 
Measurements 
Parents and children were interviewed with the child and parent Dutch version of 
the Anxiety Disorders Interview Schedule for Children (ADIS-C/P, Siebelink et al., 
2001; Silverman et al., 1996) to measure anxiety disorders and related DSM-IV 
psychopathology. Parents and children were asked to indicate on a 9-point 
interference scale (0 = ‘not at all’ to 8 = ‘very much’) the impairment in the child’s 
daily life as a result of the disorder symptoms. Ratings 4-8 indicate the presence of 
a disorder. The interviewer has, as stated in the manual, the ability to adjust the 
interference score bases on the presence of more or less (severe) symptoms. The 
interference ratings were summed, as a measurement of the impairment due to the 
anxiety and comorbid disorder(s) (Simon et al., 2011). The test-retest reliability of 
the ADIS-C/P is good (κ = 0.63–0.80 (child interview); κ = 0.65–0.88 (parent 
interview, Silverman et al., 2001). Interrater agreements with regard to the 
presence of anxiety disorders were good in both the referred (κ =0.89 (ADIS-C), κ = 
0.83 (ADIS-P), Bodden, et al., 2008) and the high-anxious sample (κ =1.00 (ADIS-
C), κ = 0.73 (ADIS-P), Simon et al., 2009). 
 Anxiety symptoms of the child were measured by the 71-items Screen for Child 
Anxiety Related Emotional Disorders (SCARED-71, Bodden et al., 2009) using the 
child and parent version. This questionnaire assesses symptoms of all DSM-IV 
anxiety disorders. Symptoms were rated on a 3-point Likert Scale (0 = ‘(almost) 
never’; 1 = ‘sometimes’; 2 = ‘often’) and added up to a total scale score. The 
SCARED-71 can discriminate clinically anxious from control children: pooled effect 
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sizes were 1.6 (child-report) and 2.4 (parent-report) (Bodden et al., 2009). The 
convergent validity is satisfactory. Correlations between the SCARED-R (the 
SCARED-71 is highly similar to the SCARED-R, 5 social anxiety items were added) 
and CBCL-internalizing scores ranged from .26 and .58 (Muris et al., 2005). The 
internal consistencies of both the child and parent versions in this study were high 
(α = 0.94; α = 0.95). 

Parental anxiety was measured by the SCARED-A, the adult version of the 
SCARED-C (Bögels et al., 2004). The SCARED-A is able to discriminate between 
adults with and without a current anxiety disorder (effect size 1.19), and the 
convergent validity (correlations between SCARED-A and ADIS-IV-L = .58 for 
males and .49 for females) is satisfactory (Van Steensel & Bögels, 2014). Internal 
consistencies (α) in this study were 0.95 (mothers) and 0.95 (fathers). 

Parenting behaviours were measured by the Rearing Behaviour Questionnaire 
(RBQ, Bögels et al., 2004) using the child about mother, child about father, father 
and mother self-reports versions. Items (n = 28) are rated on a 4-point Likert scale 
(1 = ‘not true at all’ to 4 = ‘very true’). We used the rearing dimensions autonomy 
granting, overprotection, and rejection. Verhoeven et al. (2012) examined the 
construct validity of the parenting constructs by asking six experts to sort the items 
of the questionnaire to the parenting constructs. The agreement among the experts 
was high (κ = .82). Confirmatory factor analyses showed that four-factor models 
fitted the data well (RMSEA ranged from .05-.06, CFR ranged from .92-.94). The 
internal consistencies (α) of the subscales in this study were: RBQ-Child 0.78 
(autonomy granting), 0.84 (Overprotection) and 0.85 (Rejection); RBQ-father 0.73 
(autonomy granting), 0.67 (Overprotection) and 0.75 (Rejection); RBQ-mother 
0.59 (autonomy granting), 0.72 (Overprotection) and 0.84 (Rejection). 

Family functioning was measured by the Family Functioning Scale (FFS) 
(Bloom, 1985). This questionnaire contains 75 items that formed 15 scales of family 
functioning. For the current study, 12 of 15 scales (60 items) were used. The 12 
scales add up to two family functioning dimensions: family control and relational 
functioning. Children, fathers and mothers rated items about their family on a 4-
point Likert scale (1 = ‘not true at all’ to 4 = ‘very true’). The internal consistencies 
in this study (α) were: FFS-father 0.89 (relational functioning), 0.72 (family 
control); FFS-mother 0.90 (relational functioning) 0.73 (family control); FFS-Child 
0.84 (relational functioning) and 0.51 (family control). Distressed families could be 
discriminated from non-distressed families based on nine of the 12 scales (Bloom, 
1985). Limited validity research on the FFS is available.  

The Child Behaviour Checklist (CBCL, Achenbach, 1991) measures problem 
behaviours in children. Parents rated 118 items about emotional and behavioural 
problems of their children on a 3-point Likert scale (0 = ‘not true (as far as you 
know)’ to 2 = ‘very true or often true’) and were added up to an Internalizing 
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syndrome scale and an Externalizing syndrome scale. The convergent validity is 
expressed in strong correlations of the Internalizing and Externalizing scales with 
several comparable measurements. Both the Internalizing and Externalizing scales 
differentiate between referred and non-referred children based on multiple 
regression analyses, discriminant analyses and logistic regression analyses 
measurements (see Achenbach et al., 2001 for an overview).  Both scales are able to 
Psychometric properties of the Dutch CBCL are satisfactory (Verhulst et al., 1996). 
In this study, internal consistencies (α) of the syndrome scales were 0.89 
(internalizing problems) and 0.87 (externalizing problems). 

The EQ-5D  (EuroQol Group, 1990) measures health related quality of life 
(QoL). It comprises the dimensions mobility, self-care, usual activities, 
pain/discomfort and anxiety/depression. Children rate each dimension on three 
levels (no problems, some problems, extreme problems). Parents rated the 
dimensions about their children on a by proxy version. The five dimensions are 
summed into health states (Lamers et al., 2006). The convergent validity was 
shown for the separate dimensions of the EQ-5D with the Child Quality of Life 
questionnaire (TACQOL) by Spearman Rank correlations ranging from -0.40 to -
0.82 for the by proxy version (Stolk, Busschback, & Vogels, 2000) and Spearman 
Rank correlations ranging from -0.29 to -0.53 for the child version (Willems et al., 
2009). Children with mental health problems differed significantly from children 
without mental health problems on the dimensions ‘mobility’, ‘usual activities’, 
‘pain/discomfort’ and ‘anxiety/depression’ (Ravens-Sieberer, et al., 2010).   
 
Data preparation and analyses 
Missing data on item level were estimated using SPSS’ Missing Value Analysis 
(MVA) Estimation Maximization. MVA were conducted for the categorical and total 
scale variables in both groups using SPSS 19. Little’s MCAR Tests were non-
significant in the referred sample (χ 2 (954) = 864,35, p = .982) and in the non-
referred sample (χ 2 (1911) = 673,75 p = 1.00) indicating that the variables are 
missing completely at random. SPSS’ Multiple Imputation (five imputations) was 
used to impute the missing scores. The pooled imputations were used for the 
analyses. Analyses were also performed on the observed data and gave similar 
outcomes.  
 Independent sample t tests and χ 2 tests were performed to calculate differences 
on several outcome measures between the referred sample versus non-referred 
sample. Bonferroni Holm corrections are used to prevent Type I errors. 
Hierarchical logistic regression analyses were conducted to identify predictors of 
service utilization.  
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Results 
Comparison of the referred and non-referred groups of anxious children 
Parents in the referred group reported, compared to the non-referred group, more 
child internalizing problem behaviours, more child anxiety symptoms, higher 
summed interference ratings of child anxiety disorders, and lower QoLof their child. 
There were no differences in father- and mother-reported family functioning or 
rearing behaviours (see Table 2). Children in the referred group reported higher 
interference ratings of anxiety disorders, but no differences in self-reported anxiety 
symptoms. They perceived their parents as more autonomy granting and less 
overprotective compared to the non-referred children. No differences were found 
on children’s externalizing problem behaviours, child comorbid disorders, self-
reported QoL, parental anxiety and family functioning (see Table 2).  
 
Prediction of service utilization among anxious children 
A hierarchical logistic regression analysis was performed with SPSS LOGISTIC 
REGRESSION to assess the impact of variables on the likelihood that children 
would be referred or not. The assumption for multicollinearity was not violated. 
Some outliers were detected in both samples, but did not influence the goodness of 
fit of the regression models. Therefore, outliers were not transformed.  

In previous research, parental anxiety was a consistent factor associated with 
referred and was, therefore, entered in the first block1. Because we hypothesized 
that family and parent factors would be an important factor beside the child’s 
psychopathology, we entered family functioning (relational functioning and control) 
and parental rearing behaviours (autonomy granting, overprotection and rejection) 
in the second block. The third block contained the child’s psychopathology: the 
summed interference ratings of the anxiety disorders and summed interference 
ratings of comorbid (non-anxiety) diagnoses.  

In order to limit the number of predictors, given the smaller sample size of the 
referred sample, we did not include all variables in the models. We did not include 
the SCARED-71 child self-report and parent about child report in the models 
because the summed interference ratings also incorporate that symptoms of an 
anxiety disorder are present. Correlations between SCARED-71 and ADIS summed 
interference ratings are moderate (child report r = .32, p < .001; parent report r = 
.49, p <.001). The parent-rated QoL and CBCL internalizing behaviours overlapped 
considerably (r = -.51; r = .53, p < .001) with the parent-reported  

1 To prevent overfitting of the models, we controlled posthoc for child age and parental 
educational level by including those predictors in a model with only the significant 
predictors. Results did not change. 
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Table 2 Means, standard deviations, comparisons and effect sizes (Cohen’s d) of variables 
on child’s psychopathology, parental anxiety, family functioning and parenting behaviour 
in the referred and non-referred group of anxious children 
 
Variable 

Non-referred 
N = 176 

Referred  
N = 73 

Cohen’s d 

CBCL-Internalizing problems  (M, SD) 56.83 (10.62) 68.70 (8.44) 1.18* 
CBCL-Externalizing problems (M, SD) 53.39 (9.55) 55.54 (10.97) 0.20 
EQ-5D: Health related quality of life    
Child report (M, SD) .86 (.21) .81 (.23) 0.23 
Parent report (M, SD) .94 (.10) .75 (.23)  1.26* 
Sum of interference anxiety disorders    
ADIS-C (M, SD) 2.94 (4.70) 11.61 (7.16) 1.57*** 
ADIS-P (M, SD) 2.40 (3.74) 15.43 (7.31) 2.58*** 
Sum of interference comorbid disorders    
ADIS-C (M, SD) .23 (1.09) .11 (.67) -.12 
ADIS-P (M, SD) .55 (2.15) .99 (2.71) .19 
SCARED-C: Child anxiety symptoms    
Child report (M, SD) 51.58 (21.64) 48.51 (22.17) -.14 
Parent report (M, SD) 32.42 (19.23) 47.90 (26.42) .72* 
SCARED-A: Parental anxiety symptoms    
Father (M, SD)  21.99 (16.19) 17.14 (17.42) -.29 
Mother (M, SD) 29.37 (18.28) 26.84 (18.87) .14 
FFS: family relational functioning    
Child (M, SD) 89.59 (11.23) 90.49 (11.53) -.08 
Father (M, SD)  95.99 (11.18) 91.95 (9.89) .37 
Mother (M, SD) 96.34 (11.95) 93.28 (11.90) .26 
FFS: family control    
Child (M, SD) 65.26 (6.90) 62.46 (7.32) -.40 
Father (M, SD)  58.37 (8.50) 59.20 (6.58) .10 
Mother (M, SD) 57.46 (8.00) 58.89 (8.34) -.18 
RBQ: autonomy granting    
Child (M, SD) 17.82 (2.78) 19.89 (4.28) -.63* 
Father (M, SD)  21.10 (3.15) 20.49 (3.46) .19 
Mother (M, SD) 21.52 (3.41) 21.89 (3.12) -.11 
RBQ: overprotection    
Child (M, SD) 15.08 (3.96) 12.74 (3.38) -.62** 
Father (M, SD)  12.75 (3.17) 11.93 (3.54) -.25 
Mother (M, SD) 12.67 (3.35) 12.03 (3.38) -.19 
RBQ: rejection    
Child (M, SD) 13.85 (3.62) 12.94 (3.86) -.25 
Father (M, SD)  12.39 (2.74) 12.23 (2.60) -.06 
Mother (M, SD) 12.15 (3.09) 11.89 (2.84) -.24 
aInterference ratings of specific phobias were averaged. 
*p < .01; **p < .001, two-tailed.    
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interference rating of the anxiety disorders (ADIS-P) and were excluded from the 
models. Despite a modest correlation (r = .20, p < .004) between parent-rated 
CBCL externalizing behaviours and parent-reported interference ratings of 
comorbid diagnoses(ADIS-P), we excluded externalizing behaviours from the 
regression models. However, we reran analyses exchanging comorbid diagnoses for 
externalizing behaviours, and study outcomes remained similar. 

The full models containing all predictors were statistically significant. Child 
model: χ2(8) = 115.30, p < .001, R2 ranging from .42 (Cox & Sell) to .61 
(Nagelkerke); father model: χ2(8) = 134.46, p < .001; R2 ranging from .52 (Cox & 
Sell) to .74 (Nagelkerke); mother model: χ 2(8) 159.72, p < .001, R2 ranging from .54 
(Cox & Sell) to .76 (Nagelkerke). Table 3 displays the contribution (after the 
addition of block 3) of the individual predictors to the three separate regression 
models based on child, father and mother reports. 

 
Table 3 Logistic regression analysis predicting mental health service utilization among clinically 
anxious children based on child, father, mother report 

 Child model Father model Mother model 

Predictors OR   95% CI OR 95% CI OR 95% CI 

Block 1       
Parental anxietya .98 [.95 - 1.01] .98  [.95 - 1.01] .97*  [.93 - 1.00]  
Block 2       
Family relational 
functioningb  

.97 [.93 - 1.02] .99  [.93 - 1.07] .98  [.93 - 1.04] 

Family controlb  .95 [.88 - 1.02] 1.03  [.94 - 1.14] .97  [.90 - 1.06] 
Parental autonomy 
grantingc 

1.27** [1.09 - 1.49]  .85  [.70 - 1.04] .88  [.74- 1.04] 

Parental  
overprotection c 

.69** [.57 - .85]  .84  [.69 - 1.01] .90  [.74 - 1.09] 

Parental rejectionc 1.12 [.94 - 1.33] 1.13  [.91 - 1.41] 1.16  [.93 - 1.46] 
Block 3       
sum of interference 
anxietyd 

1.37*** [1.25 - 1.51] 1.54***  [1.35 - 1.75]  1.66*** [1.44 - 1.92] 

sum of interference 
comorbid non-
anxiety disordersd 

.64 [.36 - 1. 13] .84  [.65 - 1.09] .83  [.66 - 1.04] 

Note. OR = Odds Ratio; CI = confidence interval 
aSCARED-A father and mother combined in the child model; SCARED-A father in the father model; 
SCARED-A mother in the mother model. bFFS child report in the child model; FFS father report in father 
model; FFS mother in the mother model. cRBQ child report about father and mother combined in the 
child model; RBQ father self-report in the father model; RBQ mother self-report in the mother model. 
dADIS-C in the child model; ADIS-P in the father and mother model. Abbreviated scale names in table 2. 
*p < .05, two-tailed. **p < .01, two-tailed. ***p < .001, two-tailed. 

 

The summed interference of the anxiety disorders was the strongest, significant 
predictor in all three models (odds ratios 1.37 (child); 1.54 (father); 1.66 (mother). 
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Higher interference due to the anxiety disorders of the child increased the 
likelihood of being referred. In the father model, this was the only significant 
predictor. In the mother model, maternal anxiety was a significant predictor, 
recording an odds ratio of .97. Children who had mothers that self-reported less 
anxiety, were more likely to be referred. In the child model, higher levels of child-
reported parental autonomy granting and lower levels of child-reported parental 
overprotection increased the likelihood (odds ratios 1.27; .69) of being referred.  
 
Discussion   
As hypothesized, the interference due to the anxiety disorder(s) is associated with 
the referral of anxious children to mental health care. This corresponds with 
previous research showing that impairment ratings are more indicative for service 
utilization than the presence of the symptoms of a disorder (Angold et al., 1999). In 
addition to the interference ratings, parents in the referred sample reported lower 
child QoL than parents in the non-referred sample. Since the summed interference 
ratings of the anxiety disorders are higher when multiple anxiety disorders are 
present (because they are summed), this study outcome supports the idea that the 
additive effect of anxiety disorders influences service utilization (Chavira et al., 
2009; Essau, 2005). Post hoc analyses show that when the number of anxiety 
disorders and the mean interference rating are included as separate predictors, both 
were significant predictors of referral.  

In contrast to our hypothesis, child reported overprotective parenting 
decreased the odds of being referred. Child-reported autonomy granting parenting 
increased the odds of being referred. We consider overprotection and autonomy 
granting as two separate parenting behaviours (Verhoeven et al., 2012), but similar 
explanations might apply to this outcome. First, children who perceive their parents 
as more overprotective and less autonomy granting might have parents that will not 
refer their child to services, because they tend to keep their children close. Second, 
researchers (see McLeod et al., 2007 for an overview) consider overprotective 
parenting and a lack of encouragement of the child’s autonomy to be anxiety-
enhancing parenting styles. However, children who report overprotection and little 
autonomy encouragement might experience their parents as safely protective. This, 
in the short term, may reduce their uncertainties and anxieties. Parents might 
respond to the anxious child with overprotective parenting, as a way of dealing with 
the child’s problem (Barrett et al., 2005). Tentatively, as long as parents are willing 
to exhibit this parenting, the anxiety problems may be less visible and referral not 
needed. This outcome only accounts for child reports and note that it is usually the 
parents who decide their child needs help rather than the child.  

As a third explanation, the unexpected (reversed) effect of child reported 
autonomy granting and overprotective parenting might be due to a selection bias of 
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the non-referred sample. The sample consists of children who self-reported the 15% 
highest anxiety scores. Children who tend to over report anxiety might be 
overrepresented in the sample. Consequently, the non-referred children more often 
have a general negative reporting style (Aronson et al., 2006; Johnson et al., 1995), 
which may be reflected in their negative ratings on their parent’s autonomy 
granting and overprotective parenting.  

Mothers’ self-reported lower levels of anxiety symptoms were associated with 
the referral of the child, but in the opposite direction than expected: lower maternal 
anxiety was associated with more referral. An explanation for this finding is that 
when mothers experience similar anxiety feelings as their child, they may not 
consider it to be something to seek help for. The anxiety of the mother in itself 
might also hinder parents to go to a child mental health centre. Even, anxious 
mothers may not be taken seriously when they seek referral for their child’s anxiety 
problem. Verhulst et al. (1997) found similar results: the (general) psychopathology 
of the parents lowered the threshold for reporting problems in their child, but it did 
not enhance service utilization. Our findings on this matter are not consistent over 
father and mother report, as we found fathers’ anxiety to be unrelated to referral. 
Note however that it might generally be the mother seeking help for her child. 
Findings in any case do underline that heightened parental anxiety does not 
increase referral, which is in contrast to Essau’s (2005) finding of parental anxiety 
predicting service utilisation of anxious adolescents. There are however differences 
between our and Essau’s study. First, Essau included only adolescents and not 
children, and it can be expected that the older children are, the more they self-refer 
for treatment. Second, parental anxiety was based in Essau’ study on adolescent-
reported anxiety disorders rather than child-reported and parents’ self-reported 
anxiety symptoms. The presence of an anxiety disorder in parents might be a better 
predictor for child referral than the presence of parental anxiety symptoms. In 
addition, in Essau’s study no distinction was made between paternal and maternal 
anxiety. Our study suggests this distinction is relevant, as lower maternal anxiety 
and not paternal anxiety symptoms were associated with referral.  

In contrast with expectations based on previous findings (Chavira et al., 2004; 
Heiervanger et al., 2007), the presence of comorbid non-anxiety disorders was not a 
predictor of service utilization, but the number and severity of comorbid anxiety 
disorders was. Of all children, nearly 13 % had at least one comorbid non-anxiety 
disorder (ADIS C/P combined). ADHD was the most common (6%) followed by 
depressive disorders (4.4%) and ODD and Conduct disorder (2.4%). Clearly, our 
study showed that the number and impact of anxiety disorders themselves, and not 
comorbid depressive and disruptive disorders were associated with referral.  

Except for the unexpected finding that lower self-reported maternal anxiety 
and less child-reported autonomy granting and more child-reported overprotection 
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are related to more referral, family functioning (relational functioning and control), 
father and mother self-reported parenting (autonomy granting, overprotection, 
rejection), child-reported parental rejection and father and child reported parental 
anxiety, were no predictors of being referred, nor differed between the referred and 
non-referred sample. This suggests that those variables play their role in the 
etiology and maintenance of childhood anxiety (Bögels et al., 2006; McLeod et al., 
2007), but based on this study, not in the referral of those children. The impairment 
in daily life the child experiences due to anxiety disorder(s) is indicative for the 
parents’ decision to seek help rather than the negative effects of the anxiety 
symptoms on their parenting or family functioning. 

Strengths of this study are the inclusion of family and parenting measures, the 
use of multiple informants and the comparison of a referred versus a non-referred 
high anxious sample, making it possible to identify referral factors specifically for 
anxious children.  

This study had also limitations. Results from this study are, given the 
differences between countries with regard to their health care systems, only 
generalizable to countries that have a similar system to the Netherlands, that is, a 
health care system that is accessible without major financial constraints. The 
smaller referred sample size limited the number of predictors that could be 
included in the regression models. This made the models less extensive, but still 
very informative on our hypotheses. The sample consisted predominantly of 
Caucasian families, recruited in areas in the Netherlands with relatively few ethnic 
minorities, making results less generalizable to ethnic minority groups. It might 
however also reflect the fact that service utilization is lower in ethnic minorities 
compared to Caucasian children (Merikangas et al., 2011). Compared to the Dutch 
population, a relatively small number of the parents were divorced. Previous 
research did not find an association between marital status and the service 
utilization of anxious children (Chavira et al., 2009), therefore results might not 
have been influenced by the relatively low number of divorced families. The study 
relied on self-report of family members for measuring parenting and family 
functioning, and it is unclear whether objective measures of parenting and family 
functioning such as observations, would give similar results. As mentioned before, 
the non-referred sample consisted of children (N = 412) who self-reported the top 
15 % highest anxiety problems. Of them, 184 children agreed to participate in a 
study in which they may be assigned to a preventive intervention (or waitlist). The 
sample might therefore be biased for two reasons: children who tend to over-report 
anxiety might be overrepresented, while anxious children who do not self-report 
anxiety might be underrepresented. Second, although they did not seek help for 
themselves, participants might be different from the high-anxious non-participants, 
given their willingness to participate in the prevention study.  
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Implications for research and practice 
Our findings suggest that the impairment due to the anxiety disorders, regardless of 
the informant (parent or child) and regardless of comorbid disorders, is associated 
with the referral of anxious children to mental health care. Those robust findings 
suggest that the child’s impaired daily functioning is indicative for parents to seek 
help. This is an encouraging result. However, still 60 % of the high-anxious non-
referred children suffered from at least one anxiety disorder (ADIS C/P combined), 
which indicates that those children might, despite their non-referral state, be “in 
need” of services (Zwaanswijk et al., 2003). Despite our findings that the child’s 
impaired daily functioning is indicative for parents to seek help, previous research 
also show that emotional problems of children are associated with a delay in using 
mental health services (Sayal, 2004). The impairment due to anxiety disorders 
might have to reach a higher level of severity before children are referred. 
Increasing knowledge among parents and teachers about anxiety disorders and the 
possibilities for treatment might increase the referral rate of anxiety disordered 
children to services. Also, Simon et al. (2012) showed that offering children and 
their parents an anxiety-prevention program, is more cost-effective than offering no 
intervention. This suggests that children, families and society benefit from early 
detection and treatment of anxiety problems. 
 It is often hypothesized that parents should be involved in childhood anxiety 
treatment, although little support was found for this idea (e.g., Jongerden& Bögels, 
submitted; InAlbon et al., 2007; Reynolds et al., 2012). In this study it was 
hypothesized that parents’ own heightened anxiety, anxiety-enhancing parenting 
and family dysfunctioning, that may or not may be caused by the child’s anxiety 
problems, would be indicative for referral beside the impairment due to the child’s 
anxiety disorder, but no evidence whatsoever was found for this hypothesis. Only 
child-reported parental autonomy granting and overprotection and mother’s self-
reported anxiety symptoms were associated with referral of the child, however, in 
the opposite direction as was expected. We discussed that the current unexpected 
findings on autonomy granting, overprotection and maternal anxiety might be due 
to who was the informant on parenting, (i.e. the child), and on maternal anxiety (i.e. 
mother’s self-report). Therefore, future research should use independent 
observational measurements of parenting beside the questionnaires. In addition to 
the diagnostic interview s about child anxiety disorders, a diagnostic interview can 
be taken from the parents as well, for the purpose of having a more independent 
measurement of parental anxiety disorders. Given the scarce research available, 
replication of the current findings is necessary. 

Results further suggest that the suffering of the child as a result of their anxiety 
disorders is strongly related to referral to mental health care, indicating that those 
who need it most receive clinical treatment. 
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Abstract 
We examined (1) whether families of clinic-referred anxiety-disordered children are 
characterized by anxiety-enhancing parenting and family functioning, compared to 
control families; (2) whether family cognitive-behavioral therapy (FCBT) for 
anxiety-disordered children decreases anxiety-enhancing parenting and family 
functioning more so than child-focused CBT (CCBT); (3) whether anxiety-
disordered children benefit more from therapy in the long-term when parents 
display less anxiety enhancing parenting and family functioning.  

The referred sample consisted of 104 anxiety-disordered children (8-18 year-
olds) and their families, randomized to FCBT or CCBT. The control sample 
consisted of 44 families from the general population. At pretreatment (referred and 
control sample), posttreatment, three-months -and one-year follow up (referred 
sample), children’s anxiety disorders were assessed by the ADIS-C/P. Child and 
parents’ anxiety symptoms, parenting behaviors (autonomy granting, 
overprotection, rejection) and family functioning (relational functioning, family 
control) were assessed with questionnaires. Parent-reported autonomy granting 
and family relational functioning were lower in the referred versus control families. 
Child-reported autonomy granting was higher in the referred families. Anxiety-
enhancing parenting/family functioning decreased after FCBT and CCBT, with no 
differences between treatments. Good family relational functioning at 
posttreatment predicted more improvement on anxiety measurements at the long 
term for adolescents, but not for school-aged children.  

The generally hold idea that certain parenting styles and family functioning 
cause child anxiety, and need to be specifically targeted in the treatment of anxious 
children, is not supported. Good relational functioning within adolescent’s families 
however is associated with better long-term outcome on anxiety, suggesting that 
families can support the maintenance of treatment gains. 
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Introduction 
Cognitive-behavioral therapy (CBT) for childhood anxiety disorders has been found 
to be effective and efficacious for childhood anxiety disorders, with effect sizes 
ranging from .77 to .86. (Davis, May, & Whiting, 2011; In-Albon & Schneider, 2007; 
Reynolds, Wilson, Austin, & Hooper, 2012). Based on evidence that family 
functioning and parenting factors, (i.e., parental anxiety, rearing styles) play a role 
in the etiology and maintenance of childhood anxiety disorders (for reviews on the 
literature see Bögels & Brechman – Toussaint, 2006; Ginsburg, Siqueland, Masia-
Warner, & Hedtke, 2004; for meta-analyses see McLeod, Wood, & Weisz, 2007; 
Van der Bruggen, Stams, & Bögels 2008), researchers attempted to enhance 
treatment efficacy by involving parents or the whole family in the treatment of 
anxiety-disordered children (e.g., Barrett, Dadds, & Rapee, 1996; Bögels & 
Siqueland, 2006; Nauta, Scholing, Emmelkamp, & Minderaa, 2003; Silverman, 
Kurtines, Pina, & Jaccard, 2009). The rationale is that by targeting parenting and 
family factors that enhance or maintain anxiety (e.g., overprotection) in children, 
treatment outcome may improve. Involving parents might also help to generalize 
and maintain treatment outcomes (Barmish & Kendall, 2005; Bögels & Siqueland, 
2006).  

This idea is challenged by the mixed results from randomized controlled trials 
(RCT) in which child alone CBT (henceforth CCBT) versus family therapy or child 
CBT + parental involvement were studied (henceforth FCBT) (Barmish & Kendall, 
2005; Creswell & Cartwright-Hatton, 2007; Breinholst, Esbjorn, Reinholdt-Dunne, 
& Stallard, 2012). In some studies, FCBT was more effective than CCBT, at least on 
some measures (Barrett et al, 1996; Cobham, Dadds, Spence, & McDermott, 2010; 
Wood, Piacentini, Southam-Gerow, Chu, & Sigman, 2006). In other studies, CCBT 
and FCBT are found to be no differently effective (e.g., Barrett, Duffy, Dadds, & 
Rapee, 2001; Cobham, Dadds, & Spence, 1998; Silverman et al., 2009; Siqueland, 
Rynn, & Diamond, 2005). Note that Nauta et al. (2003) found no additional effect 
for adding a parental training component, even while the condition with the added 
parental component had longer treatment time. In one study CCBT outperformed 
FCBT (Bodden et al., 2008), also in terms of cost-effectiveness (Bodden, Dirksen, & 
Bögels, 2008). Meta-analytic studies addressed the issue of whether FCBT is more 
effective than CCBT, and found either no added value of FCBT (e.g., In-Albon & 
Schneider, 2007; Reynolds et al., 2012) or CCBT to have better outcomes on 
childhood anxiety than FCBT at posttreatment and at 1 year follow up (Hedges’g -
.17 and -.28; Svrisky, Thulin, Serlachius, Andersson, & Öst, 2012). To conclude, 
there is no convincing evidence that involving parents in CBT for childhood anxiety 
enhances treatment efficacy as opposed to CCBT. In fact, CCBT may even 
outperform FCBT. This challenges the theory that parents, beside their role in the 
etiology of child anxiety, have a role in reducing child anxiety. 
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Beside the lack of consistent evidence of the added value of involving parents, it 
is also rarely investigated whether involving parents actually improves their 
parenting with regard to anxiety enhancing parenting and whether involving the 
family improves family functioning (Breinholst et al., 2012; Drake & Ginsburg, 
2012; Ginsburg et al., 2004), or does so to a larger extent than when treating the 
child alone. That is, it might be that when a child is successfully treated with CCBT, 
parental overprotection will decrease as a result.  

Only a few RCT’s on FCBT versus CCBT for childhood anxiety did evaluate 
parenting and family measurements as outcome variables beside the child’s anxiety. 
In a small RCT (n = 35), Wood, McLeod, Piacentini, and Sigman (2009) found 
parental intrusiveness (i.e. “parents who tend to take over tasks that children are 
(or could be) doing independently and impose an immature level of functioning on 
their children”, p. 302) to decrease more in FCBT than CCBT and this decrease 
seemed to have a positive influence on anxiety problems of young adolescents (10 – 
13 years), but not of children (8 – 9). The RCT of Silverman et al. (2009) showed 
that the youth’s (n = 119, 7 – 16 years) perception of the mother’s positive or 
negative behavior toward him/her and the youth’s appraisal of conflict in the 
mother-youth dyad improved after both FCBT and CCBT. Finally, Siqueland et al. 
(2005) found adolescents’ (n=11) report of family psychological control (a 
subdimension of family functioning) to decrease after both FCBT and CCBT. No 
significant differences between pre and posttreatment were found for parent’s 
reported family functioning. To conclude, only three studies have investigated 
whether FCBT is more successful than CCBT for improving parenting and family 
functioning, but two out of three find CCBT just as effective in improving parenting 
and family functioning. 

Other studies evaluated parenting and family functioning after either a FCBT 
or a CCBT format, but did not make a comparison between the two. Results from 
research evaluating parenting or family functioning after FCBT’s can be 
summarized as follows: family functioning increased after treatment, based on 
child-report (small effect; Bögels & Siqueland, 2006; Crawford & Manassis, 2001) 
and father- but no mother-report (large effect, Bögels & Siqueland, 2006). Father’s 
and mother’s frustration due to the child’s problem behavior (medium effect) and 
mother reported stress (small effect) decreased (Crawford & Manassis, 2001). 
Parents reported less overprotective parenting (respectively medium and large 
effects) and fathers (large effect) but not mothers reported less rejective parenting 
(Bögels & Siqueland, 2006). Mothers, but not fathers reported using more modeling 
and reassurance and more positive reinforcement (medium effects) toward their 
child (aged 4 – 7) after treatment (Van der Sluis, van der Bruggen, Brechman-
Toussaint, Thissen, & Bögels, 2012).  To conclude, although the above studies had 
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methodological limitations (no active treatment condition for comparison; limited 
power), parenting and family functioning seem to improve as a result of FCBT. 

Keeton and colleagues (2013) studied effects of CCBT, pharmacotherapy and 
the two therapies combined for childhood anxiety disorders on family functioning 
and several parental variables (e.g. caregiver perceived burden). Child-reported 
family functioning and caregiver perceived burden improved significantly after 
treatment in all conditions (respectively small and large effect). Parent-reported 
family functioning improved only for treatment responders, regardless of treatment 
format (small effect). 

In sum, studies that target the efficacy of FCBT and CCBT rarely evaluate if 
family functioning and parenting improve after treatment, even though they are 
hypothesized to be of influence on reducing child anxiety. In addition, it is rarely 
studied whether family functioning and parenting are associated with the reduction 
of the child’s anxiety problems. Studies that do evaluate parenting and family 
functioning as outcome measures are scarce, but seem to support the hypothesis 
that parenting and family functioning improve after treatment, although not 
consistently on all measures. It is not yet clear whether this is due to the 
involvement of parents, as CCBT (and medication) also appeared to improve 
parenting or family functioning. Moreover, outcomes are inconsistent, and difficult 
to compare, given the various measurements techniques of parenting and family 
constructs. Measures of family functioning have been applied much less than 
parenting measures. Consequently, it is unclear whether improving parenting and 
family functioning by involving parents in childhood therapy is successful and 
whether this contributes to the child’s improvement on anxiety problems.  

It is important that knowledge on family matters in treating child anxiety 
disorders is increased for several reasons. First, it is known that CBT can be 
effective, but less is known about why it is effective (Silverman et al., 2009). For 
example, when a child is in CBT, parents may relax and become less overprotective 
toward the child. Second, it adds to the body of research on the bidirectional 
influence of parenting and anxiety in children. That is, it may well be that as a child 
becomes less anxious and avoidant as a result of CBT, parenting and family 
functioning may change, or the reverse. Third, involving parents or the whole family 
in therapy requires efforts of the family, and also efforts and costs of society 
(Bodden et al., 2008; Simon, Dirksen, Bögels, & Bodden, 2012). Those extra efforts 
should lead to more positive treatment outcomes (Breinholst et al., 2012). Fourth, a 
recent study (Jongerden, Simon, Bodden, Dirksen & Bögels, submitted) showed 
that neither parental anxiety and parenting, nor family functioning are predictors of 
whether parents seek and are referred to mental health care with their anxiety-
disordered child or not. Only the summed severity ratings of all anxiety disorders 
according to the ADIS, child and parent versions, which is an indication of how 
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widespread and impairing the anxiety disorders are, was predictive of referral. This 
might indicate that the anxiety disorder(s) of the child should be the focus of 
therapy.  
 General aim of this study is to enhance knowledge about characteristics of the 
parenting and family functioning in families of clinically referred, anxiety-
disordered children, the possible changes of parenting and family functioning after 
CCBT and FCBT, and whether this change is associated with a decline in child 
anxiety. The following three research questions were examined: First, are families 
of clinic-referred anxiety-disordered children characterized by anxiety-enhancing 
parenting and family functioning, compared to control families? Second, does FCBT 
for childhood anxiety decrease anxiety-enhancing parenting and family functioning, 
and more so than CCBT does? Third, do children benefit more from therapy at the 
longer term when parents display anxiety reducing parenting and the family 
functions well?  

In order to answer the first research question, we compared a sample of 
children with anxiety disorders and their families who were referred to community 
mental health care (clinical group) with a sample of non-anxious control children 
and their families (control group). In order to answer the second and third research 
questions, families in the clinical group were randomized to either a CCBT -or a 
FCBT condition, and their parenting (i.e. autonomy granting, overprotection, 
rejection) and family functioning (i.e. relational functioning, family control) were 
assessed before and after treatment, and at follow-up moments, next to the child’s 
anxiety.  

We hypothesize parents in the clinical group to be less autonomy granting, 
more overprotective and rejective and families to be characterized by less positive 
relational family functioning and more dysfunctional family control then 
parents/families from the control group. We hypothesize that although both 
treatment approaches may affect parenting and family functioning, FCBT is 
superior to CCBT when it comes to improving parenting and family functioning 
given the fact that all these variables are explicitly targeted in FCBT. Not all families 
of anxiety-disordered children may display anxiety-enhancing parenting and poor 
family functioning. We therefore expect that children in the families who show 
positive parenting and good family functioning before treatment (and still at post 
treatment), and those who show anxiety-enhancing parenting and poor family 
functioning before treatment, but have improved on those variables after (either 
child or family) CBT, improve more on anxiety symptoms and disorders, in the 
short and longer term.  
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Excluded  (n = 19) 
♦ Not meeting inclusion criteria (n = 2) 
♦ Inclusion ended after waitlist period  

(n = 6) 
♦ Declined to participate (n = 11) 

Analysed  (n = 57) 
Excluded from analysis (n = 7) 
♦ Treatment dropouts (n = 2) 
♦ Missing pre and/or post family 

measurements (n = 5)  

Completed child CBT (n = 62) 
Discontinued child CBT (loss of 
motivation) (n = 2) 

Allocated to child CBT (n = 64) 

Completed family CBT (n = 52) 
Discontinued family CBT due to: 
♦ loss of motivation (n = 9) 
♦ Low IQ of the child (n = 2) 
♦ Anxiety disappeared after  

session 4 (n =1)  

Allocated to family CBT (n = 64) 

Analysed  (n = 47)  
Excluded from analysis (n = 17) 
♦ Treatment dropouts (n = 12) 
♦ Missing pre and/or post family 

measurements (n = 5) 

Allocation 

Randomized for treatment (n = 128) 

Enrollment 

Participated in follow up 1 (n = 59) 
Participated in follow up 2 (n = 58) 
Lost to follow-up 1 (loss of 
motivation) (n = 3) 
Lost to follow-up 2 (loss of 
motivation) (n = 1) 

Figure 1. Flow chart of randomization and dropout rates 

Assessed for eligibility (n=147) 

Participated in follow up 1 (n = 50) 
Participated in follow up 2 (n = 50) 
Lost to follow-up 1 (loss of 
motivation) (n = 2) 
Lost to follow-up 2 (loss of 
motivation) (n = 0) 
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Method 
Participants 
The clinical group consisted of 104 children aged 8 to 18 years and their families, 
who were part of a randomized controlled trial (RCT) in which the efficacy of child 
versus family cognitive behavioral therapy (CCBT and FCBT) was studied (Bodden 
et al., 2008). Besides an age of 8 to 18 years, inclusion criteria were a primary 
anxiety disorder (no obsessive compulsive disorder or post-traumatic stress 
disorder), IQ ≥ 80 and at least one parent willing to participate. Children were 
excluded when they suffered from substance abuse, current suicide attempts, 
untreated attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, pervasive developmental 
disorders, or psychosis. They were also excluded when they used anxiety-reducing 
medication, unless they kept a constant dosage during treatment or ended the 
medication use before start of treatment. In the RCT, 128 children, referred to one 
of seven community mental health centers by their general practitioner, were 
randomized for either CCBT (n = 64) or FCBT (n = 64) (Figure 1). Dropouts (CCBT, 
n = 2; FCBT, n = 12) were families that discontinued treatment. For the current 
study, we included only treatment completers who filled in at least one 
family/parental questionnaire at pre-measurement and one of the family/parental 
post-treatment measurements (CCBT, n = 57; FCBT, n = 47). Sample sizes differ 
due to the higher dropout in the FCBT as opposed to the CCBT (figure 1). Table 1 
displays personal features of the 104 families.  

The control group consisted of 44 children and their families, recruited through 
advertisement in journals and magazines. The control and clinical group were 
comparable on personal characteristics. Participants who enlisted were selected 
based on age, gender and school type of the child in order to match the clinical 
group. The control group received a €50 fee per family. Table 1 displays personal 
characteristics of the clinical and control group.  
 
Procedure 
This study was approved by the Medical Ethical Committee of Maastricht 
University. All families meeting inclusion criteria, signed informed consents at 
intake. Measurements were administered at pretreatment, post treatment, three-
months follow-up and one-year follow-up by research assistants who were blind to 
treatment condition. The randomization procedure, training of the research 
assistants and therapists, assessment and treatment integrity are described 
elsewhere (Bodden et al., 2008). 
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Table 1 Means, standard deviations, comparisons and effect sizes of characteristics of families of 
anxiety-disordered children and control children  
 Clinical group 

N = 104 
Control group 
N = 44 

Effect sizea 

Girls (n, %) 63 (61 %) 25 (60 %) .01 
Child age (M, SD) 12.4 (2.6) 12.4 (2.7) 0.0 
Parents separated (n, %) 12 (12 %) 13 (30%) -.22 
Both parents participated (n, %) 95 (91 %) 36 (82 %) .14 
Parental age    

Father (M, SD) 44.9 (5.0) 45.1 (5.0) .04 
Mother (M, SD) 41.7 (4.8) 43.0 (5.1) .27 

Parental educational levelb    
Father (M, SD)  5.5 (1.9) 6.6 (1.9)  .58 

Mother (M, SD) 5.0 (1.9) 6.4 (1.4)  .79*** 
Parental professional levelc    

Father (M, SD)  4.5 (2.0) 5.0 (2.0) .25 
Mother (M, SD) 3.7 (2.0) 4.4 (1.8) .36 

Parental anxiety (SCARED A)    
Father (M, SD)  16.2 (14.4) 15.1 (11.7) .08 

Mother (M, SD) 25.8 (18.0) 22.3 (12.3) .21 
Primary disorder child    

Social phobia 40 (29 %) 1 (2 %)  
Separation anxiety disorder 26 (25 %)   

Generalized anxiety disorder 18 (17 %)   
Simple phobia 15 (14 %) 5 (11 %)  

Agoraphobia and/or panic disorder 5 (5 %)   
Summed severity ratings     

Anxiety disorders 16.4 (9.1) 0.8 (2.0)  2.02*** 
Non-anxiety comorbid disorders 1.9 (4.1) 0.0 (0.0)  .55*** 

SCARED- 71 child     
Child (M, SD) 49.3 (21.11) 23.5 (14.46) 1.22*** 

Parents (M, SD) 47.2 (19.5) 14.2 (9.00) 1.93*** 
Parenting: autonomy granting    

Child (M, SD) 19.5 (4.14) 17.7 (4.34) -.43* 
Parents (M, SD) 21.0 (2.82) 22.3 (2.62) .47* 

Parenting: overprotection    
Child (M, SD) 12.2 (3.68) 12.3 (4.02) -.02 

Parents (M, SD) 12.0 (2.71) 12.3 (3.38) -.10 
Parenting: rejection    

Child (M, SD) 12.9 (3.94) 13.2 (4.10) -.08 
Parents (M, SD) 12.2 (2.49) 12.9 (2.96) -.27 

Family relational functioning    
Child (M, SD) 87.9 (12.76) 88.9 (9.81) .08 

Parents (M, SD) 90.8 (9.30) 94.7 (8.80) .43* 
Family control    

Child (M, SD) 57.5 (7.37) 57.7 (6.19) -.03 
Parents (M, SD) 59.2 (6.07) 57.1 (6.08) .35+ 

a phi coefficient as an effect size for categorical variables, Cohen’s d as an effect size for continuous 
variables.  b On a scale from 1 (no education) to 9 (university degree). c On a scale from 1 (labor for which 
no education is required) to 7 (university degree required). *** p < .001. 
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Measurements 
Child diagnostic status. The child and parent Dutch version of the Anxiety 

Disorders Interview Schedule for Children  (ADIS-C/P, Siebelink & Treffers, 2001; 
Silverman & Albano, 1996) was used to assess anxiety disorders and related 
psychopathology according to the DSM-IV. Parents and children were interviewed 
separately and were asked to rate a 9-point interference scale (i.e., 0 – 8, 0 = not at 
all; 8 = very much) to assess the impairment in the child’s daily life as a result of the 
symptoms of the disorder. According to the procedure described in the manual 
(Silverman & Albano, 1996), the child received a diagnosis if either the child or 
parent reported an interference score of 4-8. The interference ratings were summed 
into a ‘sum of severity’, as a measurement of the impairment due to the anxiety and 
comorbid disorder(s). The ADIS-C/P possesses good psychometric properties 
(Silverman, Saavedra, & Pina, 2001). Interrater agreements were good (Bodden et 
al., 2008). 

Family measurements. The parental rearing dimensions Encouragement of 
Autonomy, Overprotection, and Rejection of the Rearing Behaviour Questionnaire 
(RBQ, Bögels & Van Melick, 2004; Verhoeven, Bögels, & van der Bruggen, 2012) 
were administered. The 28 items (e.g. “… likes spending time with me”) are rated on 
a 4-point Likert scale (from 1 = ’not true at all’ to 4 = ’very true’). The child about 
mother and child about father scores were aggregated in a child about parent score. 
The father and mother self-reports versions were also aggregated in one parent 
score. This improves reliability and is a good estimate of actual (versus informant-
perceived) parenting (Bögels & Van Melick, 2004). The subscale Acceptance was 
not reliable by mothers’ and fathers’ self-report in previous research (Verhoeven et 
al., 2012) as was it in this study (α = 0.57) and therefore excluded from the 
analyses. In this study, the internal consistencies (α) of the subscales were as 
follows: Autonomy granting 0.84 (child), 0.78 (parents); Overprotection 0.84 
(child), 0.77 (parents); Rejection 0.87 (child), 0.76 (parents). 
 The Family Functioning Scale (FFS) (Bloom, 1985) measures family 
functioning, and is a composition of items that were subtracted after cluster 
analytic, factor analytic and correlational research from four self-report measures 
(Family Environment Scale, Family-Concept Q Sort, Family Adaptability and 
Cohesion Evaluation Scales, and Family Assessment Measure), in order to compose 
an improved self-report measure of family functioning.  The questionnaire 
originally contained 15 scales (75 items) of family functioning. In the current study 
12 scales (60 items) were used, adding up to two family functioning dimensions: 
Relational functioning (6 scales) and Family control (6 scales). The three scales that 
ad up to a ‘Value dimension’, which was of less interest to this study about child 
anxiety, were excluded. Children, fathers and mothers rated items about their 
family (e.g. “family members really helped and supported each other”) on a 4-point 
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Likert scale (from 1 = ‘not true at all’ to 4 = ‘very true’). The family dimension 
Relational functioning (range 30 – 120) consists of the subscales Cohesion, 
Expressiveness, Conflict reversed, Active-recreational orientation, Family sociability, 
and Disengagement reversed. The family dimension Family control contains the 
subscales Organization reversed, external locus of control, Enmeshment, Democratic 
family style reversed, Laissez-faire family style, and Authoritarian family style. Similar 
to the procedure used with the RBQ, father - and mother scores were aggregated 
into one parent score. Internal consistencies (α) of the family dimensions in this 
study were: Relational functioning 0.86 (child), 0.91 (parents); Family control 0.49 
(child), 0.74 (parents). The deletion of three (out of 30) items from the child family 
control dimension (i.e. items 22, 45 and 58) increased the internal consistency to 
0.60. 

Child anxiety symptoms. The 71-items Screen for Child Anxiety Related 
Emotional Disorders (SCARED-71, Bodden, Bögels, & Muris, 2009), child and 
parent version, was used to assess child anxiety symptoms based on the DSM IV 
anxiety disorders (e.g. “I am scared when I do not sleep at home”). Symptoms are 
rated on a three point Likert Scale (0 = (almost) never; 1 = sometimes; 2 = often) 
and add up to a total scale score (ranging 0 – 142). The father - and mother about 
child scores were aggregated into one parent score of child anxiety symptoms. The 
SCARED-71 is able to differentiate clinically anxious children from normal anxious 
children and psychometric properties are satisfactory (Bodden et al., 2009). The 
internal consistencies (α) were excellent for both child report (0.94) and parent 
report (0.97). 

Parents’ anxiety symptoms. Fathers and mothers filled in the adult 
SCARED concerning their own anxiety symptoms (Bögels & van Melick, 2004). 
Psychometric properties are good (Bögels, Bamelis, & van der Bruggen, 2008; 
Bögels & van Melick, 2004) and the SCARED-A is able to discriminate parents with 
and without anxiety disorders (Van Steensel & Bögels, submitted). The internal 
consistencies (α) in this study were excellent, 0.94 (mother) and .94 (father). 

Treatments. The CCBT and FCBT both contained 12 sessions of 60 to 90 
minutes and a three-months follow up session. A child workbook, a therapist 
manual (CCBT and FCBT) and a parent workbook (FCBT) were available for both 
therapies. 

The CCBT is comparable to other manualized child-focused CBT’s (e.g. Coping 
Cat, Kendall, 1994), but emphasizes more on challenging dysfunctional thoughts 
and behavioral experiments. It is suitable for children aged 8 to 18 years. Parents 
were involved as little as possible and only joined their child in three sessions: at the 
start of the therapy (session one) to gather information from the parents and 
explain the treatment rational and part of session four for conducting the fear 
hierarchy and reward system and part of the final session for evaluation. Parents 
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received no instructions to guide their child in the exposure and cognitive 
assignments, however, they did give the child rewards when the child had gathered 
the points needed for the rewards, points that were earned for doing exposures and 
cognitive assignments. The parenting and family functioning constructs that are 
measured by the RBQ and FFS are therefore not explicitly targeted in the CCBT. 
The program encompasses psycho education, challenging anxiety-provoking 
thoughts, coping behavior, exposure in vivo according to a fear hierarchy and a 
reinforcement system, (behavioral) experiments, and relapse prevention (Bodden et 
al., 2008; Bögels, 2008). Research showed that 73 % of the children recovered from 
their primary anxiety diagnosis three months after CCBT (Bodden et al., 2008).  

The FCBT was developed by Bögels and Siqueland (2006) and based on 
previous models of FCBT (e.g. Barrett, et al., 1996; Ginsburg, Silverman & Kurtinus, 
1995). Three sessions involve the child, parents and siblings, two sessions involve 
the child and parents, and there are five parents-alone sessions and three child-
alone sessions. The whole family participates in the first session in which a systemic 
formulation of the problem is made and the treatment rationale is explained. 
Subsequent, the treatment consists of three phases of 4 sessions each, in which 
overall, parents learn autonomy granting behaviors. In phase 1, children and 
parents learn CBT skills, each to overcome their fears. Parents learn to be a 
“courageous model” for their child. In phase 2, dysfunctional parental beliefs are 
targeted. These are parents’ beliefs about their child’s anxiety, their parenting and 
the safety of the child’s world and children’s beliefs about the communication with 
their parents. In phase 3, communication and problem solving is encouraged 
between the family members in order to reduce problematic interactions. The 12th 
session concerns relapse prevention and treatment evaluation. Both the anxiety-
enhancing parenting and family functioning dimensions, as measured by the FFS 
and RBQ, are explicitly addressed in the FCBT. For example, parents might hold 
dysfunctional beliefs about the dangers their child is exposed to, which makes them 
overprotective in anxiety-provoking situations. By challenging those parental beliefs 
in phase 2 of the treatment, parents are encouraged to parent in more autonomy 
granting and less overprotective ways. Another example, the way families as a whole 
and partners deal with conflicts around the child’s fears was addressed in phase 3 of 
the FCBT and is reflected in the Relational functioning scale of the FFS. Three 
months after FCBT, 61 % of the children were free of their primary anxiety disorder 
(Bodden et al., 2008). 
 
Data Analyses 
Missing Value Analyses (MVA) were conducted for the categorical and total scale 
variables in both groups using SPSS 19. The Little’s MCAR Tests were non-
significant in the clinical (χ 2  (4598) = 4032.48, p = 1.00) and control sample  
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(χ 2  (314) = 321.07, p = .380) indicating that the variables are missing completely at 
random. Missing data were estimated using SPSS’ MVA Estimation Maximization.  

Differences between the clinical and control sample (first research question) 
were tested with independent sample t tests and χ 2 tests. Bonferroni Holm 
corrections are used to prevent Type I errors.  

To evaluate the effect of the CCBT and FCBT on parenting and family 
functioning and to compare the difference between CCBT and FCBT (second 
research question), a mixed within/between repeated measures ANOVA was 
performed on the RBQ scales and FFS scales. Because we tested the hypothesis 
whether parenting and family functioning changed after treatment, only treatment 
completers were included. The reasoning was that for families who dropped out of 
treatment, parenting and family functioning and child anxiety was not (further) 
targeted.  

Pearson correlations were calculated to examine the relationship between 
improvement on anxiety measurements and post-treatment parental rearing and 
family functioning (third research question). Correlations were calculated per age 
group, as the influence of parenting and family functioning on child anxiety 
improvement may vary with age. Moreover, previous research showed that CBT is 
somewhat more efficacious in younger (8 to 12 years) versus older (13 – 18 years) 
children (Bodden et al., 2008). 
 
Results 
Comparison of the families with referred anxiety-disordered children and control 
group 
In table 1, demographic characteristics, psychopathology, anxiety symptoms, 
parental rearing and family measurements of the families with referred anxiety-
disordered children (clinical group) versus control families are listed. With regard 
to demographic variables both groups were comparable, except for mother’s 
educational level, which was significantly higher in in the control families, t 
(108.59) = 5.12, p < .001, ES = .79. An inspection of the scatterplots revealed no 
systematic relationship with child anxiety, parenting and family functioning and 
therefore we did not control for mother’s educational level in the further analyses. 
 As expected, anxiety-disordered children experienced higher sum of severities 
of the anxiety disorders, t (123.73) = -16.61, p < .001, ES 2.02, higher sum of 
severities of the non-anxiety comorbid disorders, t (103) = -4.74, p < .001, ES 0.55, 
and more anxiety symptoms based on children’s self-report, t (116.06) = -8.58, p < 
.001, ES 1.22 and based on parent-report, t (144.92) = -14.08, p < .001, ES 1.93. 
Parents of anxiety-disordered children reported less autonomy granting parenting 
than parents from control families, t (146) = 2.61, p < .05, ES .47 and lower levels of 
family relational functioning, t (146) = 2.35, p < .05, ES .43. On the contrary, 
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anxiety-disordered children reported more autonomy granting parenting in their 
parents than children from control families, t (146) = -2.40, p < .05, ES -.43. 
Independent sample t tests showed no differences with regard to the other family 
functioning scales and parenting behaviors between the families of anxiety-
disordered and control children (Table 1). 
 
Treatment outcome child CBT and family CBT 

Pretreatment comparison. No differences were found at pretreatment 
between children and their families who were randomized to CCBT (n = 64) versus 
FCBT (n = 64) with regard to the demographic variables child age and gender, 
parental marital status, parental age, parental educational and professional level, 
child anxiety symptoms, ADIS anxiety disorders sum of severities, parental anxiety, 
parenting and family functioning, indicating that randomization succeeded. The 
analyses were repeated for the smaller sample (CCBT n = 57; FCBT n = 47) from the 
current study. Results remained the same.  

Post hoc analyses on FCBT dropouts versus completers. Figure 1 
shows that 12 of 64 families (19 %) from the FCBT dropped out during treatment as 
opposed to 2 of 64 families (3 %) from the CCBT condition, χ2  (1, N = 128) = 8.02, p 
< .01, phi = .25. Within the FCBT condition, no differences were found on 
pretreatment measurements between treatment completers and treatment dropouts 
regarding child’s age, gender, sum of severities of the child’s anxiety disorders, 
anxiety symptoms, and regarding parents’ age, educational and professional level, 
parental anxiety symptoms, parental autonomy granting and overprotection. 
However, in the dropout group, there were more stay-at-home mothers than in the 
completer group, 73 % (n = 8) versus 28 % (n = 14), χ2 (2, N = 62) = 8.18, p < .05, 
Cramer’s V = .36. There was also trend for the presence of relatively more broken 
families in the dropout group (36 %, n = 4) versus the completers (14 %, n = 7), χ2  
(1, N = 62) = 3.18, p = .08, phi = .23. Furthermore, families who dropped out of 
treatment, reported more rejective parenting, t (57) = -3.15, p < .01, Cohen’s d = 
1.05, more dysfunctional family control, t (61) = -2.63, p < .05, Cohen’s d = .87, and 
less positive family relations, t (61) = 2.95, p < .01, Cohen’s d = .98. This indicates 
that families who dropped out of FCBT are more complex with regard to their 
family structure, display more negative parenting, and experience less positive and 
more negative family interactions. However, given the fact that pretreatment 
comparisons for the sample with only completers showed no significant differences 
between FCBT versus CCBT on the various variables, differential FCBT dropout is 
not expected to influence the current study outcome.  
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Table 2 Mixed between-within subjects ANOVA’s, means, standard deviations, and effect size partial eta squared (ηp2) of CCBT (n = 57) and FCBT (n = 47) 
Scale Pre Post Follow up 1 Follow up 2 Time Condition Time*condition 
 M (sd) M (sd) M (sd) M (sd) F ηp2 F ηp2 F ηp2 
RBQ Autonomy granting           
Total CBT 20.24 (2.68) 20.92 (2.82) 21.72 (2.90) 22.27 (3.28) 15.92***1 .14 .12 .00 .94 .01 
Child CBT 19.98 (2.90) 20.69 (3.10) 21.56 (3.06) 22.17 (2.93)       
Family CBT 20.56 (2.37) 21.19 (2.45) 21.92 (2.73) 22.40 (3.68)       
RBQ Overprotection           
Total CBT 12.10 (2.62) 10.98 (2.29) 11.05 (2.71) 10.42 (2.48) 21.61***1 .18 .94 .01 .53 .01 
Child CBT 11.86 (2.31) 10.89 (1.99) 10.80 (2.65) 10.45 (2.46)       
Family CBT 12.40 (2.95) 11.10 (2.63) 11.35 (2.79) 10.38 (2.53)       
RBQ Rejection           
Total CBT 12.58 (2.70) 11.89 (2.20) 12.13 (2.84) 11.16 (2.47) 8.61*** .21 .83 .02 1.49 .01 
Child CBT 13.01 (3.04) 12.15 (2.20) 12.15 (2.63) 11.30 (2.62)       
Family CBT 12.07 (2.15) 11.57 (2.18) 12.12 (3.11) 11.00 (2.29)       
FFS Relational Functioning           
Total CBT 89.76 (9.14) 91.36 (8.31) 92.07 (9.96) 92.55 (10.17) 5.97***1 .06 3.08 .03 .73 .01 
Child CBT 88.22 (9.01) 90.56 (7.75) 90.89 (10.43) 90.90 (9.80)       
Family CBT 91.63 (9.05) 92.32 (8.93) 93.50 (9.26) 94.55 (10.37)       
FFS Family Control           
Total CBT 59.90 (5.31) 57.30 (5.45) 57.31 (6.78) 56.89 (6.83) 14.40***1 .12 1.82 .02 1.69 .02 
Child CBT 60.79 (5.18) 57.33 (5.34) 57.95 (7.25) 57.84 (6.80)       
Family CBT 58.81 (5.31) 57.27 (5.64) 56.54 (6.15) 55.74 (6.77)       
Note Analyses were also performed separately for child –and parent-reports. Results were similar and therefore the analyses on aggregated measurements are reported. 
Analyses were repeated including age group (8 to 12 and 13 to 18 years) as a between factor. Results indicated that age of the child was not of influence on outcome 
measures; RBQ = Rearing Behavior Questionnaire averaged child about father and mother, father self-report, mother self-report. Autonomy granting: higher scores 
indicate more autonomous parenting; Overprotection and Rejection: higher scores indicate more anxiety-enhancing parenting; FFS = Family Functioning Scale 
averaged child, father – and mother reports. Family Control: higher scores indicate more dysfunctional and less functional family control; Relational Functioning: 
higher scores indicate more positive relations within the family and with the outside world. 
1 Machly’s Test of Sphericity indicated that the assumption of sphericity was violated. Greenhouse-Geisser’s correction of the degrees of freedom was applied. 
*** p < .001 (two-tailed). 
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Efficacy of FCBT versus CCBT on parenting and family functioning. 
Mixed between-within subjects ANOVA’s (table 2) were conducted to assess the 
impact of condition (CCBT and FCBT) on aggregated participants’ scores on the 
parenting scales autonomy granting, overprotection and rejection and the family 
functioning scales relational functioning and control across four time points (pre-
intervention, post-intervention, three-months and one-year follow up). The 
analyses show main effects for time on all variables, with both groups showing an 
increase in autonomy granting parenting and a decrease in overprotective and 
rejection parenting (all effect sizes are large), as well as an increase in family 
relational functioning and decrease in dysfunctional family control (both moderate 
effect sizes). There were no significant interactions on any of the measurements 
between treatment format and time, suggesting no difference in the effectiveness of 
the two therapies on parenting and family functioning. Analyses were also 
performed separately for child– and parent-reports. Results were similar and 
therefore only the analyses on aggregated measurements are reported. 
 Previous research on the efficacy of FCBT versus CCBT on anxiety 
measurements in this sample showed that older children (13 to 18 years) improved 
less on anxiety diagnostic status than younger children (aged 8 to 12 years) 
immediately after treatment (Bodden et al., 2008), though this effect disappeared 
at three-months follow-up. To study whether this also accounted for the parenting 
and family measurements as outcome variables, the mixed between-within subjects 
ANOVA’s were repeated, adding age group (8-12 versus 13-18) as a between factor. 
Similar outcomes were found (results are not listed in this paper but can be 
retrieved from the first author): the main effects for time were all significant; the 
main effect for between-subject effects (age group and treatment format) and the 
interaction effects were non-significant for autonomy granting, overprotection, 
family relations and family control. This indicated that age was not of influence on 
any of those parenting and family functioning scales. Only for the parenting scale 
rejection a main effect was found for age group, F(1,100) = 5.43, p <.05, ηp2 < .05, 
suggesting a difference between the two age groups on their scores for parental 
rejection. Further analyses revealed that the 13+ group reported higher parental 
rejection as opposed to the 12- group at pretreatment (t (146) = -2.12, p < .05, d = 
.44) and posttreatment (t (72.32) = -2.78, p < .01, d = .58). However, no significant 
interaction effects time*age group (Wilks’ Lambda  = .98, F(3,98) =.69, p = .56, ηp2 
= .02) and time*treatment format*age group (Wilks’ Lambda  = .93,  F(3,98) =2.30, 
p = .08, ηp2 = .07) nor a main effect for treatment condition (F(1,100) =1.02, p = 
.32, ηp2 = .01) were found, indicating that age differences did not influence the 
treatment effectiveness FCBT or CCBT on parental rejection.  

Associations between parental rearing, family post-measurements 
and improvement on anxiety measurements. Pearson correlations were 
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calculated to assess whether the level of family functioning (i.e. relational 
functioning and family control) and parenting (i.e. autonomy granting, 
overprotection, and rejection) after treatment is associated with improvement on 
the anxiety of the child (i.e. anxiety symptoms – SCARED-71, and the summed 
interference due to all anxiety disorders – ADIS-C/P) from pretreatment to three 
months follow-up and pretreatment to one year follow-up. By using the post-
measurement of the parental rearing – and family functioning scales, we assessed 
whether longer-term reduction in child anxiety is associated with anxiety-reducing 
parenting and good family functioning, regardless of whether this ‘good’ parenting 
and family functioning is the result of the treatment or was already on an sufficient 
level, given the finding that families of referred anxiety-disordered children, on 
average, were not characterized by anxiety-enhancing parenting or poor family 
functioning.  

Table 3 displays the correlation coefficients for children aged 8 to 12 years and 
13 to 18 years. The majority of the significant correlations are found in the age 
group 13+, suggesting that good parenting and family functioning is associated with 
improvement in adolescents’ anxiety levels while this association is less clear in the 
younger age group.  

In the 13+ group, corresponding with high-school in the Netherlands, several 
significant small to large correlations were found between improvement (pretest to 
three-months follow-up and/or one year follow-up) on the anxiety measurements 
and the family and parenting measurements (i.e., autonomy granting, rejection, 
family relations and family control) (see table 3) at post treatment. All correlations 
were in the expected direction, meaning that more improvement on anxiety in 
adolescents is associated with anxiety-reducing parenting (i.e. more autonomy 
granting and less rejection) and good family functioning. Positive family relations 
are associated with a decrease of the anxiety problems measured on a symptom 
(SCARED-71) and disorder (ADIS C/P) level from pretest to three-months follow-
up and from pretest to one-year follow-up. In the younger age group only lower 
dysfunctional family control was associated with a decrease in interference due to 
summed severity of the anxiety disorders from pretest to three-months follow-up.  

Post hoc, we tested whether the correlations between the two age groups were 
statistically different, using the following procedure (Pallant, 2010): Correlations 

were converted into z scores and put into the following equation: 𝑍𝑍𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 = 𝑍𝑍1−𝑍𝑍2

� 1
𝑁𝑁1−3

+ 1
𝑁𝑁2−3

   
. 

If -1.96 ≥ Zobs ≥ 1.96, correlation coefficients were considered significantly different.  
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Table 3 Pearson correlations for the age groups 12- (8 to 12 years, n = 63) and 13+ (13 to 18 years, n = 41) of post measurements (immediate after 
treatment) on parenting and family functioning scales and improvement on anxiety symptoms (SCARED-71) and sum of severity of the anxiety 
disorders (ADIS C/P) from pre – to three months (fu1) and one year follow up (fu2). 
 

postmeasurement 
 
 
change scores 

RBQ-autonomy 
granting 

RBQ-overprotection RBQ-rejection FFS-relational 
Functioning 

FFS- family control 

12- 13+ 12- 13+ 12- 13+ 12- 13+ 12- 13+ 

SCARED-anxiety symptoms           
Pre – fu 1 .12 .33* .13 -.11 -.08 -.27* .18+ .47** -.21+  -.10 
Pre – fu 2 .08 .19 .11 .01 -.15 -.22+ .07 .36* -.16 .00 
ADIS sum of severity AD           
Pre – fu 1 -.03 .15 .04 -.19 -.05 -.04 .02 .36** -.24* -.25+ 
Pre – fu 2 .07 .18 .08 -.15 -.03 -.16 .01 .43*** -.16 -.32* 
 
Note RBQ = Rearing Behavior Questionnaire averaged child about father and mother, father self-report, mother self-report; FFS = Family 
Functioning Scale averaged child, father – and mother reports; SCARED = Screen for Anxiety Related Emotional Disorders aggregated child self-
report, father about child and mother about child report; ADIS = Anxiety Disorders Interview Schedule, child and parent combined; AD = anxiety 
disorder. 
* p < .05; ** p < .01 (one-tailed) ; *** p < .001; + borderline significance p < .10. 
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Only the correlations between the improved sum of severities of the anxiety 
disorders and family relational functioning were statistically different for the 12- 
and 13+ group (Zobs = -2.17), suggesting that the association between family 
relational functioning and the improvement on the sum of severity of anxiety is 
different for children aged 13 to 18 years then children below 13 years of age.  
 
Discussion 
The main findings of this study can be summarized as follows: (I) parents in 
families of referred anxiety-disordered children self-reported less autonomy 
granting parenting and less family relational functioning than parents in control 
families. On the contrary, referred anxiety-disordered children reported more 
autonomy granting behaviour in their parents than typically developing children.  
(II) Families of referred anxiety-disordered children did not differ from families of 
control children with regard to the other anxiety-enhancing parenting behaviours 
(i.e. more overprotection, and rejection) and family functioning (i.e. less family 
relations (only child report) and more family control); (III) Nevertheless, in the 
families of the referred anxiety-disordered children, anxiety-enhancing 
parenting/family functioning (i.e. overprotective and rejective parenting, family 
control) decreased and anxiety-reducing parenting/family functioning (i.e. 
autonomy granting parenting, family relational functioning) increased after 
treatment; (IV) Contrary to expectations, FCBT did not outperform CCBT on 
improving parenting and family functioning; (V) Improvements on anxiety 
symptoms and the summed severity of anxiety disorders from pretreatment to 
three-months and one-year follow up were associated with good family relations 
immediately after treatment for children aged 13 to 18, but not for children aged 8 
to 12. Furthermore, although not consistent for all measurements, autonomy 
granting is positively, and rejection and family control are negatively associated 
with reductions of anxiety problems after treatment in children aged 13 to 18 years. 
For children aged 8 to 12 years only lower levels of family control at post treatment 
were associated with a decrease of the summed severity of the anxiety disorders 
from pretreatment to three-months follow up. 
 As expected, parent-reported autonomy granting was lower in parents of 
referred anxiety-disordered children than in parents of typically developing 
children. In contrast to our hypothesis, the other parenting dimensions, 
overprotection and rejection, did not differ between the families of anxiety-
disordered children before treatment and the control families. Autonomy granting 
might be the most important parenting behaviour with regard to the development 
of childhood anxiety disorders, as a meta-analysis (McLeod et al., 2007) found 
autonomy granting to explain almost twice as much proportion of the variance of 
childhood anxiety (ES = .42) compared to overprotection (ES = .22) and rejection 
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(ES = .20).  Surprisingly, and opposite to what was hypothesized, children referred 
with anxiety disorders described their parents as more autonomy granting than 
children of the control families. Tentatively, anxious children might tend to 
overreport their parents’ autonomy granting behaviors compared to control 
children because autonomous actions might evoke more tension in anxious 
children.  
 With regard to family functioning, parent-reported family relational 
functioning was lower in the families of anxiety-disordered children versus control 
families. In line, Hughes, Hedtke & Kendall (2008) found lower parent-reported 
general family functioning (which encompassed aspects of both family relational 
functioning and control) in the families of anxiety-disordered versus control 
children. Parents of anxiety-disordered children notice less positive and more 
negative interactions and less engagement within their family. Childhood-anxiety 
might develop in such a family atmosphere, but having an anxiety-disordered 
family member might also influence family disengagement and more negative 
family interactions. 

An explanation for not finding differences between families of referred anxiety-
disordered children and control families on parental overprotection, rejection, and 
family control might be the self-report nature of our parenting and family 
assessments. McLeod and colleagues (2007) found measurement technology of 
parenting measures to moderate the association between child anxiety and 
parenting, in the direction that observational studies produced larger effect sizes 
than questionnaire studies. However, it is questionable whether this explains the 
lack of differences in our sample, given the fact that Bögels and colleagues (2008) 
also did not find differences on parenting between the current control and clinically 
anxious group based on observational methods.  

A final explanation for the lack of difference in parenting and family 
functioning between families of anxiety-disordered children and control families is 
that some children are more susceptible to negative effects of unsupportive 
environments and parenting as well as to the positive effects of a supportive 
environment and parenting (Belsky, 1997). Recently, this theory was supported 
with regard to the negative effects of anxious parental rearing on infants who had a 
moderate to high temperamental disposition for anxiety (behavioral inhibition, BI), 
whereas these negative effects were not found for children with low BI (Aktar, 
Majdandžić, de Vente, & Bögels, 2013). Therefore, if children with anxiety disorders 
are more susceptible to the effects of anxiety-enhancing parenting and family 
functioning, parenting and family functioning do not need to be different between 
families of anxious and control children. Still, the families of anxious children may 
need to adapt their parenting and family functioning style to the needs of their 
susceptible and anxious child (Kochaska & Aksan, 2006).  
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With regard to our second research question, we found, in line with previous 
research (e.g., Crawford & Manassis, 2001; Keeton et al., 2013), anxiety-enhancing 
parenting/family functioning decreased and anxiety-reducing parenting/family 
functioning increased after treatment that focused on childhood anxiety disorders. 
But contrary to our expectations, the FCBT that, besides child anxiety, targeted 
anxiety-enhancing parenting and family functioning was not more successful in 
reducing anxiety-enhancing parenting and family functioning than the CCBT, in 
which no explicit instructions were given to parents about parenting or family 
interactions.  

A first explanation for the lack of difference in parenting and family 
functioning effect between FCBT and CCBT might be the fact that the influence of 
parents is not completely ruled out in the CCBT, although they are only present at 
session one, four and 12. They are explained the treatment rational, and play a role 
in rewarding the child for points earned by doing exposures and challenging their 
catastrophic beliefs. This may make them less overprotective and rejective and 
more autonomy granting. Parents may also have studied the workbook of their 
child, and may have used the principles for overcoming own anxieties. A second 
explanation for not finding differences between CCBT versus FCBT interventions on 
parenting and family functioning is that according to system theory, a change in one 
part of the family system will affect the system as a whole, searching for new 
homeostasis (Minuchin, 1974). In other words: changing the child will affect the 
family, and changing the family will affect the child. Given the fact that the CCBT 
does not target parenting or family functioning directly, it appears that the 
reductions of the child’s anxiety change parenting and family functioning. In line 
with other research (Settipani, O’Neil, Podell, Beidas & Kendall, 2013; Wood et al., 
2009), the FCBT may have improved parenting and family functioning, which may 
have reduced child anxiety. Note that the FCBT targeted both child anxiety and 
parenting/family functioning, which makes the direction of change more difficult to 
determine.  

The final research questions addressed whether good family functioning and 
parenting after treatment are associated with child anxiety reductions on the short 
term (three-months) and on the longer term (one-year). This is an important 
question because it concerns the idea that family functioning and parenting play a 
role in the etiology and maintenance of child anxiety. The most robust finding (it 
was found for both ADIS-C/P and SCARED 71, for improvement from pretreatment 
to three -and 12-months follow up, and is statistically different from the correlation 
for the 12- group), is the association between improvements on anxiety 
measurements and good family relations at post treatment for children aged 13 to 
18. So far, there is little research about family functioning as an outcome measure 
after treatment, especially for adolescents. Good family relations entail sociability, 
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cohesion, engagement, and low conflicts/solving conflicts. Those are all aspects of a 
family in which adolescents can develop self-esteem, self-reliance and interpersonal 
skills (for an overview see Steinberg & Silk, 2002). Tentatively, adolescents need 
this family atmosphere to overcome anxiety problems. Given the adolescent’s 
developmental task of becoming more independent and autonomous, the 
association with good family relations was found for children aged 13 to 18 and not 
for children ages 8 to 12 years.  

Interestingly, we did not find (consistent) associations between anxiety-
enhancing parenting styles of autonomy granting, overprotection, rejection and 
anxiety-enhancing family control with improvement in child anxiety. Thus, 
although parenting and family control improved after treatment, they are not 
associated with improvements on child anxiety. This finding and the fact that CCBT 
was also able to improve parenting and family functioning, does not support the 
rational of adding a parent component to child anxiety CBT. That is, even though 
parenting and family control may play a role in the etiology and maintenance of 
childhood anxiety disorders, targeting this in the treatment of childhood anxiety 
does not seem to influence treatment outcome.  

Strengths of this study were the use of a clinical sample that consisted of 
children who were referred to community mental health centers, which increases 
external validity. Additionally, the research design had several strengths, i.e. the use 
of an active comparison condition, long-term follow up, measurement of parenting 
and family functioning, and a multiple informant approach (father, mother, child). 
Limitations were the absence of a waiting list condition to control for changes on 
parenting and family functioning as a result of time, and the use of questionnaire-
based parenting and family measures only. The use of observational methods of 
parenting and family functioning would be an addition to the field. Both our clinical 
and control sample were mainly Caucasian making the study results less 
generalizable to other ethnic groups. Last, the high drop out rate (n= 12, 19%) in the 
FCBT condition, compared to the low (n=2, 3%) drop out the CCBT condition needs 
to be addressed, as this suggests that the drop out might be related to treatment 
condition. The group of families who dropped out the FCBT contained more broken 
families than the FCBT treatment completers, they also reported more negative 
parenting, and experienced less positive and more negative family interactions than 
the FCBT treatment completers. It is unclear whether the effects of FCBT on family 
and parenting variables would have been better or worse if these families would not 
have dropped out, and therefore, we were unable to estimate their results in a valid 
way. However, as randomization succeeded (no differences occurred on 
demographic, anxiety -and family measurements between the two conditions 
pretreatment), it seems plausible that FCBT might take too many resources from 
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families that experience negative interactions within the family or in which parents 
are divorced. 
 This study shows that CBT (both FCBT and CCBT) is not only successful in 
reducing anxiety in children, but also improves parenting and family functioning. 
The fact that both treatments contain overlapping but also unique features, 
apparently have similar effects on anxiety, parenting and family functioning, leads 
to research questions about how treatment effects are accomplished (Maric, Wiers 
& Prins, 2012; Wood et al., 2009). Understanding the working mechanisms of 
therapy would provide opportunities for improving therapy effectiveness, for 
making them more (cost) efficient, and for providing clues for handling non-
responders. Further research on differences between (the families of) treatment 
responders and non-responders might identify treatment goals or child and family 
characteristics that should be targeted when children do not sufficiently respond to 
CCBT. Given our finding that family relational functioning is associated with 
adolescents’ anxiety improvement on the long-term, family functioning needs to be 
addressed when analyzing treatment responders versus non-responders. 

To conclude, this study found that families of anxiety-disordered children differ 
from families of control children on autonomy granting parenting (i.e. lower based 
on parent-report, higher based on child-report) and family relational functioning 
(i.e. lower based parent-report), but do not differ on overprotective and rejection 
parenting and on family control. FCBT and CCBT are not differently effective in 
improving anxiety-reducing parenting and family functioning, and good family 
relational functioning (but not family control, autonomy granting parenting, 
overprotection and rejection) are associated with better anxiety improvement on 
the short and longer term for adolescents but not for younger children. Subsequent, 
given the finding that adding a parent component to CCBT for childhood anxiety 
disorders, does not enhance treatment efficacy (In-Albon & Schneider, 2007), or 
might be even less effective (Svrisky et al., 2012), we might have overestimated the 
need for the parental involvement in therapy (or underestimated the capacities of 
children) in overcoming anxiety. Furthermore, involving parents or the whole 
family in therapy requires efforts of the family, and also efforts and costs of society 
(Bodden et al., 2008; Simon et al., in press). If those extra efforts do not lead to 
more positive treatment outcomes or to differential effects on parenting and family 
functioning, the question is whether involving them has an additive value. Results 
of this study plead for an adjustment of our overestimation of the role of parents 
and family in the treatment of child anxiety. Children with clinical anxiety disorders 
can overcome their anxiety with child-focused CBT, and change their families. 
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Introduction 
In 2008, the Dutch protocol ‘Discussing + Doing = Daring’ (DDD)2, a manualized 
CBT for the treatment of anxiety disorders in children aged 8 to 19 years, was 
published as a book in an individual treatment format (Bögels, 2008) and group 
treatment format (Peijnenburg, Jongerden, & Bögels, 2014). DDD is a child CBT 
(CCBT), but the manual also describes three additional parent sessions, which are 
optional.  
 This PhD trajectory started with the dissemination and implementation of 
DDD in Dutch clinical practice. The goal was twofold: 1) to implement DDD in 
clinical practice in order to enhance the quality of child anxiety treatment in the 
Netherlands; 2) to gather data on child anxiety treatments within the context of real 
clinical practice. Thus, not data that is obtained in circumstances that are adapted 
to the controlled circumstances of research (efficacy), but data that is clinical 
practice (effectiveness). 
 
Background of the implementation study of ‘Discussing + Doing = 
Daring’ 
The (cost) efficacy of DDD was evaluated in a large (n = 128) randomized controlled 
trial (RCT) in which the CCBT was compared to a FCBT. The CCBT was more cost-
efficacious than the FCBT (Bodden, Bögels et al., 2008; Bodden, Dirksen et al., 
2008). At three-months follow up, 73 % of the children was free of their primary 
anxiety disorder and effect sizes of change were 1.07 (child reported anxiety 
symptoms) and 1.39 (parent report), which is a very strong result compared to other 
CBT’s for childhood anxiety (Davis et al., 2011; InAlbon & Schneider, 2007; 
Reynolds et al., 2012; Silverman, Pina, & Viswesvaran, 2008). Therefore DDD was 
considered to be a suitable candidate for dissemination and implementation in 
Dutch mental health care.  

Dissemination is defined as an effort to facilitate the adoption of evidence-
based treatments (McHugh & Barlow, 2010), which involves the “communication of 
information to clinicians to improve their knowledge or skills” (Davis & Taylor-
Vaisey, 1997, p. 410). Implementation can be defined as “the process of transferring 
the treatment to the clinical setting” (McHugh & Barlow, 2010, p. 74), which is 
“more active than dissemination, it involves effective communication strategies and 
identifies and overcomes barriers to change by using administrative and 
educational techniques that are effective in the practice setting”  (Davis & Taylor-
Vaisey, 1997, p. 410).  

2 Please see the methods sections of chapter six and seven for a detailed description of both 
treatments. 
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The Netherlands Organisation for Health Research and Development (ZonMw) 
awarded a small grant, which made it possible to organize several dissemination 
and implementation activities. Implementing an evidenced-based treatment in a 
mental health care institution requires intensive planning, program adoption and 
sustainability on the level of the clinicians and organization (Davis & Taylor-Vaisey, 
1997; Fixsen, Naoom, Blasé, Friedman, & Wallace, 2005; Grol & Wensing, 2011), 
which was beyond the scope of the current study. As we aimed to disseminate and 
implement DDD in Dutch healthcare in general, several dissemination and 
implementation activities were selected, not aiming at a particular institution, but 
on professionals in Dutch healthcare in general. This implied that activities should 
enhance clinician’s knowledge on childhood anxiety disorders in general and the 
treatment of anxiety disorders, in particular the DDD protocol (dissemination). 
This should motivate clinicians to participate in activities that facilitate the use of 
DDD in their clinical practice (implementation).  

Several reviews (Bero et al., 1997; Davis & Taylor-Vaisey, 1997; Fixsen et al., 
2005; Grol & Wensing, 2011) identified effective and ineffective dissemination and 
implementation strategies. The dissemination of educational materials, such as the 
passive distribution of treatment protocols and articles, do not result in positive 
implementation outcomes or better treatment outcomes. This also accounts for 
participating in lectures (Bero et al., 1998; Davis & Taylor-Vaisey, 1998; Fixsen et 
al., 2005;). However, both might be useful as part of a more elaborate 
implementation approach (Grol & Wensing, 2003). Multiple exposures to a new 
treatment manual through different routes and mass media campaigns 
(conferences, newsletters, journals etc.) can facilitate treatment implementation 
(Grol & Grimshaw, 2003; Grol & Wensing, 2011; O'Neil & Addrizzo-Harris, 2009). 
Mixed results on the effects on implementation were found for the use of feedback 
on treatment delivery and outcome to clinicians (Bero et al., 1997; Grol & 
Grimshaw, 2003; Grol & Wensing, 2011) and for the use of opinion leaders (i.e. 
local influential clinicians, Bero et al., 1997; Grol & Grimshaw, 2003; Grol & 
Wensing, 2011). The use of interactive educational meetings (e.g. workshops), 
especially in small groups, is believed to positively influence implementation, as is 
sending reminders to clinicians to use the implemented intervention (Bero et al., 
1998; Davis & Taylor-Vaisey, 1998; Grol & Grimshaw, 2003; Grol & Wensing, 2011), 
the (educational) visits of experts (Bero et al., 1997; Grol & Grimshaw, 2003), and 
combining multiple implementation strategies instead of using a single intervention 
(Bero et al., 1998; Davis & Taylor-Vaisey, 1998; Grol & Grimshaw, 2003). For the 
dissemination and implementation of DDD in Dutch clinical practice, a 
combination of the above-described strategies was used. 
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The implementation study of ‘Discussing + Doing = Daring’ 
The kick-off of the dissemination and implementation of DDD was a national 
conference about childhood anxiety disorders to mark the publication of the DDD 
therapist manual (Bögels, 2008). Two years later, this conference was repeated. In 
addition to the DDD manual, a workbook for children and a workbook for parents 
were published. The publisher of DDD advertised for the books and the conferences 
on their website, in various clinician’s journals and by emails. The group treatment 
(Peijnenburg & Bögels, 2008; Peijnenburg, Jongerden, & Bögels, 2014) was 
published in an edited book (Braet & Bögels, 2008) that included a broad range of 
manualized youth treatments. This publication was also accompanied by a national 
congress. The edited book was revised in 2014, again accompanied by a national 
congress. Other implementation activities comprised 27 DDD workshops that were 
given at conferences or by invitation of mental health care institutions, four 
research presentations at national (e.g. VGCT end of the year conference, 2011) and 
international congresses (e.g., ADAA conference, 2010), a DDD website 
(www.denkendoendurven.nl), a publication in a Dutch CBT journal (Jongerden, 
Bögels, & Peijneburg, 2011), and several interviews for news papers and parenting 
journals (e.g. “J/M”) about child anxiety and DDD.  

Therapists were invited to participate in the implementation study if they were 
planning to use the DDD treatment for their anxiety-disordered clients. In addition, 
a flyer about the implementation study was added to the manual when sold, and 
355 mental health care institutions were invited to have their staff participate in a 
one-day workshop for €50, in exchange for their study participation. Research 
participants received the anxiety measurement that was used in the implementation 
study (this measurement is also suitable for clinical purposes, please see the 
methods sections of chapter three, four, six, and seven for a detailed description). 
Children and their parents filled in the anxiety measurements at pre-treatment, 
post-treatment and at three months follow-up. Therapists completed a therapist 
form when they decided to participate in the study and a form about the therapy at 
post-treatment (see methods sections of chapters six and seven). Therapists and the 
participating children and their parents received feedback in the form of a graph 
after finishing the treatment. Therapists could consult the researchers about their 
on-going treatments by email and telephone. There were no exclusion/inclusion 
criteria with regard to the educational background, pre-training and supervision of 
the therapists, as we wanted to know who works with the manual in real clinical 
practice. The therapists decided whether their clients were suitable for the DDD 
treatment according to their institution’s common routine. By doing so, we tried to 
lower the threshold for study participation and made sure that research followed 
clinical practice, instead of clinical practice that had to adapt to a research protocol.  
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Consequences of the dissemination and implementation activities 
DDD was published in April 2008. Since then, more than 2300 therapist manuals, 
7500 children’s workbooks and 3500 parents’ workbooks were sold (J. Rodenhuis, 
personal communication, August 1, 2014). The various dissemination and 
implementation activities resulted in 86 therapists from 34 mental health care 
institutions to agree to participate in the implementation study. Eventually, 46 
therapists aged 22 to 59 (M = 34.73, SD = 9.09, 98 % female) from 18 institutes 
(primary care n = 4; secondary care n = 14) enrolled in total 150 DDD treatments, of 
which 48 children were treated according to the group format and 102 children 
were treated according to the individual format. The 150 children were aged 7 to 19 
years (M = 11.17, SD = 2.56, 56 % girls). Data obtained from the therapists and the 
children and their families were used to answer the research questions that are 
adressed in chapter six and seven.  
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Abstract 
This study aimed to examine the effectiveness of an in the real world of clinical 
practice disseminated manualized cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) on child 
anxiety disorders compared to the same CBT gathered under controlled research 
conditions. The real world effectiveness condition (n=100 children, M age=11.5, SD 
2.8) was obtained in an implementation study of the Dutch CBT manual 
“Discussing+Doing=Daring” for childhood anxiety disorders. The comparison 
condition (n=92, M age=12.9, SD 2.8) was part of a controlled research trial 
evaluating the same CBT for children with anxiety disorders. At pre- and post-
treatment, and three-months follow-up, children and parents completed a 
questionnaire measuring the child’s anxiety symptoms. Typical research conditions 
that were absent in the real world condition were: pre-training, implementation 
monitoring by treatment adherence checks and supervisions, randomization 
procedure, multiple measurements, and using study exclusion criteria. Multi-level 
analyses revealed a main effect for time (pre- to post-treatment effect sizes .85, pre- 
to follow-up .94, p < .001) in reduction of anxiety symptoms. At post-treatment, 
46% (child report) and 30% (parent report) and at follow-up, 53% (child report) 
and 41% (parent report) of the children have non-clinical anxiety symptom levels. 
No differences occurred between conditions in level of anxiety symptom reduction 
(effect size .15, p=n.s.), and in clinical significant change (all Wald ≤ 2.09, n.s.). The 
real world effectiveness of the manualized CBT equals the results obtained in a 
controlled study. CBT for childhood anxiety disorders can successfully be used in 
real clinical practice.  
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Introduction 
There is large consensus about cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) being efficacious 
for childhood anxiety disorders (e.g. Walkup et al., 2008; Benjamin, Harrison, 
Settipani, Brodman, & Kendall, 2013, see for a meta-analysis Reynolds, Wilson, 
Austin, & Hooper, 2012). The last two decades, emphasis on the real world 
effectiveness of therapies has increased (e.g. Chorpita et al., 2011; Shadish, Matt, 
Navarro, & Philips, 2000; Weiss, Guidi, & Fava, 2009; Weisz, Donenberg, Weiss, & 
Han, 1995), causing researchers and clinicians to question whether the results 
obtained in controlled efficacy trials can be generalized to clinical practice (Kendall 
& Southam-Gerow, 1995; Weisz et al., 1995; Weisz et al., 2005). A distinction is 
made between the efficacy and effectiveness of therapies: efficacy refers to “the 
results achieved by a therapeutic method within a research study”, while 
effectiveness refers to the “outcome of therapy in routine clinical care” (Öst, 2012).  

When placing efficacy- and effectiveness studies each on opposite ends of a 
continuum, they can be distinguished by the following nine characteristics (Stewart 
& Chambless, 2009): (I) by being typically performed in a university clinic versus 
usual community clinic (e.g. Weisz, Jensen-Doss, & Hawley, 2005); (II) by 
monitoring treatment implementation using treatment-specific supervisions and 
formal treatment adherence checks (e.g. audio/videotaping therapy sessions) 
versus no formal adherence checks and treatment-specific supervisions that 
influence therapist behavior (e.g. Southam-Gerow et al., 2010); (III) by using a 
detailed treatment manual versus no manual or being able to use the manual 
flexibly (Chambless & Stewart, 2009); (IV) by patients being recruited versus 
clinically referred (e.g. Weisz et al., 2005); (V) by using exclusion criteria and 
patients having homogeneous problem behaviors versus no exclusion criteria and 
heterogeneous (including comorbid) problem behaviors (Shadish et al., 2000; 
Villabø, Cummings, Gere, Torgensen, & Kendall, 2013);  (VI) by therapy being 
provided by researchers/students versus clinicians that treat multiple 
psychopathology (Shadish et al., 2000; Weisz et al., 2005); (VII) by patients being 
randomized to a treatment versus patients that were not part of a randomized trial 
or an other particular trial (Chambless & Stewart, 2009); (IX) by the exclusion of 
patients that use medication versus allowing the inclusion of patients that use 
medication (Chambless & Stewart, 2009). 

Effectiveness studies are in the minority: between 1960 and 2009, only 2.1% of 
the youth psychotherapy RCT’s focused on referred youth, treated by therapists in 
clinical settings (Weisz, Ng, & Bearman, 2014). The outcomes of the limited number 
of child anxiety effectiveness studies (e.g. Barrington, Prior, Richardson, & Allen, 
2005; Southam-Gerow et al., 2010) indicate that results appear similar to efficacy 
studies, however they have methodological problems or they lack power. In line, 
Hunsley and Lee (2007) mentioned methodological problems in effectiveness 
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studies, but found improvement rates and treatment completion rates of nine child 
anxiety effectiveness studies to be comparable to benchmarks obtained from an 
efficacy review. However, Stewart and Chambless (2009) coded in a meta-analysis 
on CBT for anxiety disorders in adults 56 effectiveness studies on nine criteria of 
clinical representativeness, and found that higher clinical representativeness was 
associated with less positive outcomes. Thus, research so far, suggests that effects of 
child anxiety treatments are similar in efficacy and effectiveness studies. However, 
the elaborate meta-analysis of Stewart and Chambless (2009) suggests that higher 
clinical representativeness is associated with less positive outcomes.  

In addition, what we consider to be effectiveness studies still does not one-on-
one resemble real clinical practice. There is a continuum from efficacy to 
effectiveness circumstances. But there is also a continuum from effectiveness to real 
clinical practice circumstances as Stewart and Chambless (2009) nicely 
demonstrated in their meta-analysis. Just like in efficacy trials, most effectiveness 
studies select and train the participating therapists in the treatment protocol, 
provide treatment-specific condition supervision and monitor treatment fidelity. 
Also, patients are randomized to a treatment condition and improvements of 
patients are assessed in great detail, which may have a therapeutic effect in itself. 
On the organizational side, substantial time (from researchers, clinicians and 
patients) and resources go into effectiveness trials, which may enhance the 
motivation of all involved to obtain the best results (Kendall & Southam-Gerow, 
1995), including the largest improvements and lowest dropouts. Thus, effectiveness 
trials look more like clinical practice, that is, they focus on referred patients, treated 
by therapists, in clinical settings (Weisz et al., 2014). However, for the interests of 
research and its internal validity they contain research characteristics that might 
not be present in clinical practice and may influence treatment outcome.  

This study aims to enhance knowledge on the real world effectiveness of a 
manualized form of CBT for childhood anxiety, by using data from an effectiveness 
trial in which all research control as described above in the 9 criteria was left out as 
far as possible and a controlled trial. The effectiveness condition was obtained from 
an implementation study in which a Dutch CBT manual for childhood anxiety 
disorders, named ‘Discussing + Doing = Daring’ (DDD, Bögels, 2008) was 
disseminated in clinical practice, following up the randomized controlled trial 
(RCT) in which DDD was proven efficacious (Bodden et al., 2008) and cost-effective 
(Bodden et al., 2008). The comparison condition was part of a controlled trial for 
anxiety-disordered children (AD) with and without autism spectrum disorders 
(ASD, masked for review), that aimed to evaluate whether CBT for AD in children 
with ASD was effective compared to non-ASD children with AD. Data collection of 
both conditions overlapped in time. Both studies used the same therapist manual 
and child- and parent workbook, but the contexts in which they were delivered were 
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very different; that is, the context of real clinical practice (with high external 
validity) and the context of a controlled study (with high internal validity). Our 
research question was: How does the effectiveness of an in the real world of clinical 
practice disseminated manualized CBT on child anxiety disorders compare to the 
same CBT gathered under controlled research conditions? 
 
Method 
Participants 

Effectiveness condition. Participants were 100 children, aged 7 to 19 years, 
and their parents. The children suffered from anxiety problems that needed 
treatment, based on the clinician’s perspective. Therapies were provided by 46 
therapists from 17 mental health care institutions (primary care n = 4; secondary 
care n = 13). The children in secondary care were diagnosed with anxiety disorders 
by their clinician. In three cases, only the child, not the parents wanted to 
participate in the research. Drop out (n = 20) was mainly due to a loss of motivation 
for completing the measurements after treatment (n=17). Only three children were 
reported to drop out during treatment (death of a parent, loss of motivation). No 
pre-treatment differences with regard to the severity of the child’s anxiety occurred 
between drop outs and completers (child report: t(27.30) = 1.07, p = .29; parent 
report: t(95) = .82, p = .42 ).  

Comparison condition. Inclusion criteria of the study were children aged 7 
to 19 years with an anxiety disorder according to the ADIS-C/P, and at least one 
parent willing to participate in the treatment. Exclusion criteria were an IQ below 
70, an ASD, untreated psychotic disorder, acute suicidal risk and current physical or 
sexual abuse. Out of the 116 children that were referred to one of the seven 
participating mental health care institutions and enrolled in the study, 21 children 
dropped out before therapy started (e.g. children were no longer in need for help, 
children needed hospitalization, parents sought help elsewhere). Therefore, 95 
children and their families received CBT, and 92 of those families participated in 
the current study (three families only completed interviews, no questionnaires 
which were used for this study). During treatment, 8 children dropped out due to 
hospitalization (n=1), loss of motivation (n=3) and because they were no longer in 
need for help (n=4). Due to a loss of motivation, seven children did not complete 
the measurements after treatment. No pre-treatment differences with regard to the 
severity of the child’s anxiety occurred between drop outs and completers (child 
report: t(90) = .09, p = .93; parent report: t(90) = -.61, p = .54 ).  

Current sample. In total, 192 children participated, 100 in the real world 
effectiveness and 92 in the comparison condition. Analyses were based on an 
intent-to-treat principle. Table 1 displays demographic features of the two 
conditions, which were comparable except for child age. This was taken into 
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account in the analyses. Pre-treatment child anxiety symptoms as reported by the 
child and both parents, were comparable.  
 
Table 1 Means, standard deviations, statistical comparisons and effect sizes of 
demographic features and anxiety symptoms of children in the real world versus research 
effectiveness condition 
 Real world 

effectiveness 
N = 100 

Research 
effectiveness 

N = 92 

t / χ2 

 
Effect 
size a 

Girls (n, %) 60 (60 %) 47 (51 %) 1.54  .09 
Child age (M, SD) 11.49 (2.84) 12.91 (2.80) 3.43** .43 
Ethnicity Caucasian (n, %) 94 (94 %) 89 (97 %) 0.81b -.07 
No study participation of father 19 (19 %) 22 (24 %) 0.69 -.06 
No study participation of 
mother  

3 (3 %) 2 (2 %) 0.13 -.03 

Pre-treatment anxiety 
symptoms (SCARED-71) 

    

Child report (M, SD) 46.52 (19.54) 51.53 (23.92) 1.57 -.23 
Parent report (M, SD) 45.41 (19.83) 48.16 (21.13) 0.94 -.13 

aphi coefficient for categorical variables, Cohen’s d for continuous variables; bcell(s) have 
expected counts less than 5; cFrom 0 = no education to 7 = university degree.  
**p < .01 (two-tailed) 

 
Materials 

Outcome measurement. Child anxiety symptoms were assessed by the 71-
items Screen for Child Anxiety Related Emotional Disorders (SCARED-71, Bodden, 
Bögels, & Muris, 2009), child- and parent version.  The SCARED-71 is based on the 
DSM-IV anxiety disorders (e.g. “I am scared when I do not sleep at home”). 
Symptoms are rated on a three point Likert Scale (0 = (almost) never; 1 = 
sometimes; 2 = often) and add up to a total scale score (ranging 0-142) and seven 
subscales (panic disorder, generalized anxiety disorder, social phobia, separation 
anxiety disorder, obsessive compulsive disorder, posttraumatic stress syndrome, 
specific phobias). Discriminant and predictive validity of the SCARED-71 is good 
and clinical cut off scores are available for the total SCARED-71 score and most 
subscales (Bodden et al., 2009). The internal consistencies (α) in both studies were 
excellent: .94, .91 (child), .94, .93 (father report) .93, .92 (mother report).  

Treatment. For both conditions the CBT program ‘Discussing+Doing=Daring 
(DDD, Bögels, 2008) was used. The program was developed for children with 
anxiety disorders and evaluated (without the parent sessions) as efficacious in a 
RCT (Bodden et al., 2008). The program is comparable to other manualized child-
focused CBT’s (e.g. Coping Cat, Kendall, 2006), but it emphasizes more challenging 
dysfunctional thoughts and behavioral experiments. DDD consists of 12 individual 
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child sessions and three parent sessions. The child sessions encompass psycho-
education about anxiety (disorders), challenging anxiety-provoking thoughts, 
coping behavior (i.e., task concentration training, breath exercise), exposure-in-
vivo, (behavioral) experiments, and relapse prevention (Bögels, 2008). The parent 
sessions contain psycho-education about anxiety (disorders), coaching your anxious 
child, the influence of parental anxiety and dysfunctional parental beliefs, fathers’ 
role, and co-parenting. Parents join their child’s session at the start of the therapy, 
part of the fourth session for conducting the fear hierarchy, and at the final session 
for evaluation. 
 
Procedure 
For both studies ethical approval and informed consent was obtained. Children and 
their parents completed the SCARED-71 at pre-treatment, post-treatment and three 
months follow-up.  The real world effectiveness- and controlled research condition 
were part of two different study designs: the controlled research design strives for 
high internal validity and therefore made concessions to the external validity, while 
the real world effectiveness design strives for high external validity and 
consequently has a lower internal validity. Both research procedures are described 
separately.  

Effectiveness condition. Therapist were approached to participate in the 
implementation study at several implementation activities: three national 
congresses about child anxiety; 26 workshop about DDD, a flyer was included with 
the treatment manual when sold, a DDD website, 355 mental health care 
institutions were invited to participate in a one-day workshop for €50, in exchange 
for their study participation. No requirements were made with regard to therapists’ 
educational level, pre-training, or whether they participated in supervisions. The 
message was: “if you work with the manual, please let us know, and ask your clients 
to participate in the study.” All therapists or their institutions bought the treatment 
manual themselves (€40 in store). In sum, 86 therapists from 34 mental health care 
institutions agreed to participate, of which 46 therapists from 17 institutions 
(primary care, n = 3; secondary care n = 14) actually enrolled a DDD treatment. 

Therapists varied with regard to their educational background, clinical 
registration and experience. They could send in DDD therapies for inclusion if they 
decided that their client suffered from anxiety problems and that therefore DDD 
treatment was indicated. This is in contrast to controlled trials in which study 
inclusion is usually based on semi-structured DSM-based interviews to assess 
anxiety disorders, performed by independent assessors. However, such an approach 
is not common in clinical practice; it is the clinician and/or the team that diagnoses 
problem behavior and subsequent indicate treatment. Children and their parents 
purchased the workbooks themselves (€16 each in store).  
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Children and their parents completed the SCARED-71 about the anxiety 
symptoms of the child, at pre-measurement, post-measurement, and at 3 month 
follow-up. 

Therapists were explained that the effects of DDD were obtained under high 
treatment adherence conditions, but that adherence was not obligatory for this 
study. Therapists kept a record of their treatments on a therapy schedule that 
contained the goals of each session according to the manual (e.g. “explaining the 
CBT rational to child and parents”). They rated the goals after each session on a 
three point Likert Scale (0 = I did not work on this goal; 1 = goal somewhat 
achieved; 2 = goal achieved) The mean of their self-rated goals was 1.42, SD = 0.29.  

Comparison condition. All children referred to the seven (secondary) 
mental health care institutions who met inclusion criteria were enrolled in the 
study. Research assistants, who were independent from the therapists, carried out 
the assessments. The current study only used the SCARED-71 data, but several 
other questionnaires and two diagnostic interviews were administered. The 
therapists that provided the DDD treatment had to be registered mental health care 
psychologists or cognitive behavioral therapists. They received a two-day training 
from the author of the protocol (SB), participated in weekly supervision meetings at 
their institution and in bi-annually meetings, organized by the researchers to 
discuss protocol adherence and to provide additional training. Treatment sessions 
were audiotaped, in order to assess treatment integrity. Independent coders coded 
the treatment integrity according to the same schedule as used in the effectiveness 
study. The mean of the observer-rated goals was 1.39, SD = 0.28. Therapist received 
the treatment manual. All children and parents received the DDD workbook. 
Participants who completed all measurements received a little toy and a €25 gift 
card.  
 
Results 
Real world versus research effectiveness of Discussing + Doing = Daring 
A multi-level analysis was used to examine the real world versus research 
effectiveness of CBT for treating anxiety in children. Multi-level analyses can be 
used when data is nested. In this study measurements (pre-, post-, and follow-up) 
were nested within informants, and informants (children, mothers, fathers) were 
nested within families. The SCARED-71 total score – measuring anxiety symptoms 
– was used as the dependent variable. Time (post- and follow-up versus pre-
measurement) as well as Condition (real world versus research effectiveness) was 
entered as predictors. In order to examine whether conditions differed over time, an 
interaction between Condition and Time was included. As age was found to differ 
significantly between the two conditions, it was first examined whether age was 
related to treatment outcome. Although a significant main effect of Age was found 
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to be significant (anxiety symptoms increasing with age), this variable was not 
found to be related to treatment outcome and was therefore excluded from the final 
model. In addition, it was examined whether children reported differently 
compared to their parents about the effect of CBT by entering respondent and the 
interaction between respondent and time (post and follow-up) as predictors. 
However, analyses yielded non-significant results, indicating that children did not 
differ in their responding from parents. Therefore, respondent was not included as 
a predictor in the final model. All continuous variables were transformed to 
standardized scores to be able to interpret the parameter estimates as a measure of 
effect (Cohen’s d).  
 
Table 2  Parameter estimates concerning the effects of Time (post-measurement and 
follow-up versus pre-measurement) and Condition (real world versus research 
effectiveness), as well as their interactions, on anxiety symptoms (SCARED-71 total score) 
 Anxiety Symptoms (SCARED-71)1 
Parameters2 Estimate SE t P 
Time 1 (post-measurement) -0.85 0.07 -12.49 <.001 
Time 2 (follow-up) -0.94 0.08 -11.98 <.001 
Condition  
(real world= 0 / research = 1) 

-0.15 0.12 -1.21 .227 

Condition*Time1 0.15 0.09 1.57 .118 
Condition*Time2 0.10 0.11 0.95 .342 
Note. 1The dependent variable was transformed into standard normal scores and can be 
interpreted as Cohen’s d; 2Parameters were tested for significance with t-tests provided by 
SPSS 

 
Table 2 displays the results of the multi-level analysis and Figure 1 represents 

the effect of CBT in the two conditions. The effect of time was found to be 
statistically significant, indicating that anxiety symptoms decreased at post- and 
follow-up measurement as compared to pre-measurement with a parameter 
estimate of -0.85 and -0.94 respectively. No significant effect of Condition was 
found suggesting that anxiety levels are not different between the real world and 
research condition. In addition, the interaction effects between Condition and Time 
was not found to be significant demonstrating a similar decrease in anxiety 
symptoms for the two conditions (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1. Mean anxiety levels (measured by the SCARED-71) at pre-treatment, post-
treatment, and follow-up measurements for the real world versus research effectiveness 
condition.   

 
Clinical significant change 
Clinical significant change means returning to normal functioning. The 
improvement has to be statistically reliable. As suggested by Jacobson, Roberts, 
Berns, and McGlinchey (1999), a cutoff score, differentiating clinically anxious from 
normal-anxious children (Bodden et al., 2009) determined whether children were 
recovered or not at post-treatment. (Table 3). Correlations between father- and 
mother-reported improvement of the child on the SCARED-71 were modest (r = 
.32, p < .01, two-tailed) from pre- to post-treatment and large (r = .59, p < .001, 
two-tailed) from pre-treatment to follow-up. Therefore, father and mother scores 
were aggregated into one parent score. Different cutoff points were used for girls, 
boys, and for child- and parent-report (Bodden, et al., 2009). Analyses are based on 
an intent-to-treat principle. Missing values of both research and treatment dropouts 
were imputed by using SPSS’ Expectation Maximization procedure. The Little 
MCAR test was non-significant (χ2 (50) = 41.99, p = .782), indicating that missings 
were completely at random. 
 Binary logistic regression, using the post-treatment cutoff as dependent 
variable and controlling for child age and pre-treatment cut off scores, showed no 
differences between the two conditions based on child report (Wald = 0.04, p  = 
.84, OR 1.07 [0.56 – 2.05]) and parent report (Wald = 0.11, p  = .74, OR 1.13 [0.55 – 
2.32]). Also at follow-up no differences occurred between the two conditions based 
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on child report (Wald = 0.79, p  = .37, OR 1.34 [.71 – 2.52]) and parent report (Wald 
= 2.09, p  = .15, OR 0.62 [0.32 – 1.19]).  
 
Table 3  Percentages of children under the clinical cutoff point of the SCARED-71 child- and parent 
report before and after treatment in the real world effectiveness (n=100) versus research (n=92) 
condition 

 Pre-treatment Post-treatment Follow-up 
 

Real world  Research  Real world  Research  Real world  Research  
SCARED N % n % n % n % n % n % 
Child 20 20 16 17 48 48 41 45 56 56 46 50 
Parent 11 11 7 8 31 31 26 28 36 36 42 46 
Note: SCARED = Screen for Child Anxiety Related Emotional Disorders-71 

 
Discussion 
The present analyses indicate that CBT for childhood anxiety disorders is not only 
effective in a research trial but also when transported into real clinical practice, as 
shown by a parameter estimate of change (interpretable as Cohen’s d) of .85 (post-
treatment) and .94 (follow-up). The effectiveness was not different from the 
research condition with regard to both improvement on anxiety symptoms and 
clinical significant change in anxiety symptoms. This is in line with previous 
research on the efficacy versus effectiveness of CBT for childhood anxiety (e.g. 
Hunsley & Lee, 2007) and adds to the body of real world effectiveness evidence on 
childhood CBT.  

The added value of the current effectiveness study to effectiveness literature is 
that it was very close to real clinical practice: research followed the clinicians, 
meaning minimal influence of research on the therapy. Therefore, results suggests 
that a manualized therapy works in the real world, where therapists are not 
specifically trained, supervised, nor monitored with regard to treatment fidelity, 
and where patients are not preselected. The direct comparison of the same 
manualized treatment in two such different circumstances is, as far as we know, 
quite unique.  

The current findings are relevant from a clinical perspective. Many therapists 
do not work with a treatment manual or only use parts of it. They have concerns 
about the fidelity of manuals, and about the usefulness and generalizability of RCT 
results in clinical practice (Addis & Krasnow, 2000; Stewart, Chambless, & Baron, 
2012). Implementation can only be successful when therapists believe that the 
therapy works for their patients in their clinical setting, and with them applying it 
(Addis & Krasnow, 2000; Gunter, Whittal, 2010; Shafran et al., 2009; Stewart, 
Chambless, & Baron, 2012). The results of this study can contribute to that believe.  

Some limitations of this study should be mentioned. First, although families 
from the efficacy and effectiveness trial were comparable with respect to their 
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characteristics (aside from child age that we controlled for), we could not test 
whether they were comparable on other characteristics such as SES. This also 
accounted for the treatment integrity that was not assessed in the same way. 
Second, in order to lower the threshold for participating, and staying as close as 
possible to clinical conditions in which little measures are used, the SCARED-71 
was the only anxiety measurement used in the effectiveness study. Nevertheless, 
multiple measurements would have amplified study outcomes. Third, the research 
condition, that was meant to be the “efficacy” condition, had three effectiveness 
characteristics: it was conducted in community mental health care, children were 
referred through a common clinical route, and treated by practicing therapists. We 
therefore did not make a comparison between two conditions on the far end of the 
efficacy- effectiveness continuum. We did however make a comparison between the 
effectiveness of a CBT in a real world implementation study with high external 
validity versus the context of a research study with high internal validity. Fourth, 
results need to be interpreted with some caution due to methodological issues in the 
effectiveness study which are inherent to the ‘real world’ nature of the study: there 
is a risk that therapists only included their successful trajectories leading to a 
possible underestimation of drop-outs and overestimation of effects; and therapists 
self-reported their adherence to the treatment. However, it should also be noted 
that every effort was made to stimulate therapists to enter their successful and 
unsuccessful cases; and therapists were not instructed to follow the manual. Finally, 
data from the effectiveness study was obtained from 17 institutions suggesting high 
generalizability of results. However, the institutions and therapists are likely to 
value research and CBT because they participated by own choice. Results might be 
different in institutions were CBT and research are less popular.  
 This study adds to the increasing body of research on the real world 
effectiveness of CBT for childhood anxiety disorders. The Dutch manual DDD is 
effective in ‘real’ clinical practice, for ‘real’ anxiety-disordered children who were 
treated by ‘real’ therapists who varied with regard to their experience and 
education, who received no specific supervision and were not tied to manual 
fidelity. The real world effectiveness of the manualized CBT resembles the results of 
the research condition, indicating that CBT for childhood anxiety disorders can 
successfully be transported to clinical practice. These findings might encourage 
therapists to let go some of their concerns with regard to the relevance of research 
trials and manualized therapies for clinical practice.  
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Abstract 
This study aimed to identify, within the context of an implementation study about 
the real world effectiveness of Cognitive Behavior Therapy (CBT) for childhood 
anxiety disorders, which therapy factors (i.e. treatment format, treatment 
adherence, parental involvement) and therapist factors (experience, professional 
degree, pretreatment training, supervision) influence the effectiveness of a 
manualized CBT. Participants were 150 referred children and their parents, aged 7 
to 19 years (M = 11.17, SD = 2.56). They were treated according to the Discussing + 
Doing = Daring CBT (group or individual format) by 46 therapists (Mage = 34.73, SD 
= 9.09) from 18 mental health care institutions. Therapist filled in information 
about their professional background, treatment adherence, and parental 
involvement. At pre- and post-treatment, and three-months follow-up, children and 
parents completed a questionnaire measuring the child’s anxiety symptoms. 
Multilevel analyses revealed that children in the individual therapy improved more 
than in the group therapy at post-treatment, but not at follow-up. Therapists’ larger 
general experience in mental health care and experience with prior anxiety cases 
predicted better treatment outcomes. Treatment adherence, parental involvement, 
professional degree, pretreatment training and supervision were no predictors of 
treatment outcome. Therapists with various educational backgrounds and 
experience, who are not specifically trained, supervised or monitored, can work 
effectively with manualized CBT in clinical practice. Experience in mental health 
care and in particular with anxiety cases can enhance treatment effectiveness. 
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Introduction 
The evidence base of cognitive behavior therapy (CBT) for childhood anxiety 
disorders is demonstrated in several randomized controlled trials (RCT, e.g. 
Bodden et al., 2008; Kendall, 1994) and meta analytic reviews (Davis, May, & 
Whiting, 2011; InAlbon & Schneider, 2007; Reynolds, Wilson, Austin, & Hooper, 
2012; Silverman, Pina, & Viswesvaran, 2008). Effect sizes are moderate to large, 
and recovery rates (free of anxiety disorder after treatment) range from 46 % to 79 
%, meaning that the magnitude of children benefit from CBT, but still a substantial 
percentage of the children do not respond to treatment. From this, two conclusions 
can be drawn. First, the manualized empirically supported therapies (EST) for 
childhood anxiety disorders should be implemented into clinical practice (Weisz et 
al., 2013). Second, researchers need to enhance their knowledge about factors that 
influence variability in child anxiety treatment outcome in order to enhance 
treatment outcome for all children (Kendall, Settipani, & Cummings, 2012).  

This study aimed to identify, within the context of an implementation study 
about the real world effectiveness of CBT, which therapy and therapist factors 
influence the effectiveness of a manualized CBT for childhood anxiety disorders. 
This CBT was previously found efficacious in a RCT (Bodden, et al., 2008) and 
subsequently implemented in Dutch mental health care were it proved its 
effectiveness (Jongerden, van Steensel, & Bögels, submitted).  

The context of an effectiveness study is of particular interest because previous 
studies that sought to identify factors that explain outcome variability in child 
anxiety treatments, used data from efficacy studies (e.g. Liber et al., 2010).  
‘Efficacy’ can be defined as the results of a treatment, obtained in a research 
context, often a RCT or experimental condition. ‘Effectiveness’ can be defined as the 
results of a treatment, obtained in a clinical setting (Öst, 2012). Studies can be 
situated on an efficacy-effectiveness continuum, doing more or less right to either 
the internal (efficacy) or external (effectiveness) validity of the study. Thus, they can 
also be more or less representative for common clinical practice. In general, 
differences between efficacy and effectiveness studies can be distinguished on 
therapist level, on treatment level and on patient level:  

With regard to the therapist level, efficacy studies use therapists that are 
specifically trained for the treatment of interest, have frequent supervisions and 
consequently become experts on the concerning therapy and psychopathology of 
interest. They are often graduate students, research trained therapists or 
experienced (post graduate) registered psychologists. In clinical practice on the 
other hand, there might be more variation with regard to the supervision time that 
therapists receive and specific treatment training might be lacking. Therapists vary 
with regard to their educational background. Moreover, therapists in clinical 
practice might experience high caseloads, productivity requirements, and 
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obligations towards insurance companies and typically see children with a broad 
range of psychopathology. Consequently, they have less time to become experts on a 
single domain (Shadish et al., 2000; Weisz & Gray, 2008).  

On the treatment level, efficacy studies strive for high treatment adherence by 
using treatment manuals and by audio- or videotaping treatment sessions. This is 
not common in clinical practice. Therapist behaviors are not monitored by 
treatment integrity checks and are free to use a broad range of therapeutic 
interventions. Moreover, many therapists have negative attitudes towards the use of 
manualized treatments, do not have the time to study them and do not use them 
(Addis & Krasnow, 2000; Stewart, Chambless, & Baron, 2012; Weisz & Gray, 
2008). 
 With regard to the patient level, a common critique (e.g. Shadish et al., 2000; 
Weisz & Gray, 2008; Weisz, Jensen-Doss, & Hawley, 2005) on efficacy studies is 
the use of research-recruited patients with homogenous problem behaviors and the 
exclusion of patients with more severe psychopathology. In contrast, clinical 
practice therapists face patients with multiple co-occurring problems. For example 
Villabø et al. (2013) found anxiety-disordered children seeking help at common 
service clinics to have higher anxiety levels (self -and parent report), more conduct 
problems (parent report) and to be more functionally impaired than anxiety-
disordered children that were recruited by a university clinic.  

Researchers that sought to identify predictors of treatment outcome, using 
efficacy samples, noticed that the high internal validity of their study also caused 
restrictions in the variability of their variables (e.g. treatment adherence, therapist’s 
experience) reducing the possibility to detect significant predictors (Doss & Atkins, 
2006; Liber et al., 2010; Podell et al., 2013; Webb, DeRubeis, & Barber, 2010). The 
current implementation study provides the opportunity to identify possible 
predictors of child anxiety outcome in clinical practice with the corresponding 
variety of circumstances. It also provides information about the transportability of 
CBT for childhood anxiety from an RCT to clinical practice.  

Therapist and treatment variables that are of particular interest with regard to 
implementing an EBT in clinical practice (because they are different from the 
circumstances of an efficacy study) were studied as possible predictors. That is, the 
therapist characteristics prior clinical experience (in general and experience with 
anxiety cases), therapist function/degree, and therapist training and supervision 
and the treatment characteristics treatment adherence (“the degree of utilization of 
specified procedures by the therapist”, Perepletchikova & Kazdin, 2005, p.365), and 
treatment format (group or individual). 

Most of the studies on therapist variables and treatment adherence target adult 
populations. Research on child populations is scarcer. To our knowledge only two 
studies in which therapist variables and treatment adherence were studied, targeted 
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anxiety-disordered children and adolescents (Liber et al., 2010; Podell et al., 2013) 
and one study (Hogue et al., 2008) included internalizing behavior as one of the 
outcome measurements.  

Results on the influence of therapists’ general experience in mental health care 
on adult therapy outcomes are mixed (e.g. DeRubeis et al., 2005; Huppert et al., 
2005; Wampold & Brown, 2005). Podell et al. (2013) found therapists’ prior clinical 
experience to be associated with better treatment outcomes for anxiety-disordered 
children. Surprisingly, more anxiety-specific experience was associated with less 
favorable outcomes. The authors hypothesize that more experienced therapists 
might adhere less to the manual, or were assigned more severe anxiety cases. The 
current study further addresses the influence of therapist experience on therapy 
outcome. 

Supervision and therapy training are well organized in RCT’s that evaluate 
CBT’s for childhood anxiety (Weisz & Gray, 2008) and they are associated with 
increased treatment integrity (i.e. treatment adherence and competence, e.g. 
Bearman et al., 2013; Sholomskas et al., 2005). Recent studies focused on the 
effects of supervision and training on treatment integrity, to identify ways that will 
successfully contribute to EST implementation (Beidas & Kendall, 2010). Less 
attention has been paid to the association of training and supervision with 
treatment outcome. Given the possible differences between training and 
supervision in efficacy studies and regular clinical practice and the limited research 
available, the current study will assess supervision and training as possible 
predictors of treatment outcome.  

Therapist adherence is expected to increase therapy outcomes (Perepletchikova 
& Kazdin, 2005). Liber and colleagues (2010) found, in line with a meta-analysis on 
therapist adherence and adult treatment outcome (Webb, DeRubeis, & Barber, 
2010), no association between treatment adherence and child outcome. Podell and 
colleagues (2013) did find an association between child outcome and treatment 
integrity. In their study, treatment integrity encompassed not only treatment 
adherence but also overall CBT skills, making it difficult to compare the two studies. 
Hogue and colleagues (2008) found intermediate levels of adherence to predict the 
largest decline in internalizing behaviors while low and high adherence were 
associated with smaller declines. Conclusively, results on treatment adherence are 
mixed. 

CBT for childhood anxiety is evaluated as efficacious when offered individually, 
in a group, and with or without the involvement of parents (InAlbon & Schneider, 
2007; Reynolds et al., 2012). The treatment protocol used in the current study 
encompasses parental involvement, but therapists can and often are flexible in 
whether they involve parents. The added value of parental involvement in the 
treatment of child anxiety is however questionable (Breinholst, Esbjorn, Reinholdt-
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Dunne, & Stallard, 2012; Jongerden & Bögels, submitted). For that reason, in this 
study parental involvement will be assesses, separately from the treatment 
adherence of treatment goals.  

Two meta-analytic reviews found group and individual formats to be equally 
effective in the treatment of child anxiety disorders (InAlbon & Schneider, 2007; 
Silverman, Pina, & Viswesvaran, 2008). However, Reynolds and colleagues (2012) 
found in their meta-analysis moderate effect sizes for group therapy versus large 
effect sizes for individual therapy. The influence of the treatment format on 
outcome in clinical practice, where considerations of institutions, therapist, or 
clients rather then randomization determine treatment condition, is still unknown 
and therefore included as a predictor in the current study.  

To conclude, this study aims to identify technical factors that influence the 
effectiveness of a manualized CBT for childhood anxiety disorders within the 
context of an implementation study. The CBT already demonstrated to be an 
empirically supported therapy (Bodden et al., 2008) and was recently disseminated 
and implemented in community mental health care. It is hypothesized that better 
treatment adherence, prior clinical experience of the therapist, higher professional 
degree, specific therapy training and supervision is associated with better therapy 
outcomes (i.e. improvement on child anxiety). Treatment format (group or 
individual) and parental involvement are not expected to influence treatment 
outcome. 
 
Method 
Procedure 
Discussing + Doing = Daring (DDD, Bögels, 2008) is a manualized CBT for child 
anxiety disorders. It was found highly efficacious in a RCT (Bodden et al., 2008, for 
a description see ‘treatment’; in the materials section in this paper). After 
publication of the RCT, DDD was published in a manual and several 
implementation activities were conducted to disseminate and implement DDD in 
Dutch and Belgium mental health care.  

Therapists were invited to participate in the current effectiveness study at the 
following implementation activities: three congresses about CBT for child anxiety 
disorders; 27 workshops for therapist about DDD, a flyer to invite them for 
participation in the study was included with the manual when sold’ a website about 
DDD. Participating therapists were asked to send in DDD therapies for inclusion if 
they decided that their client suffered from anxiety disorders and that therefore 
DDD treatment was indicated. They received the SCARED-71 from the research 
team. The therapists organized pre – and post-measurements. After post-
measurement, they send the information to the research team that organized the 
follow-up measurement.  
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A distinct feature of the implementation study is that no special requirements 
were made with regard to the educational level of the therapists, their training, or 
whether they participated in supervision. Also, as this is common routine in clinical 
practice, the decision of whether a child should be treated with DDD was left to the 
therapist/clinical staff. The message was: “if you work with the program, please ask 
your clients to participate in the study.” Controlled research designs require 
stringent treatment adherence. In this study, the participating therapists were 
explained that treatment effects of DDD were obtained under high treatment 
adherence conditions, but that in this study, adherence was not compulsory. By 
doing so, research followed clinical practice, as we were interested in the 
effectiveness of the protocol in real clinical practice.  
 
Treatment 
The Dutch manualized treatment ‘Discussing + Doing = Daring (DDD, Bögels, 
2008) was used in this effectiveness study. DDD is a CBT that was developed for 
children with anxiety disorders, and is available in an individual (Bögels, 2008) and 
a group format (Peijnenburg, Jongerden & Bögels, 2014). The efficacy of DDD was 
shown in a large RCT (Bodden et al., 2008). Three months after treatment, 73 % of 
the children were free of their primary anxiety disorder and 56 % no longer met 
criteria of any anxiety disorder. Effect sizes of change three months after treatment 
were 1.07 (child report) and 1.39 (parent report). Following the RCT, the 
effectiveness of DDD was also demonstrated in the effectiveness trial that was 
collected during the implementation phase of DDD. The effect size of change (child, 
father, mother reports combined) three months after treatment was .94 
(Jongerden, van Steensel & Bögels, submitted).  

The individual therapy consists of 12, weekly, individual child sessions (one 
hour) and three separate parent sessions. Parents also join their child at the start of 
the therapy (session one), at the second half of the fourth session for conducting the 
fear hierarchy and at the final session for evaluation. The group therapy consists of 
eight, weekly, group child sessions (90 minutes) and three separate parent group 
sessions. Parents also join the final children’s group session for evaluation. In both 
formats, the same workbook (child and parents version) is used. Children receive 
psycho education, learn to identify and challenge anxiety-provoking thoughts, learn 
coping behavior (i.e., relaxation, task concentration), exposure in-vivo according to 
a fear hierarchy, (behavioral) experiments and relapse prevention (Bögels, 2008; 
Peijnenburg, Jongerden & Bögels, 2014). DDD is comparable to other manualized 
child-focused CBT’s like the Coping Cat program (Kendall, 1994), but it puts more 
emphasis on challenging dysfunctional thoughts by conducting (behavioral) 
experiments and teaching children several techniques for cognitive restructuring. 
The parent sessions encompass (anxiety) psycho education, using CBT to cope with 
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parental anxiety, guiding an anxious child (by encouraging child autonomy and by 
diminishing parental overprotection), dysfunctional parental beliefs, the unique 
role of the father, and co-parenting (Bogels, 2008; Peijnenburg & Bögels, 2008).  
 
Participants 

Children. Participants were 150 children and their parents, aged 7 to 19 years 
(M = 11.17, SD = 2.56, 56 % girls). They were part of the effectiveness study of the 
manualized CBT treatment DDD for childhood anxiety disorders. Children in the 
effectiveness study suffered from anxiety problems that needed treatment, based on 
their clinicians point of view. Table 1 displays features of the 150 children of whom 
48 children received group therapy and 102 children received individual therapy. 
Assessment dropout (n = 24, 16 %) was mainly due to a loss of motivation for 
completing the measurements after treatment. Seven treatment dropouts (5 %) 
were reported; the reasons were death of a parent (n=1), untreated ADHD (n = 1), 
or loss of motivation (n=5). 
 
Table 1 Descriptives, comparisons and effect sizes of demographic features and anxiety 
symptoms at pretreatment of children in the individual versus group therapy.  
 Individual 

N = 102 
Group 
N = 48 

t / χ2 a 

 
Effect 
size b 

Gender (n, % female) 61 (60) 23 (48) 1.42 -.11 
Child age in years (M, SD) 11.56 (2.77) 10.35 (1.82) 3.18* .48 
Ethnicity Caucasian (n, %) 95 (93) 45 (94) 0.00c -.01 
Father did not participate (n, %) 23 (23) 4 (8) 3.56 .04 
Mother did not participate (n, %) 7 (7) 0 (0) 2.09c .15 
Pre treatment child anxiety 
(SCARED-71) 

    

Child report (M, SD) 46.46 (19.63) 40.70 (20.67) 1.59 .29 
Mother report (M, SD) 47.32 (19.90) 47.89 (17.72) -0.17 .03 
Father report (M, SD) 42.63 (20.01) 43.87 (14.10) -0.35 .07 

Note. SCARED-71 = Screen for Child Anxiety Related Emotional Disorders-71. 
a Yates’ Correction for Continuity is used to compensate for the overestimate of  χ2 when used 
with a two by two table;  b phi coefficient as an effect size for categorical variables, Cohen’s d 
as an effect size for continuous variables; c cell(s) have expected counts less than 5, Fisher’s 
Exact Probability Test is applied. 
*p < .01 (two-tailed). 

 
Therapists. As a result of the implementation activities, 86 therapists from 34 

mental health care institutions agreed to participate in the present study. 
Eventually, 46 therapists aged 22 to 59 (M = 34.73, SD = 9.09, 98 % female) from 
18 institutes (primary care n = 4; secondary care n = 14) enrolled at least one DDD 
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treatment. They varied with regard of their experience, educational level, and 
professional degree (see table 2).  

Participants (therapists, children and parents) received feedback in the form of 
a graph of the measurements that children and their parents filled in at pre and 
post-treatment and at follow-up.  
 
Table 2 Descriptives of therapists’ demographic and work related characteristics 
 Therapists 
 N = 46 
Gender (n, % female) 45 (97.8) 
Age in years (M, SD) 34.72 (9.09) 
Educational degree (n, %)  

PhD 1 (2.2) 
MA/MSc 43 (93.5) 
Ba 2 (4.3) 

Professional degree (M, SD) 2.98 (1.15) 
Prior experience in health care in years (M, SD)  9.14 (7.37) 
Prior treated anxiety cases (M, SD) 17.85 (20.50) 
Minutes weekly supervision (M, SD) 33.11 (26.31) 
DDD training (n, %)  

Self-trained 22 (47.8) 
DDD workshop 24 (52.2) 

Note. DDD training = Discussing + Doing = Daring protocol training; Professional degree is 
defined as a score ranging from 0 = social worker to 4 = registered 
psychiatrist/psychotherapist. 
 
Measurements 

Outcome measurement. Child anxiety symptoms were assessed by the 71-
items Screen for Child Anxiety Related Emotional Disorders (SCARED-71, Bodden, 
Bögels & Muris, 2009), child and parent version. Child anxiety symptoms, 
measured by the SCARED-71 are based on the DSM IV anxiety disorders (e.g. “I am 
scared when I do not sleep at home”). Symptoms are rated on a three point Likert 
Scale (0 = (almost) never; 1 = sometimes; 2 = often) and add up to a total scale 
score (range 0 – 142) and seven subscales (panic disorder, generalized anxiety 
disorder, social phobia, separation anxiety disorder, obsessive compulsive disorder, 
posttraumatic stress syndrome, phobia). Discriminant and predictive validity of the 
SCARED-71 is good (Bodden et al., 2009). The internal consistencies (α) in this 
study were excellent: .92 (child), .92 (father about child), .91 (mother about child).  

Predictors. Therapists filled in a therapist questionnaire that contained 
questions about their institution, their age, gender, the amount of supervision they 
received every week, and their educational background and registrations 
(henceforth ‘professional degree’). Professional degrees were: 0) social worker 
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(finished a bachelor); 1) psychologist (finished a master); 2) (master) psychologist 
under instruction of post academic training for becoming a registered health 
psychologist or cognitive behavioral therapist 3) registered health psychologist or 
cognitive behavioral therapist; 4) registered psychotherapist or psychiatrist. They 
had to estimate their experience (working years) as a mental health care 
professional, and their experience (number of treated cases) with manualized and 
non-manualized CBT’s for anxiety.  

Therapists were asked to keep a record of their treatments on a therapy form 
by rating all listed session goals of each session (0 = I did not work on this goal; 1 = 
goal somewhat achieved; 2 = goal achieved) (see appendix). For every session they 
noted whether the child, mother, and/or father was present. A mean treatment 
adherence score was calculated for the children’s goals. The percentage of parent’s 
participation was calculated by dividing the actual number of sessions in which they 
participated, through the number of sessions the parents (due to the protocol) could 
be involvement, and multiplied by 100. This was an indication of the parental 
involvement; scores above 100 % indicated more involvement than prescribed in 
the protocol, while scores below 100 % indicated less parental involvement.  
 
Statistical analysis 
Descriptive statistics and t tests and χ2 tests were used to examine children, 
mothers, fathers, and therapists, and differences between individual and group 
therapy. Multi-level analyses were conducted to investigate the effects of predictors 
of CBT effectiveness on anxiety in children. Multi-level data takes into account 
when data is nested. We considered measurements (pre-, post-, and follow-up 
SCARED-71 total scores) as nested within informants (children, mothers, fathers), 
informants as nested within families, and families as nested within therapists. 
Multilevel analysis allows the use of all available anxiety data, including data from 
families in which not all informants completed the anxiety questionnaire on all 
measurement occasions, so it is not necessary to impute values for missing anxiety 
values. In the multilevel analysis, all variables were standardized, so that the 
resulting parameter estimates can be interpreted as effect sizes (Cohen’s d and 
Pearson r). Missing values for predictor variables were handled through expectation 
maximization (ref SPSS), as justified by insignificant Little’s MCAR test results (χ2 

(163) = 22.75 for therapy variables; χ2 (7) = 9.73 for therapists variables). 
All therapy variables (treatment format, treatment adherence, parental 

involvement) and therapist variables (general clinical experience, prior treated 
anxiety cases, therapist level, supervision, prior DDD training) were entered as 
predictors in separate models that also included the main effects of treatment and 
informant. In order to investigate whether the influence of predictors changed over 
time, the predictors’ interactions with post - and follow-up measurement were also 
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included. The SCARED-71 total score (anxiety symptoms of the child) was the 
dependent variable in all models. 

We decided to use the group sample only for the purpose of examining the 
influence of treatment format on the effectiveness (n = 150) and used the children 
that were treated individually for the purpose of examining the other predictors (n 
= 102). This was based on the following reasons: First, as each group therapy was 
given by two therapists, it was not possible to determine the isolated influence of 
each of those therapists on the various children in the group and on treatment 
outcome; Second, treatment adherence was higher for the group (M = 1.66, SD = 
.23) than individual therapies (M = 1.44, SD = .30; t(148) = -4.56, p = .000, Cohen’s 
d = 0.79). Moreover, within each therapy group, children had the same treatment 
adherence scores, as opposed to children who were treated individually.  
 
Results 
Preliminary analyses 
Before testing whether treatment format of DDD influences treatment outcome, we 
examined differences in child age, gender, ethnicity, pre-treatment anxiety 
symptoms and study participation of fathers and mothers between children in the 
group versus individual therapy. We found no differences between the two groups, 
except that children in group therapy were on average more than a year older than 
children who received individual therapy (see table 1). 
 
Correlational analyses  
Table 3 shows that therapist’s prior clinical experience and the number of 
previously treated anxiety cases were significantly correlated (moderate effect), in 
the direction that more prior experience is associated with more prior treated 
anxiety cases. Therapist age was strongly correlated with therapist prior experience, 
indicating that older therapists have more general experience in healthcare, but the 
association with previously treated anxiety cases was less strong (p < .10). An older 
age and more general clinical experience of the therapist were associated with 
receiving less supervision.   
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Table 3 Pearson’s (r) correlations between therapist and therapy variables 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
1. Therapist age -        
2. Professional degree .17 -       
3. Therapist general 

clinical experience 
.70*** .49** -      

4. Therapist prior treated 
anxiety cases  

.26† .34* .49** -     

5. DDD training  
(0 = self-trained; 
1 = workshop) 

.16 .17 .08 -.04 -    

6. Therapist supervision -.36* -.21 -.41** -.14 .09 -   
7. Treatment adherence .04 -.07 .08 .11 .19 .06 -  
8. Parental involvement -.20 -.00 .02 .04 -.13 .14 .15 - 
† p < .10. * p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.  

 
Multilevel analyses 
In the first multilevel analysis, we tested the main and interaction effects of 
treatment (posttest and follow-up versus pretest) and informant (mother’s and 
father’s report versus children’s selfreport). The treatment effect was significant, 
with posttest and follow-up means significantly lower than pretest means. The 
informant effect and the interaction effect informant*treatment were not 
significant, indicating that parents and children did not report differently. We 
therefore excluded the informant by treatment interaction effects in the subsequent 
analyses that are reported in tables 4, 5, and 6.  

Treatment format. In this multilevel analysis, we tested (in addition to 
treatment and informant) the main and interaction effect of treatment format 
(group therapy versus individual therapy) and age (table 4). We included child age 
in the model, because age differed between the children in the individual versus 
group format (see table 1). 

The effect of age was significant, indicating that anxiety symptoms increased 
with age. The interaction effects age*treatment and age*treatment format were not 
significant, indicating that age was not of influence on treatment effectiveness.  We 
therefore excluded the age*treatment and age*treatment format interactions from 
the final model that is presented in table 4. Figure 1 shows the effect of CBT in the 
individual and group format. The treatment effect remained significant, with post-
test and follow-up means significantly lower than pre-test means (parameter 
estimates 0.73 and 0.89 respectively). The interaction effect treatment 
format*posttest was significant (parameter estimate is .35) indicating that anxiety 
symptoms at post treatment decreased more in the individual versus the group 
treatment condition. At follow-up, the interaction term treatment*follow up became 
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non-significant. This indicates the decrease of anxiety symptoms was not 
significantly different between the two treatment conditions at follow-up (see 
Figure 1). 
 
Table 4  Estimates of fixed effects: the effects of Respondent (mother and father reports 
versus child reports), Time (post-measurement and follow-up versus pre-measurement), 
child age, and Treatment format (group versus individual), on anxiety symptoms 
(SCARED-71 total score) 
 Anxiety Symptoms (SCARED-71)1 

 Estimate1 SE p 

Mother report (vs. child report) .10 .06 .120 

Father report (vs. child report)  .04 .08 .586 

Posttest (vs. pretest) -.73 .06 < .001 

Follow-up (vs. pretest) -.89 .08 < .001 

Child age2 .16 .06 .007 

Group therapy (vs. individual format) .01 .14 .936 

Group therapy * posttest  .35 .11 .002 

Group therapy * follow-up  .21 .14 .151 

Note. SE = Standard error; 1Predictors and dependent variable were transformed into 
standard normal scores and can be interpreted as Cohen’s d (dichotomous variables) and 
Pearson r (continuous variables). 
 
 

 
 
Figure 1. The estimated means of fixed (predicted) values of the anxiety symptoms 
(SCARED-71) at pre-treatment, post-treatment, follow-up for individual and group CBT.  

 
Therapy effects. We tested the main and interaction effects of treatment 

adherence and parental involvement in two separate multilevel models (table 5). In 
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both models, the main effect for informant remained non-significant and the 
treatment effects remained significant for post measurement (Parameter estimates 
-.74; -.72) and follow-up (Parameter estimates -.90; -.90). The interaction effects 
areatment adherence*treatment and parental involvement*treatment were not 
significant, indicating that areatment adherence and parental involvement do not 
affect the effectiveness of treatment on anxiety scores. 
 
Table 5 Estimates of fixed effects: the effects of the therapy variables Treatment 
Adherence and Parental Involvement on anxiety symptoms (SCARED-71 total score) within 
the individual treatment format 

 Anxiety Symptoms (SCARED-71)1 

 
Model 

Treatment adherence 
Model 

Parental involvement 
 Estimate1 SE p Estimate1 SE p 
Mother (vs. child report) .03 .07 .640 .04 .07 .631 
Father (vs. child report) -.02 .09 .792 -.02 .09 .849 
Posttest (vs. pretest) -.74 .07 <.001 -.72 .07 <.001 
Follow-up (vs. pretest) -.90 .08 <.001 -.90 .08 <.001 
Treatment adherence (TA) .07 .08 .358    
TA*posttest -.08 .08 .231    
TA* follow-up .04 .08 .661    
Parental involvement (PI)    -.13 .07 .066 
PI*posttest    -.09 .06 .123 
PI* follow-up    -.01 .07 .885 
Note. SE = Standard error; 1Predictors and dependent variable were transformed into 
standard normal scores and can be interpreted as Cohen’s d (dichotomous variables) and 
Pearson r (continuous variables). 

  
Therapist effects. Multilevel models for all therapist variables (i.e. 

experience with prior anxiety cases, prior general experience in mental health, 
supervision, DDD training, professional degree) are displayed in table 6. All main 
effects for informant were non-significant. Treatment effects were significant at 
post measurement (Parameter estimates ranging from -.68 to -.73) and at follow up 
(Parameter estimates ranging from -.84 to -.89).  

Therapist’s general experience in mental health care and experience with prior 
anxiety cases appeared to have similar influence on treatment outcomes 
(combining the two in one model gave non-significant outcomes, indicating that the 
overlap is eminent). Therefore they were tested in separate multilevel models. 
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Table 6 Estimates of fixed effects: the effects of therapist variables on anxiety symptoms (SCARED-
71 total score) within the individual treatment format 
 Anxiety Symptoms (SCARED-71)1  
 Model prior 

anxiety 
cases 

Model 
General 

experience 

Model 
Supervisio

n 

Model 
Training 

Model 
Professional 
degree 

Mother (vs. child report) .04 (.07)  .04 (.07)  .03 (.07)  .03 (.07)  .03 (.07) 
Father (vs. child report) -.02 (.09) -.02 (.09) -.03 (.07) -.02 (.09) -.03 (.09) 
Posttest (vs. pretest) -.71 (.07)*** -.71 (.07)*** -.72 (.07)*** -.73 (.10) *** -.68 (.07)*** 
Follow-up (vs. pretest) -.87 (.08)*** -.87 (.08)*** -.89 (.08)*** -.84 (.12) *** -.88 (.09)*** 
Prior anxiety cases  .14 (.07)†     
Prior anxiety cases*posttest -.06 (.06)     
Prior anxiety cases*follow-
up 

-.17 (.07)* 
  

  

General experience   .24 (.07)**    
General experience*posttest  -.08 (.06)    
General experience*follow-
up 

 
-.14 (.07)*  

  

Supervision   -.15 (.07)*   
Supervision*posttest    .01 (.06)   
Supervision*follow-up    .08 (.07)   
Training (self-trained = 0/ 
workshop = 1) 

  
 

 .26 (.16)  

Training*posttest     .02 (.13)  
Training*follow-up    -.09 (.16)  
Social worker2      .62 (.31)† 
Psychologist UI2      .19 (.17) 
Reg. psychologist2      .30 (.20) 
Reg. psychotherapist2      1.06 (.30)** 
Social worker*posttest     -.24 (.26) 
Social worker*follow-up     -.01 (.32) 
Reg. 
psychotherapist*posttest 

  
 

 -.36 (.23) 

Reg. 
psychotherapist*follow-up 

  
 

 -.17 (.28) 

Note. Standard errors between parentheses; Psychologist UI = Psychologist under instruction of post 
academic training; Reg. psychologist = Registered healthcare psychologist; Reg. psychotherapist = 
Registered psychotherapist / psychiatrist. 1The dependent variable was transformed into standard 
normal scores and can be interpreted as Cohen’s d; 2 compared tot psychologist at master level. 
†p < .10 (two-tailed); *p < .05 (two-tailed); **p < .01 (two-tailed); ***p < .001 (two-tailed). 

 
The main effect for general experience was significant (Parameter estimate .24), 
meaning that more experienced therapists, started with children that had higher 
anxiety scores at pretreatment. This also accounted for prior treated anxiety cases 
(Parameter estimate .14), but this did not reach statistical significance (p < .10). The 
interactions prior anxiety cases*follow-up and general experience* follow-up were 
both significant (Parameter estimates -.17; -.14), indicating that more experienced 
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(in general and with anxiety cases) therapists treated children who’s anxiety 
symptoms had decreased more at follow up then the mean. 

Therapist who received more supervision started therapy with children that 
had less anxiety (Parameter estimate -.15), but there were no interaction effects for 
supervision*time. Whether therapists were trained by participating in a specific 
DDD workshop or they trained themselves, did not influence treatment outcome. 

The different professional degrees versus the psychologist at master level were 
entered as separate parameters. A significant main effect (Parameter estimate 1.06) 
occurred for the registered psychotherapist / psychiatrist indicating that those 
therapists started with children with more severe anxiety symptoms at 
pretreatment. The main effect for social workers was significant at p < .10, 
suggesting that social workers, as opposed to the psychologist (master level) in this 
sample, worked with children that had more severe anxiety problems at 
pretreatment. None of the interaction effects were significant, indicating that 
therapist’s position did not influence treatment outcome. 
 
Discussion 
We aimed to identify, within the context of an implementation study about the real 
world effectiveness of manualized CBT for childhood anxiety disorders, which 
therapy and therapist factors influence the effectiveness. Results with regard to 
therapy variables can be summarized as follows: 1) Individual therapy was more 
effective in reducing anxiety at post treatment, but this difference was non-
significant at follow up; 2) Treatment adherence and parental involvement were not 
related to treatment outcome. Results with regard to the therapist variables can be 
summarized as follows: 1) Therapists who had more experience in mental health 
care treated children with higher anxiety levels at pretreatment. This accounted for 
experience with prior anxiety cases at the level of a trend. More experienced 
therapist (in general and with anxiety cases) gained more improvement at follow-
up; 2) Registered psychiatrists and clinical psychologists/psychotherapists treated 
children with higher pretreatment anxiety levels compared to psychologists at 
master level, but were not more successful in reducing anxiety symptoms after 
treatment than other therapists; 3) Neither being specifically trained in the CBT 
manual nor therapist supervision influenced treatment outcome. Therapists who 
received more supervision treated children with lower pretreatment anxiety levels. 
 
Therapy variables 
This study adds to a body of research showing that parental involvement does not 
influence the effectiveness of CBT for anxiety in children  (see the meta-analyses of 
InAlbon & Schneider, 2007; Reynolds et al., 2012; Thulin, Svirsky, Serlachius, 
Andersson, & Öst,  2014;). The difference between our study and the studies as 
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reviewed in the meta-analytic literature is that whether or not parents were 
involved was not a randomized factor. This indicates that when parents are not 
involved in therapy by choice of the therapist, the parents or the child, it does not 
influence treatment outcome.  

Contrary to our hypothesis, but in line with Reynolds et al. (2012), the group 
format was less successful in reducing anxiety symptoms at posttest than the 
individual format. Although the treatment doses (12 therapy hours) of the two 
formats are similar (eight 1.5-hours sessions versus 12 one-hour sessions), the 
group treatment was spread over eight weeks, while the individual treatment was 
spread over 12 weeks. Consequently, at posttest, the group treatment had had less 
time to influence children’s anxiety levels. Related, children in the group format had 
not had as much time to practice with the newly learned skills (homework) 
compared to the children in the individual format. Also, the clinical impression is 
that children in the group format spend less time on their homework, as there is 
less time for giving idiosyncratic homework and following up on the homework 
compared to the individual format. As homework is found to positively influence 
CBT treatment outcome (Kazantzis, Whittington, & Dattilio, 2010), this might 
explain the higher effectiveness of individual format at posttest. At follow-up the 
difference between the individual and group format became non-significant, thus 
children in the group format seemed to have caught up (see Figure 1). To conclude, 
children improved after their treatment, regardless of treatment format.  
 Treatment adherence was, contrary to expectation, not related to treatment 
outcome. A first explanation might be similar to what is suggested in previous 
studies (e.g. Liber et al., 2010): even though this is an effectiveness study, variation 
in treatment adherence was limited. The mean score for treatment adherence was 
1.44 (SD 0.30) on a scale from 0 to 2, indicating that in most therapies, according to 
the therapist, the manual was followed in general. In the current study, the self-
report of our adherence measurement might be biased towards a higher treatment 
adherence compared to observational methods even though therapists were told 
that we were interested in how they worked with the manual in clinical practice and 
that treatment adherence was not obligated. However, given the fact that the 
context was an effectiveness study in which research followed clinical practice, no 
audio - or videotapes could be made, as this is not common in daily clinical practice 
and might influence the way therapists work. In addition, a recent Dutch efficacy 
study (Jongerden, Van Steensel, & Bögels, submitted) used the same treatment and 
the same scale for determining treatment adherence, but used observers instead of 
self-report. The treatment adherence was comparable to the current study (M = 
1.39, SD .28) thus the mean adherences scores in this study seem credible. Previous 
research (Hogue et al., 2008) suggests that intermediate levels of treatment 
adherence (as opposed to low and high adherence) are associated with less 
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internalizing problems after treatment. This seems to promote a flexible and not too 
rigid application of treatment manuals (Kendall & Beidas, 2007).  
 A second explanation for treatment adherence not being related to treatment 
outcome might be that with regard to CBT manualized anxiety treatments, high 
adherence is not as important as often hypothesized. So far, several recent studies 
failed to demonstrate an association between high adherence and better treatment 
outcomes (Liber et al., 2010; Webb, DeRubeis & Barber, 2010). The quality of the 
delivery of CBT interventions might be more influential and a more integral 
operationalization of treatment adherence than checking off session goals. This 
would explain why Podell et al. (2013) did find higher treatment integrity (i.e. 
adherence and overall CBT skills) to be associated with anxiety improvement in 
children. Therapists might not be able to reliably assess their own CBT skills.  
 
Therapist variables 
The current study gives us an idea of how patients are allocated to therapists. 
Children with higher anxiety levels were allocated to therapists that have a higher 
professional degree and have more general experience in healthcare. The more 
supervision therapists receive, the lower the pretreatment anxiety levels of their 
patients are. As supervision was also associated with therapist’s younger age, less 
severe anxiety cases seem to be allocated to the younger, less experienced 
therapists.  

Contrary to expectations, therapist’s professional degree was not associated to 
treatment outcome. But, as hypothesized and in line with previous studies 
(DeRubeis, et al., 2005; Huppert et al., 2005; Podell et al., 2013), therapist’s prior 
clinical experience in general, as well as therapist’s experience with anxiety cases 
specifically, was associated with better treatment outcomes. This is contrary to 
Podell et al. (2013), who found that more anxiety-specific experience was associated 
with poorer treatment outcomes. They explained this by suggesting that the less 
favorable treatment results of therapists with more anxiety-specific experience was 
caused by less treatment adherence or due to the allocation of more severe anxiety 
patients. The current study does not support this explanation, as treatment 
adherence was not associated with prior anxiety experience. There was a trend (p < 
.10) for the allocation of more severe anxiety problems to therapists with more prior 
anxiety experience, but this did not interfere with treatment effectiveness.  

The current findings concerning therapist experience indicate that anxiety-
disordered children can benefit from manualized treatment when delivered by 
therapists with various levels of experience and various professional degrees. Our 
findings suggest that general experience does help, but results also suggest that 
experience with anxiety cases, regardless of therapist age, improves treatment 
effectiveness. Results underline the saying ‘practice makes perfect’. Therapists can 
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improve their effectiveness by building experience on treating children with anxiety 
disorders. Obviously, this might be a challenge when working in an institution 
where a broad range of disorders is being treated. Therapist could for instance focus 
solely on anxiety treatments for a period of time. This might also plead for the 
presence of specialists on anxiety treatments within organizations.  

The final findings on the influence of therapist variables on treatment outcome 
concern pretreatment training and supervision. Both were no predictors of 
treatment outcome. They were also not related to treatment adherence. More than 
half of the therapists (52 %) participated in a form of pretreatment training, and 
80% of the therapists had weekly supervision. The supervisions however, were 
(unlike in efficacy studies) mostly not just for the treatment of anxiety-disordered 
children or the use of this protocol, but for any treatment in the therapist’s 
caseload, as is common in clinical practice. Research so far, demonstrated that it is 
difficult to find an association between treatment outcome, treatment adherence 
and treatment-specific training and supervision (Beidas & Kendall, 2010). If 
successful, the supervision is treatment/disorder specific, interactive and 
pretreatment training takes multiple course days (i.e. > 2 days) (e.g. Dimeff, et al., 
2009; Nadort et al., 2009). This would be a challenge for the therapists in the 
current sample, given the fact that they work with children with a broad range of 
disorders.  
 
Limitations 
Several limitations of this study should be noted. First, data was collected from 
therapist who chose to work with the treatment protocol Discussing + Doing = 
Daring and chose to participate in the effectiveness study. They are likely to value 
research and manualized CBT. Results might have been different for therapists that 
are less positive about participating in research or manualized CBT. Second, the 
drop-out rate in the current sample (n = 7, 5 %) could be an underestimation 
because therapists might, despite instructions to do so, not have send in trajectories 
that were started and ended prematurely. Third, although multiple informants were 
used, anxiety symptoms were measured by questionnaires. The use of a diagnostic 
interview makes it possible to evaluate whether children are diagnosis free after 
treatment. Fourth, the children and therapist in the current sample were mainly 
Caucasian, making generalizability to other ethnic groups limited.  
 
Implications  
This study adds to the body of research on factors that influence variability in child 
anxiety treatment outcome. The added value of this study is that it was conducted in 
the context of an effectiveness study. Research followed clinical practice, meaning 
that therapy and work style of therapists were minimally influenced by the research 
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context.  This study shows that therapists with various educational backgrounds 
and experience, who were not specifically trained, supervised or monitored, can 
work effectively with a manualized CBT (individual and group format) in clinical 
practice. It also demonstrates that a manualized CBT for childhood anxiety can 
successfully be transported from the context of an RCT to clinical practice. Results 
suggest that it is important for therapists and institutions to realize that experience 
with anxiety cases can enhance treatment effectiveness. Anxiety-disordered 
children can benefit from both an individual and a group CBT, but individual 
therapy appeared somewhat better at posttest. Research faces the challenge of 
studying if and how treatment adherence, treatment-specific therapist training and 
supervision can contribute to the improvement of treatment effectiveness for 
anxiety-disordered children. 
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In the introduction of this dissertation, three issues were addressed, namely 1) the 
discrepancy between prevalence rates and service utilization of anxiety-disordered 
children; 2) parental involvement in child anxiety therapy; 3) the efficacy versus 
effectiveness of child anxiety therapy. Each issue concerned a ‘gap’ between 
research and the clinical practice of anxiety disorders in children. In this section, 
the results from the previous chapters are discussed within the light of the three 
gaps. The main findings are highlighted and suggestions for further research are 
given. Limitations to the study and implications of the findings are addressed. In 
addition, the current state of affairs of Discussing + Doing = Daring (DDD) in Dutch 
clinical practice after the dissemination and implementation process is discussed. 
The discussion section closes with a description of Logan’s treatment (chapter 2). 
 
Anxiety disorders: research versus everyday clinical practice 
Where are all the anxiety-disordered children? The discrepancy between 
prevalence rates and service utilization  
In chapter 3, the main finding was that, regardless of informant (child or parents) 
or the presence of comorbid (non-anxiety) disorders, the referral of anxious 
children to mental health care is associated with the child’s impairment in daily life 
due to anxiety disorder(s). Our results suggest that children with multiple and more 
impairing anxiety disorders are more likely to receive clinical treatment, than 
children with less impairing anxiety disorder(s). Contrary to our hypothesis, 
parents’ own heightened anxiety, anxiety-enhancing parenting and family 
dysfunction, that may be caused by the child’s anxiety problems and/or may have 
exacerbated the child’s anxiety problems, were not associated with more referral. 
Parents look at the impaired daily functioning of their child and a certain problem 
severity has to be reached before parents seek help for their child.  

As discussed in chapter 3, the majority of our non-referred anxious children 
suffered from anxiety disorders and might be, despite their non-referral state, in 
need of services. Two years after the selection of the non-referred high-anxious 
sample, Simon et al. (2011) found the high-anxious children to be more susceptible 
for the development of anxiety disorders than children that were labelled as 
“median-anxious”. In addition, offering the high-anxious children an anxiety-
prevention program, was more (cost) efficacious than offering no intervention 
(Simon et al., 2012). Thus, anxiety prevention services for high-anxious children 
might lead to more positive developmental outcomes and reduce societal costs. 
However, the accessibility of those services still need attention.  

We identified impairment, as an influencing factor for referral to mental health 
care, but the question remains what barriers parents of (less severe) anxiety-
disordered children face that prevent them from referring to services. A study from 
Sareen et al. (2007) that included a Dutch adult sample, showed that the ideas 
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“wanting to solve the problem on your own” and “the problem would get better on 
itself” were important barriers for going to adult mental health care. In addition, a 
barrier for going to services for anxiety-disordered adults was the idea that “help 
probably would not do any good”. Those results might not be one-on-one 
generalizable to parents of anxiety-disordered children. Nevertheless, it stretches 
the need for more knowledge on how to increase the referral rate of anxious 
children.  

Extra attention should be paid to the underrepresentation of non-Caucasian 
children in mental health care (e.g. Angold et al., 2002; Burns et al., 2004). Our 
sample also contained a relatively low percentage of non-Caucasian children. The 
low service utilization of non-Caucasian children accounts for a broad range of 
psychopathology, but research suggests that service utilization is in particular low 
amongst anxiety-disordered non-Caucasian children (Merikangas et al., 2011), even 
though prevalence rates of anxiety disorders are similar across ethnic groups (Ford, 
Goodman, & Meltzer, 2003; Merikangas et al., 2009). Here lies a challenge for both 
mental health care policy makers and for researchers.  

In 2015, the Dutch mental youth care system will be restructured. An 
important goal is to make youth care more easily accessible, located in the 
community, and financed by the local governments. There will be an emphasis on 
prevention in order to reduce secondary care (Ministry of Health, Welfare and 
Sport, 2013). This matches our suggestion of investing in anxiety prevention 
programs and to increase the referral of high-anxious children. However, as the 
restructuring of youth care also aims to decrease the demand on secondary health 
care and to economize on the costs, close monitoring of this transition and 
evaluation of whether families reach services is advisable. 
 
Part of the problem, part of the solution? Parental involvement in CBT for child 
anxiety disorders 
In this dissertation (chapter 4) we found family cognitive behavioural therapy 
(FCBT) and child cognitive behavioural therapy (CCBT) for child anxiety disorders 
to be equally successful in improving anxiety-enhancing parenting (i.e. decrease of 
overprotection and rejection, increase of autonomy granting) and family 
functioning (i.e. decrease of family control, increase of relational functioning). It 
was also found that higher family relational functioning at post-treatment was the 
only family measurement in our study that was consistently (i.e. regardless of 
informant, type of anxiety measurement, and at the short – and long term follow-
up) associated with more anxiety improvements in children, and only so in 
adolescents, aged 13 – 18 years. Finally, most of the family variables (parental 
overprotection, rejection, family control based on parent and child report) did not 
differ before start of treatment between anxious children and non-anxious controls. 
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The results and discussion of results lead to research questions about the way 
treatment effects in child anxiety treatments are accomplished, and about the 
associations between child anxiety and parenting.  

The FCBT and CCBT have overlapping features (e.g. doing exposure tasks) but 
also unique features (e.g. communication between the family members) that seem 
to have similar effects on parenting, family functioning (chapter 4) and child 
anxiety (Bodden et al., 2008). Thus, although parents might play their role in the 
aetiology and maintenance of child anxiety (Barmish & Kendall, 2005), it is not 
necessary to explicitly target parenting and family functioning in therapy in order to 
improve child anxiety (chapter 6; In-Albon & Schneider, 2007; Thulin et al., 2014), 
anxiety-enhancing parenting and family functioning (chapter 4).  

Meta-analytic evidence was found for the association between parenting 
behaviours and child anxiety (McLeod et al., 2007; Van der Bruggen et al., 2008). 
This seems to be a reciprocal influence: parenting behaviours can increase the 
anxiety levels of children, but the anxiety of the child can also evoke more anxiety-
enhancing parenting (Barrett et al., 2005; Silverman et al., 2009). This might 
explain why both FCBT and CCBT improved parenting and child anxiety, but it 
contrasts the lack of associations between parenting and improved anxiety in the 
current study. In order to understand the working mechanisms of child anxiety 
treatments, future research thus faces the challenge of identifying the underlying 
working mechanisms (e.g. reduction of threat avoidance bias, Waters, Mogg, & 
Bradley, 2012) in anxiety treatments, which might be influenced by both the 
‘parental route’ and the ‘child route’.  

With regard to the ‘parental route’, the findings of the recently performed 
meta-analysis of Manassis and colleagues (2014) on types of parental involvement 
in child anxiety treatment are interesting. Manassis et al. (2014) concluded that 
CBT for childhood anxiety is an effective treatment with and without active parental 
involvement. However, active parental involvement that focused on contingency 
management and transfer of control enhanced treatment efficacy at one-year 
follow-up. In the CCBT studied in chapter 4, parental involvement is not completely 
ruled out. Parents are involved in the child’s session 4 when the fear hierarchy and a 
reward system are made. Parents are expected to award points to their child for 
doing their exposure exercises. Tentatively, both contingency management and 
transfer of control were partly responsible for long-term child anxiety 
improvements in both the CCBT and FCBT. Those findings need replication 
(Manassis et al, 2014) but do suggest that in child anxiety treatment, the parental 
involvement should focus on the child overcoming its anxiety, not explicitly on 
parenting.  

In chapter 4 it was found that parent-reported autonomy granting was lower 
and child reported parental autonomy granting was higher in the families of 
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anxious children versus control families. However, no differences between anxious 
and control families were found for parental rejection and overprotection. Also 
meta-analytic research  (McLeod et al., 2007) showed only modest associations 
between child anxiety and parental rejection and overprotection. Very little research 
has been done as to whether differences in “anxiety-enhancing” parenting of 
clinically anxious children versus controls also hold for clinically anxious children 
versus children with other psychopathology. Recently, Maric and Bögels (under 
review) found paternal rejection and overprotection to be higher for fathers of 
children with ADHD than fathers of anxiety-disordered children. No differences 
were found between control children, children with ADHD and anxiety-disordered 
children with regard to parental autonomy granting and acceptance, and maternal 
overprotection and rejection. This suggests that “anxiety-enhancing” parenting is 
not specific for parents of anxiety-disordered children, but occur in families of 
children with psychopathology in general. In addition, researchers might need to 
adjust their overestimation of the association between parenting and child anxiety. 
However, as the study in chapter 4 is one of the view studies (please see chapter 4 
for a detailed overview) that paid attention to associations between improvement 
on anxiety and parenting and family functioning, replication is needed. Given our 
findings, family relational functioning in adolescents’ families needs special 
attention as it might play a role in the sustainment and continued anxiety 
improvement after therapy. 
 To conclude, researchers should move beyond the question of whether adding a 
parental component to child anxiety treatment increases effectiveness but focus on 
the working mechanisms in child anxiety treatments. As family dysfunctioning and 
parental anxiety are associated with less positive treatment outcomes for child 
anxiety (Crawford & Manassis, 2001; Silverman, Pina, & Viswesvaran, 2008), 
research should focus on characteristics of children and their families that did not 
improve enough (i.e. did not reach ‘normal’ anxiety levels’), or did not respond at all 
to manualized treatment. That might give new directions for the treatment of non-
responders.  
 
Can real clinical practice be imitated in an ivory tower? The efficacy-effectiveness 
gap in CBT for child anxiety disorders 
In this dissertation it was found that CBT for childhood anxiety was not only 
effective within the context of a research trial, but also in daily clinical practice. No 
differences between the research and real-word condition were found with regard to 
the improvement on anxiety symptoms and the clinical significant change in anxiety 
symptoms (chapter 5). Those results suggest that manualized CBT not only works in 
the controlled circumstances of an RCT (efficacy), but also in the real world 
(effectiveness) where children are not preselected, and therapy is delivered by 
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therapists who have various educational backgrounds and experience in mental 
health care and with prior anxiety cases, did not receive specific supervision or pre-
treatment training and were not monitored in order to maximize treatment 
integrity. This is in line with previous research on the efficacy versus effectiveness 
of CBT for childhood anxiety disorders (e.g. Hunsley & Lee, 2007).  

In addition, predictors of treatment effectiveness were explored (chapter 6). At 
post-treatment, individual CBT was more effective in reducing anxiety than group 
CBT, but this difference became non-significant at three-moths follow-up. Because 
the study took place within the context of implementation of the therapy, several 
variables that are typical for real clinical practice could be explored. It was found 
that more general experience of the therapist in mental health care and more 
experience with prior anxiety cases was associated with better treatment outcomes 
at follow-up. Therapists with more general experience treated children with higher 
anxiety levels at pre-treatment. This also accounted for registered psychiatrists and 
clinical psychologists/psychotherapists compared to psychologists at a masters 
level. However the registered psychiatrists and clinical 
psychologists/psychotherapists were not more successful in reducing anxiety than 
the other therapists. Treatment outcome was not related to therapist pre-treatment 
training, supervision, and the therapist’s (self reported) adherence to the manual. 
However, they are considered to be important ways to consolidate the effectiveness 
of evidence-based treatments and thereby contribute to the quality of mental health 
care (Beidas & Kendall, 2010; Perepletchikova & Kazdin, 2005). From that point of 
view, the non-significant associations between treatment outcome and treatment 
adherence, training and supervision in this study are unexpected (chapter 6), even 
though in general few associations between treatment outcome, - adherence and 
treatment-specific training and supervision have been found (e.g. Liber et al., 
2010). In addition to the discussion in chapter 6, those findings need further 
discussion in the light of the manualized treatment of anxiety-disordered children 
and new research questions. 
 When treatment manuals are found as efficacious in a RCT, they are considered 
to be empirically supported treatments. Treatment adherence, pre-treatment 
training and supervision are necessary to ensure the internal validity of the RCT 
and therefore considered to be important when the treatment is implemented in 
mental health care. It ensures that the treatment is delivered as it is intended 
(Kendall & Beidas, 2007). However, it is hypothesized that, with regard to child 
anxiety treatments, a stringent adherence to the manual might not lead to better 
treatment outcomes when therapists use some key techniques and because 
adherence does not automatically imply high quality of treatment delivery.  
 With regard to this hypothesis, studies comparing (manualized) CBT for 
childhood anxiety to Treatment as Usual (TAU) are interesting. A meta-analytic 
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study on evidence-based youth psychotherapy (Weisz et al., 2013) found 
manualized treatments to (modestly) outperform TAU. However, this meta-analysis 
contained only three anxiety intervention studies. In those studies, CBT did not 
outperform TAU. Researchers from the most recent study (Southam-Gerow et al., 
2010) noted that the TAU therapists also used CBT components, while the children 
in the CBT conditions did not all receive exposure sessions. Tentatively, a certain 
dose of CBT interventions is “enough” to lead to positive improvements. Nowadays, 
CBT techniques for anxiety disorders might be generally known amongst therapists 
in clinical practice, resulting in a draw between manualized CBT and TAU. In 
addition, the quality of the delivered interventions might be more predictive for 
positive treatment outcomes than the adherence to the manual. In line with this 
hypothesis, Podell et al. (2013) found an association between the effectiveness of 
CBT for child anxiety and treatment integrity that encompassed both treatment 
adherence and CBT skills. Thus future research should focus on the quality of the 
delivered interventions in order to enhance treatment effectiveness.  

The majority of anxiety-disordered children benefit from CBT in both research 
trials (Davis et al., 2011; InAlbon & Schneider, 2007; Reynolds et al., 2012; 
Silverman et al., 2008) and in real clinical practice (chapter 5, 6). This means that 
still a substantial proportion of anxiety-disordered children do not benefit (enough) 
from their therapy. As noted in the previous section of this discussion, analysing the 
treatments and characteristics of non-responders needs further attention. Real-
world effectiveness research provides good opportunities for analysing those cases. 
In RCT’s, researchers take measurements after 12 or 16 treatment sessions and at 
follow-up. But what happens with the children that did not respond to treatment? 
Will clinicians in those situations also finish their treatment or will they continue 
therapy or try something else? Thus let us find out, what happens after the 
researchers leave and see what characterizes non-responders and what treatments 
clinicians offer them. 
 
Limitations 
All results described in this dissertation should be interpreted against the backdrop 
of their study limitations. The general limitations of the studies will be addressed, 
with emphasis on the limitations of the implementation study that is used for 
chapter five and six. 

First, Non-Caucasian children were underrepresented in all studies used in this 
dissertation and therefore results might not be generalizable to non-Caucasian 
groups. Also in previous studies on CBT for child anxiety, non-Caucasian children 
are underrepresented (e.g. Liber et al., 2010; Nauta, 2003). As discussed before, 
service utilization is particularly low under non-Caucasian anxiety-disordered 
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children (Merikangas et al., 2011) and this might therefore deserve to be a research 
topic on itself.  

Second, in chapter three and four, parenting and family variables were 
measured by questionnaires. As some results that based on the questionnaires were 
contrary to what was hypothesized (chapter 3) or was contradictive between 
informants (chapter 4), observational measurements of parenting and family 
functioning could be informative.    
  Third, some methodological limitations, which are inherent to the ‘real world’ 
nature of the implementation study (chapter five and six), need mentioning. The 
treatment drop out rate (7.5 %) could be an underestimation and treatment effects 
might be an overestimation as there is the risk that therapists did not entered their 
unfinished or unsuccessful treatments even though we stimulated therapists to do 
so. Therapists self reported their adherence to the manual, which might be a less 
reliable than observer ratings. However, Ward et al. (2013) found that therapists 
reported comparable to observers about their interventions. In order to reduce bias, 
we did not obligate therapists to adhere to the manual, but underlined that we were 
interested in how they worked with the manual. Nevertheless, we do not know 
whether observer-rated adherence ratings would have given similar outcomes. To 
conclude, as mentioned before, the institutions and therapists that participated in 
the implementation study and used DDD did so by own choice. They might value 
research and manualized CBT and might therefore not be representative for all 
institutions and therapists.  
 
Clinical implications 
We found the child’s impaired daily functioning due to anxiety disorders to be the 
most indicative for referral (chapter 3). More impairment predicted more referral. 
As, most of the non-referred children also suffered from anxiety disorders but did 
not seek help; we should make parents and classroom teachers aware of the 
treatability of anxiety disorders. Offering a prevention program is cost-effective 
(Simon et al., 2011) therefore public health services can play a role in screening high 
anxious children. 
 CCBT and FCBT for child anxiety were equally successful in improving anxiety-
enhancing parenting and family functioning (chapter 4). Clinicians should be aware 
that focusing on the child also influences parenting and family functioning. We 
might have overestimated the need and impact of explicitly targeting parenting. As 
CCBT appears to be more cost-effective than FCBT (Bodden et al., 2008), as drop-
out rates in the FCBT are higher than in CCBT (chapter 4), and given the extra 
efforts it takes to participate in a therapy as a whole family, CCBT should be the 
treatment of choice for child anxiety disorders. If parents are not able to participate 
in separate parents sessions, this should not influence treatment outcome (chapter 
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4 and 6), although they are needed for the execution of the reward system that is 
used in the therapy. 

Family relational functioning is associated with adolescents’ improved anxiety 
on the long term. Therefore, clinicians might pay attention to relational functioning 
of anxious adolescents, when adolescents’ do not respond (enough) to their 
treatment (chapter 4).  

Manualized CBT (DDD) for child anxiety disorders does not only work in 
research trials but also in the ‘real world’ with ‘real patient’ and ‘real therapists’ that 
are not specifically pre-trained, monitored, supervised and have various educational 
backgrounds (chapter 5 and 6). Both experienced and inexperienced therapists can 
achieve positive results with DDD. However, therapists can keep in mind that 
building experience on anxiety cases can increase treatment effectiveness, 
regardless of their age (chapter 6).  
 The group and individual format of DDD are equally effective in reducing child 
anxiety at follow-up, meaning that the choice for participating in a group or 
individual treatment can be made based on pragmatic reasons (chapter 6). At post-
treatment the individual format seems more beneficial than the group format. 
Therapists, children and parents should be aware that anxiety symptoms still 
improve from post-treatment to follow-up. 
 
Discussing + Doing = Daring in Dutch clinical practice 
Since the publication of DDD in April 2008, more than 2300 therapist manuals, 
7500 children’s workbooks and 3500 parents’ workbooks were sold, a success, 
according to the publisher (J. Rodenhuis, personal communication, August 1, 
2014). Due to the participation of therapists, children en families in the 
implementation study, we can conclude that DDD (individual and group format) is 
an effective treatment, not only in the controlled circumstances of a RCT, but also in 
routine clinical practice when delivered by therapist that have various educational 
backgrounds and experience who were not specifically trained, supervised or 
monitored. The therapy already proved its (cost) efficacy (Bodden, Bögels et al., 
2008; Bodden, Dirksen et al., 2008). DDD has a solid research base and is therefore 
currently assessed for admission in the database effective youth interventions of the 
Netherlands Youth Institute. Recently, at the Radboud University Nijmegen, a new 
RCT evaluating DDD versus usual care was started (Jansen et al., 2012). This 
provides the opportunity for replication of study results by an (from the developer) 
independent research group.  

The applied dissemination and implementation strategies were identified as 
effective strategies in previous research (please see introduction for an overview). 
Despite those strategies, and the described evidence for the effectiveness of DDD, it 
is up to therapists whether they want to use DDD. The therapists that participated 
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in the implementation study might value research and manualized CBT. It is not 
clear whether therapists that are less positive about participating in research or 
manualized CBT entered the study. Nevertheless, this study might contribute to a 
more positive attitude toward manualized CBT as it shows that the therapy works 
for their patients in their clinical setting, and with therapists like them applying it 
(Addis & Krasnow, 2000; Gunter, Whittal, 2010; Shafran et al., 2009; Stewart, 
Chambless, & Baron, 2012).  
 
What happened to Logan and his family (chapter 2)? 
Logan was diagnosed with separation anxiety disorder with panic attacks. I 
discussed therapy goals with Logan and his parents. Logan wanted to: 1) “not be 
afraid of getting a fatal disease anymore” (we agreed that being able to put it in 
perspective was a good goal); 2) “be able to calm down when feeling a panic attack”; 
3) “be able to stay at home alone”; 4) “be able to stop excessive worrying about the 
safety of my parents” (we agreed that this included a “what –to-do-when-you-
worry-plan”); 5) “be able to stop the bullies” (we were not sure whether Logan was 
actually pestered, or whether he predominantly had the feeling of being pestered, as 
a result of his “bully history”. His parents and teacher thought that the latter was 
true. Logan was willing to investigate the difference).  

Because Logan complained about a specific situation in which he was bullied, 
he participated in two Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing (EMDR) 
sessions. Afterwards, Logan joined the Discussing + Doing = Daring group therapy. 
His father and mother participated in two out of three of the parent sessions. 
Logan’s fear of diseases disappeared after three sessions. His separation anxiety 
however, was more persistent. He was nervous or cried at the beginning of each 
session, worrying about his mom going to the Coffee Company at the corner. 
Nevertheless, he bravely stayed, actively participated in exposures and experiments 
and his mom kept going bravely to the Coffee Company. The fear hierarchy did not 
have 10 steps, but at least 20 steps (e.g. “staying at home while my mom is walking 
the dog for 5 minutes, I can call her one time”). When steps were too big, he would 
get a panic attack and refused practicing the next time. By the end of session 8, he 
was halfway. He was no longer afraid of diseases, but still suffered from separation 
anxiety disorder. He was still very worried about his parents and scared when he 
was alone. Although occasionally it would cause a panic attack, the avoidance of 
being alone was much less. His mother went for a lot of walks with the dog, because 
Logan had to practice. Logan learnt that he could endure the feeling of being scared 
and he was able to do something instead of just sit and worry. We phoned one-
month, two-months, three-months and six-months after finishing the group 
therapy to discuss new exercises. Logan and his parents completed the SCARED-71 
at pre-treatment, post-treatment and at three-months follow-up (Figure 1), showing 
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that anxiety decreased over time.  
 

  
Figure 1. Total score of the SCARED-71 at pre-treatment, post-treatment and three-months 
follow-up for child, - mother, - and father reports. 

 
At the six-months phone call Logan was not at home. He had attended high school 
in the meantime. His mother told me that he was doing very well. Staying home 
alone was no longer a problem. She could go out whenever she wanted without 
being phoned by Logan. As we said goodbye, Logan’s mother told me that they 
bought a dog. She said: “at the puppy training, I suddenly realized that training 
your puppy is actually the same as dealing with Logan’s fears.” 
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Summary 

Summary 
Despite the high prevalence of anxiety disorders in children, only a minority is 
referred to mental health care. It was found that the impairment in the daily 
functioning of the child as a result of their anxiety disorders is associated with 
referral to mental health care.  More severe impairment was related to more referral 
(chapter 3). Nevertheless, the majority of the non-referred children in our sample 
did suffer from anxiety disorders. It was discussed that a more accessible mental 
health care, for example by increasing knowledge amongst parents and investing in 
prevention programs, might increase referral (discussion). 

Logan is a boy that suffers from the consequences of his separation anxiety 
disorder and panic attacks and was referred to mental health care. The clinical case 
illustration of Logan (chapter 2) describes several child - and family characteristics 
(i.e. genetic predisposition, anxious modelling, overprotective parenting) that 
contribute to the origin and maintenance of Logan’s anxiety disorder. Despite the 
anxiety-enhancing/maintaining family characteristics, Logan participated in a 
child-focused group CBT. His parents only participated in two optional parent 
sessions. The child-focused group CBT helped Logan overcoming his fears 
(discussion). This positive result is in line with the research findings that are 
described below. 

Parents are involved in child anxiety treatment for two reasons: 1) to increase 
treatment effectiveness by improving anxiety-enhancing parenting and family 
functioning; 2) to facilitate the generalization of treatment gains. In chapter 4 it was 
found that only parent-reported autonomy granting and family relational 
functioning was lower (as hypothesized) for the referred clinically anxious families 
versus control families. Child-reported autonomy granting was higher in the 
referred families. Parental rejection, overprotection and family control did not 
differ between the referred versus control families. Nevertheless, it was found that 
anxiety-enhancing parenting and family functioning improved after both family 
cognitive behavioural therapy (FCBT) and child-focused cognitive behavioural 
therapy (CCBT), with no differences between treatments. In addition, good family 
relational functioning at post-treatment was the only family variable that was 
consistently associated with more improvement on anxiety measurements at the 
long term for adolescents, but not for school-aged children (chapter 4).  

The results in chapter 4 raise questions about the working mechanisms in child 
anxiety therapy (discussion). It was discussed that CCBT should be the treatment of 
choice for child anxiety treatments. The association between parenting and family 
factors and child anxiety might be overestimated. The ‘anxiety-enhancing’ 
parenting behaviours might also be seen in families of children with other 
psychopathology. It is suggested that in order to increase treatment effectiveness, 
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researchers should focus on the characteristics of children and their families that do 
not respond to treatment (discussion). 

CBT for child anxiety is considered an efficacious treatment. However, 
circumstances in research trials might be different to circumstances in real clinical 
practice, meaning that results from CBT for child anxiety in research trials (efficacy) 
might be different from results obtained in clinical practice (effectiveness). In this 
dissertation, it was found that CBT for childhood anxiety was not only effective 
within the context of a research trial, but also in daily clinical practice. 
Improvements on anxiety symptoms were similar for the research and real-world 
condition (chapter 6). More general experience in mental health care and more 
experience with prior anxiety cases of the therapist were associated with better 
treatment outcomes three months after treatment. No association were found 
between anxiety improvement and therapist’s pre-treatment training, supervision 
and treatment adherence (chapter 7). This is contrary to the idea that those 
variables are necessary for an accurate treatment implementation in clinical 
practice. It was discussed that the quality of the interventions that therapist 
perform, might be more predictive for positive treatment outcomes in CBT for child 
anxiety than the adherence to the manual (discussion).  

Results from this dissertation suggest that the CBT protocol Discussing + 
Doing = Doing is an effective treatment in real clinical practice. Contrary to 
research trials, clinical practice in this study was characterized by children that 
were not preselected, therapy was delivered by therapists who had various 
educational backgrounds and experience in mental health care, and various 
experience with prior anxiety cases. Therapists did not all receive specific 
supervision or pre-treatment training and were not monitored in order to maximize 
treatment adherence. The majority of treated anxiety-disordered children benefit 
from manualized CBT. It was noted that real-world effectiveness research provides 
opportunities for increasing our knowledge about the characteristics of children and 
families that do not benefit (enough) from CBT and about the additional therapy 
that they might receive after the manualized CBT is finished (general discussion).  
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Samenvatting 
Angststoornissen zijn de meest voorkomende vorm van psychische problemen bij 
kinderen. Desondanks wordt slechts de minderheid van deze kinderen verwezen 
naar de geestelijke gezondheidszorg (GGZ). In dit proefschrift is aangetoond dat de 
beperkingen in het dagelijk functioneren van kinderen, ten gevolge van de 
angststoornissen, gerelateerd zijn aan een verwijzing naar de GGZ. Kinderen die 
meer beperkingen ervaarden, werden vaker verwezen naar de GGZ (hoofdstuk 3). 
Desondanks bleek uit onze studie dat de meerderheid van de kinderen die niet naar 
de GGZ verwezen waren, weldegelijk aan een angststoornis leed. In dit proefschrift 
is uiteengezet dat een meer toegankelijke GGZ, bijvoorbeeld door kennis van ouders 
te vergroten, en het investeren in preventieprogramma’s, het aantal verwijzingen 
naar de GGZ zou kunnen verhogen (discussie). 

Logan is een jongen die verwezen is naar de GGZ. Hij lijdt onder de gevolgen 
die zijn separatieangststoornis en paniekaanvallen hebben op zijn dagelijks leven. 
De klinische casusbeschrijving van Logan (hoofdstuk 2) beschrijft diverse kind, - en 
familiekenmerken (zoals genetische kwetsbaarheid, angstige modelling en 
overbeschermend opvoeden) die een bijdrage hebben geleverd aan de oorzaak en 
instandhouding van Logans angststoornis. Ondanks de aanwezige angstverhogende 
en instandhoudende familiekenmerken, heeft Logan meegedaan aan een 
kindgerichte groeps cognitieve gedragstherapie (CGT). Zijn ouders hebben alleen 
aan twee ondersteunende ouderbegeleidingssessies deelgenomen. De kindgerichte 
groeps CGT heeft Logan geholpen om zijn angsten te overwinnen (discussie). Dit 
positieve resultaat komt overeen met de onderzoeksbevindingen die hieronder 
beschreven worden.  

Tijdens de behandeling van angststoornissen bij kinderen, wordt aan ouders 
geleerd hoe zij opvoedingsgedragingen en gezinsfunctioneren die bijdragen aan 
angststoornissen, kunnen verbeteren. De rationale hierachter is dat dit de 
behandeling effectiever zou maken en ervoor kan zorgen dat wat kinderen binnen 
de therapie leren, duurzaam gegeneraliseerd wordt naar het dagelijks leven.  

In hoofdstuk 4 staat beschreven dat er alleen wat betreft het ‘autonomie 
bevorderend opvoeden’ (ouderrapportage, kindrapportage)  en ‘relationeel 
gezinsfunctioneren’ (ouderrapportage) een verschil was tussen gezinnen van 
klinisch angstige kinderen en gezinnen van controle kinderen. Zoals voorspeld, 
werd er minder autonomie bevorderend opgevoed en was het relationeel 
gezinsfunctioneren minder goed in de gezinnen van klinisch angstige kinderen, 
gebaseerd op ouderraportage. Klinisch angstige kinderen rapporteerden juist meer 
autonomie bevorderend opvoedgedrag van hun ouders. Er zijn echter geen 
verschillen gevonden tussen de twee groepen in de mate waarop zij ‘afwijzend’ en 
‘overbeschermend’ opvoeden en de mate van ‘gezinscontrole’. Kortom, er zijn niet 
zoveel verschillen in opvoedingsgedragingen en gezinsfunctioneren gevonden 
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tussen de gezinnen van klinisch angstige kinderen en gezinnen van controle 
kinderen als verwacht.  

Desalniettemin blijken de opvoedingsgedragingen en het gezinsfunctioneren 
weldegelijk te verbeteren na zowel gezins-cognitieve gedragstherapie (GCGT) als 
kindgerichte cognitieve gedragstherapie (KCGT). De GCGT en KCGT zijn ook even 
effectief. Uit deze studie blijkt ook dat een positief relationeel gezinsfunctioneren, 
gemeten direct na afloop van de  behandeling, de enige gezinsvariabele is die 
samenhangt met een verbetering van de angstklachten op de lange termijn. Dit 
verband is alleen gevonden voor adolescenten en niet voor kinderen in de 
basisschoolleeftijd (hoofdstuk 4).  

De resultaten uit hoofdstuk 4 roepen vragen op over welke principes in 
therapie voor angststoornissen bij kinderen eigenlijk zorgen voor een verbetering 
van angstklachten (discussie). Op basis van de uitkomsten kan in ieder geval de 
suggestie gedaan worden dat KCGT de voorkeursbehandeling moet zijn voor de 
behandeling van angststoornissen bij kinderen. Het verband tussen opvoedings – 
en gezinsfactoren en angst bij kinderen wordt wellicht overschat. Het zou kunnen 
dat ‘angst verhogende’ opvoedingsgedragingen ook voorkomen in gezinnen met 
kinderen die aan andere vormen van psychopathologie lijden.  Toekomstig 
onderzoek zou zich moeten richten op de kenmerken van kinderen en hun gezinnen 
die niet (voldoende) baat hebben bij hun angstbehandeling (discussie). 

Geprotocolleerde cognitieve gedragstherapie (CGT) wordt gezien als een 
effectieve behandeling voor angststoornissen bij kinderen. De omstandigheden 
behorend bij de onderzoeken waarin CGT’s meestal worden onderzocht, zijn 
wellicht heel anders dan de omstandigheden in de reguliere klinische praktijk 
waarin de CGT’s uiteindelijk gebruikt moeten worden. Dit betekent dat de 
resultaten van CGT in onderzoeksstudies (efficacy) wellicht ook anders zijn dan de 
resultaten behaald met dezelfde CGT in de reguliere klinische praktijk 
(effectiveness).  

Dit proefschrift laat zien dat CGT voor angststoornissen bij kinderen niet alleen 
effectief is binnen gecontroleerde onderzoeksomstandigheden, maar ook in de 
reguliere klinische praktijk. Angstklachten van kinderen verminderden evenveel in 
een ‘onderzoek’ als een ‘klinische praktijk’ conditie (hoofdstuk 6). Er blijkt ook dat 
therapeuten met meer (algemene) ervaring in de geestelijke gezondheidszorg en 
therapeuten die meer ervaring hebben met angstbehandelingen, betere resultaten 
behaalden, gemeten drie maanden na afloop van de behandeling. Er is geen 
verband gevonden tussen de verbetering van angstklachten en of de therapeut een 
specifieke angsttraining heeft gevolgd, supervisie kreeg, of hoe nauwkeurig het 
behandelprotocol (behandelintegriteit) gevolgd is (hoofdstuk 7). Dit is tegengesteld 
aan het gangbare idee dat specifieke therapie-training, supervisie en 
behandelintegriteit noodzakelijk zijn voor een goede behandelimplementatie. Er is 
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dan ook bediscussieerd dat de kwaliteit  van de geleverde interventies mogelijk 
meer voorspellend zijn voor positieve behandelresultaten, dan hoe goed men zich 
aan het protocol houdt (discussie). 

Dit proefschrift laat zien dat het CGT protocol Denken + Doen = Durven (DDD) 
een effectieve behandeling is in de reguliere klinische praktijk waar  kinderen niet - 
zoals in onderzoek – geselecteerd werden op basis van in – en exclusiecriteria, en de 
therapeuten een variëteit aan opleidingsachtergrond en ervaring in de 
hulpverlening en met angstbehandelingen hebben, die veelal geen specifieke (DDD) 
training of supervisie hebben gevolgd en die niet verplicht werden zich nauwkeurig 
aan het protocol te houden. De meerderheid van kinderen met angststoornissen 
profiteert van een geprotocolleerde CGT. Onderzoek dat plaatsvindt binnen de 
reguliere klinische praktijk (effectiveness onderzoek) geeft onderzoekers de kans 
om meer inzicht te krijgen in de kinderen en hun families die niet (voldoende) 
profiteren van geprotocolleerde CGT. Als vervolg op dit proefschrift kan gezocht 
worden naar het antwoord op de vraag:  Wat gebeurt er met deze kinderen en hun 
gezinnen als het protocol is doorlopen en de onderzoekers naar huis zijn gegaan 
(algemene discussie)? 
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